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Extending.the Challenge: ciorking. Toward

a Comion Body of Practice for Teachers ,1
..

....... _i
,4

ti
1

.

.
t..

Concerned educators have ilways wrestled with issues of excellence

and professional development. It is argued, in the paper "A Common Body

of Practie for TeaC,hers: The Challqqe of Public Law 94-142 to Teacher
. -

Education, "* that the Ecication for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975.

provides the, necessary impetus for a concerted reexamination of teacher

education. Further, it is argued. that this reexamination should enhance
..A

the process of establishing a body of knowledge common to the members of -'

. the teaching profession. Th paper continues, then, by outlining

' clusters of capabilities that y be included in the_` common body of

knowledge. Thege .clusters otf capabilities provide the basis for the

following materials.

The materials are oriented toward assessment and development.

f First, the various components, rating scales, self - assessments, sets of
-0

. Objectives, and respective rat ignale and knowledge bases are deigned to

enable teacher educators assess curresf practice relative to the

knowledge, skills, and commitment's outlined in the aforementioned paper.

The assessment is conducted not necessartly to determine the worthiness

of a program or practice, but rather to reexamine current practice in

order to articulate essential common elements of/teacher education. In

effect then, the "challenge" paper and the ensuing matertmls incite
0

further discussion regarding a common body of practice for teachers.

ikiblisfied by the American Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education, Washington, D. C., (980 ($5.50).
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Second and closely aligned to assessment is the developmental

,

perspective offered by these materials. The assessment process allows
0.

the "user to view current practice on a developmental continuum.

Therefore,>desired or moire appropriate' practice is readily identifiable.

On another; perhaps more important dimension, the "challenge" paper and

these materials.e.focus discussion on pre- service teacher education. Inq

making decisions regarding a common body of practice it is essential -

that specific knowledge, .skill and _commitment he acquired at the

pre-service revel. It is alsO essentialkhat other additional specific

1ZnoWledge, 'skill, and commitment be acquired a4 a teacher is inducted
.

into the profession -and. matu wit/ years of experience.

Differentiating among these level4 of professional development- is

paramount. These materials can be used in forums in which focused

discussion will explicate better the necessary elements .of pre-service

teacher education. This explication will thed allow more productive

discourse on the necessary capabilities of.beginning teachers and the

necessary capabilities of experienced teachers.

110
In brief, this pork i§ an effort capitalize on the -creative

ferment of, the teaching profession ikstriving.towarl excellence and

professional development. The work is to be viewed_as evolutionary and

formative. Contributions from our colleagues are heartily welcomed.'

t

t)
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This paper presents one moduje in a series of resource materials

which are designed for use by teacher edaators. The genesis of these

maters is in the ten "clusters of capabilities," outlined in t..lii.

. .

,

paper, "A Common Body of Practice for Teachers: .The Challenge of Public

Law 94-142 to Teacher. Education," which fort' the 1)roposed core of

professional knowledge needed by professional teachers wholwill practice

in the world of tomorrow. The resource materials are to be used by

p
teacher educators to, reexamine and enhance their current practice in

preppring classroom teachers to work competently and comfortably with

children who have a .Qide range bf individual need's. Each module,

provides further elaboration of a specified "cluster of capabilities"

in this case, provision of classroom instruction that is,adaptive to

student differenceA.

ti
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OVERVIEW OF Tip 14aDLO.
...
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u '' .
. .

e . A a , :
Providing educ4tion'al opportunities and learning experiences that

.
...

are responsive to the individual needs of studedts in regular classroom

settings is the major objettive of the "least restrictive environment"

mandate of Public .Law. 94-142. Implementation of. Olts mandate is

resulting.in an incieasingly heterogeneous student population in regular

classrooms. As. the range of studedt differences- found in regul
.

clasirooms grows, go does the need for teachers to be able to provide

instructioA that effectively accommodates the diverse needs of their

students. The development Of such teacher expertise, however, has posed ,

a' major challenge to educational professionals' in general, and teacher

edtIctors in. particular. Because adaptive instruction differs im,

several fundamental ways from the traditional group-based instruction

whioh most pre- service teachers have known in their own schooling major'

changes at required, in their conceptual -perspectives of classroom

practice4. For these changes to occur, teacher educators must- be able

toLprovid'e not only information on the "howl of adaptive instruction but

also a basic understanding' of the "why." This module aims to furnish

faculty `,members' of colleges of education with information to further .

their students' understfinding of the provision of adaptive instruction.

to regular classroom settings, the theoretical underpinnings of this

,

instrUction4, approach, ,and , the .research evidence related to the

4 '
i

. impiementation and:effects-of adaptive instruct s.
:, , i

. 4. : 4

tit .
s

This' moduje contalms,ehree major secfions., ; Se-etton .1770biertives,
k -

.
.

Needs Assessment; and SAlf4Assessmentinctudeaiformation designed to
1

'''

-
i

- .

help users systematically assess the usefulnesc of.?khis module in
f f

'meeting their own'professionil .devtaloPment needs and the needs of thZir
:

Ili

9
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.respective teacher education programs. Specifically, it inclluilsa list

of the objectives of the module, a description ofreasonable objectives

for the users' teache. education programs, a rating scale designed'as a

needs 'assessment instrument .for, determining

content covered in this module

teacher education programs,' and a self-assessment instrument designed eo

is already* incor

he extent to which the

rated in the users'

0

help the module asers evaluate their knowledge and understanding of

providing adaptive instruction in classroom settings.

Section II--Provision of Adaptive Instructioncomprises the, core

. content. of' the **yule. FIATe segments each of Which is designed to

provide a different perspective on adaptive instruction, present (10' a

4
-review of relevant theory, research, and practice; (b) a description of

a conceptual model of program deiign, implementation, and evaluation;

(c) an explication of issues related to program evaluation; (d)

information on the design of allsroPriate personnel wparation programb;

and (e) a discussion of implications for future developments In

personnel preparation.

Section III--Additional Readings on ra;ptive Instruction--is

designed for users who desire further informaiion. it includes a

selected bibliography on adaptive instruction and copies of several

articles that are considered to be particularly relevant to the topics ,...

%. 1..1e°

discussed in_ this module.

It should be pointed outAhat because this module aims to provide

concrete examples of specific technIcal know-how involved in the.

operationztlizatlion of adaptive instruction, many examples and supporting

research were drawn from a particuldr adaptive instruction program that

. hh's a relatively long history and a data base supporting its utilit'.'and .
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practicability. However, it is important to note, that the use of

specific examples is not meant to imply. either exclUaiVitY or the
.

superiority of his particular adaptive instruction prograi overtothers.
i .

lather, it is hoped' that leacher educators and teachers -in-training' tar;

use the examples_ cited here as =a spripgboard qpr dlscussini and
-

.

,

generAting approaches and strategies for providing adaptive instruction
.

beyond .those described in this mootile. Other related modules in, this

' series, for example, also have much to. coffer in.. providing' specific

'116.
information on adaptive instruction and should be considered components

of any coipiehenaive program for training pre- service teachers. The

following is a list of the related modules. 4.*

Curriculum-Based AssessMent And Evaluation Protedures

.Individualized Teaching:_ Wilting Individualized
Education Programs

Clissrtlom Strategies for AcCommodating Exceptional
Learners

.
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SECTION I
OBJECTIVES, NEEDS ASSESSMENT, AND SELF-ASSESSMENT

flf

Oblectives

.4.

'Upon completion of this moduleyouwill be prepared to

followink:

the

1. Provide a working 'definition df. adaptive instruction and .

t
.

describe the unique features of a number of widely used extant
/

adaptive'instruction programs and practices..

2. Discuss the implications of adaptive instruction for .effective

mainstreaming of exceptional students.

3. Identify and describe the. major components of a conceptu0

model of adaptive, instruction.

4. Identify and describe program design"fealtures, or dimensions,

,which are considered critical'for the effective implementation

of adaptive- instruction in school settings.

5. Assess the practicality and validity of using a data - based.

It.
approach to tailor personnel development `,programs to. the

training needs of individual' in-service and pre-service

teachers.

r.

b. Discuss the dqpign and measurement issues" related to

documentation and evaluation of. the implementation and effects

of adaptive instruction.
Z.
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. . ... '' .

. Identify and discuss teacher-expertise required for -effjtiv'

.

Amplementatjon Of.adaptive instruction.
., 0'

4

041 8. Identify and diecUis the organizational and management 'supports

)
, 4

neceasary for-effective implementatipn of adaytive .instruction;'.
k

Reasonable Objectives for TeaCtier.Rducation

4
.

Teachers-in-training need working knowledge and practical skills in:

0,

1. understanding and appreciating the need rfor providing instruc-

tionthit'is adaptive to. student differences

providingpdaptive"instruction in classrool settings, induct,-

ing
1 I .

OP

, a. implementing, the critical program dimensions of adaptive
.

4 - ,

. -
.

N instruction, and
t

. '

1

b. using degree of implementation assessment procedures .

for self-assessmentand monitoring of program intheMenta-
.

tion.

4

I.

.

N
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Misting Scale for the Teacher Preparation Program

Check the statement 'that best describes the adequacy of coverage t

your ptesent teacher 'education program on'. the topic' of 'Wdaptiye
.. .

'4.
instruction.

,k. -Teachei-s-in-training are aware of the,. conceptual 'and

implementation isftes related to the general topic of

. inflividual differences sand .the need to accommodate those

differences, but no systems approachee are introduced.

2. Teachers-in-training are well-versed in the need for attending

to individual differences in students qnd the design of school '

learning elironmenta that are responsive to thdke differences,

but little or to -practical direction is given to systematic

provision of adaptive instruction in classroom settings.

A1/4 a

-3. Teachers-in-training are familiar with the-ixtant programs of

adaptive instruction, but have neither observed nor' had

praCticam experience-in'classroome using adaptive.instruction.
ti

implementing'4. Teachers-ip-training have systematic .training. in

critical dimensions of adaptive instruction and

and/or had practicum experience in the operation

instruction programs.1

havebbserved.

of adaptive

411..

5. Teachers-in-tiaining hole working knowledge /bout one or mare
e

. extant programs of adaptive Instruction and havardemonstratcd

skills in teachilm within such a system as part of .their
1

practicums.

. 14
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BelfrAsSesiment

The fol-lowitg items are intended. to assess your understanding, of

adaptive instruction." Respond to short-answer items 1-9 on a separate

.sheet of paper.

4

1. Define !'adaptive instruction.".

as a

2. Briefly describ0 uni4ue featuraW'

adaptive instruction that have

school settings..

3. Discuss

4.

of .two extant programs -of...

been widely implemented in

major implteations of the provision 41 adaptive

'instruction for effective implementation of

Describe program design features that

effectilie mainstreaming of exceptional

classrooms.

Public Las 94-142.
4

are critical for

students in regular

5. identify and briefly descio(g) the major
.

Condentual model of adaptive instruction.

components of

6. Discuss the design and research supports for program dimensio2s
1

that have been identified as critical for supporting !effective

implementation of adaptive instruction at the classroom level.

7.- Discuss the impileations of recent technological advances and

policy mandates for pre-service training programs.
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A. Define interactive instructional decision making and ditscuss

its implications for designing and. implementing adaptive

instruction prograts.

Dist use the:theoYetics1 and pedagqicel rationales for. using

data-based approach to triining.

. ,

In front ofthe next eight items,
, -

pleCe a. "V if you think

_statement is true, or an "F" if you think the 'statement is false.

11.

-.404

12.

0 .

odtgigned
. It

.Adeptive, instruction is synonymous with open education.

Group -based direct instruction. is no#kgenerakly .considered

altevnattve strategy for adaptive instruction. programs.

Pre-service and in-service personnel
,

to be adaptive to the

individual,in

13, Data on degree of

trainingpurpoies

14.

purposes.

.the

an

preparation should be

1

pee4a and ttitents of

program implementation are most useful for

and should not be used for program evaluation

Effecti teachers

individual students

awe' instructional decisions concerning

both griof elk and during the

instructional-learning process. *
oof

15. Successful implementation of adaptive instruction in multi -age

actual

grouped or ungraded classrooms is very

problems associated with the wide

differences` represented in

unlikely because of the

range of individual

such classrooms.

16
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Instriictionat teaming facilitates flexible and effective use of
0

ihstructional resources such as. teacher time and talents.

It.is not advisable to. encourage parents to become/ actively

involved with theWChild's.learning because their involvement,

may interfere with'w4ult teachers are doing lit the clasiroom... A/

.

27he;following numbered, items are deserlpt,4on.s .Qt! ';.cat. . 4.

--dimensions of adaptive instruction. Match each dimension with the.,

appropriaSe program design featurein the right-hand column by placing

the.appropriate letter inthe parentheses.

18. Learning materials related

to each objective included

in the learning sequence of

the various curricula are

developed anupdated. (

1'9. Students' progress. thtough

each curricular area and

0

their completed prescriptive

tasks are recorded daily. (

a

20. All ,students are assessed

when they enter a new unit

bf instruction An the curricular

hierarchy and when they begin

or complete a new curricular

objective. .(

Integrated;

diagnostic - prescriptive

process.

b. Systematic provision

of a wide range of

instructional-learning

options.

c. Instructional-

learning management

system.

(

f

i.
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10 .

.

Each student has his or her own

assignment. Included in tilt
4

assignment is explicit information

regarding the learning tasks

(e.g., number of tasks or

workbook pages to be completed,

titles of referenCe books to be

read)..( 4'1
C

. 4

22. Teachers evaluate student learning

on an ongoing basis to identify

1earning,difficulties before

they became established

23. Teachers move about in a area

of the cIatieroom, respon ing to

student requests or init

contacts with students fqr a

ating

variety of:instructional. and management

purposes. (. )

t

24. New tasks and rdviewijess9ns are

presented in small groups, individually,

and/or for the whole class. A variety

of techniques that have been shown

to be effective are identified for

use ancording to subject content

aid sttident differences. ( )

4.

a"

.0
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25. Teachers use a variety of techniques'

4tilrto help students take,on increased

esponsibiltty for, their learning

and behaviors. ( )

,Circle the best resOonse(s) listed under each statement.

26. An adaptive instruction progriam is one which:

a. is synonymous with the open educatiOn approach.

b. is the direct opposite of the group-based direct-

instruction approach.

c. provides alternative instruction to meet the diverse

learning needs,lof, individual students.

d. phces instruction according to the majority of ability
. ,

levels of individual students iii a group.

27. When an adaptive instruction approach is effectively

tmplemented, it is expected that:

a. each student will differ in his.-or her placement. and rate

of progress through the curriculum.

h. most students will make similar gains as they progress

through the curriculum.

c. students experiencing difficulty will be placid in

special resource rooms.

d. each student will be more precisely labeled ,according ta.

his or,her learning disability.

.J

1.
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28. A major objective of adaptive.instruction is to deyelop each

students competence- in academic, social, and self- management

skillk. Consequently, a program design focus is to enable

)

students to:

a. work independently in individual sittings.

b. work collaboratively in group settings.
ti

114=
c. assume incredsing responsibility for their own learning and

behaviors.

d. all of the above.

29. When an adaptive instruction program Is adopted; classroom

processes are likely to to c very different from thoge observed

. in conventional classrooms For exampt-c.-An..

414-4,
instruction classrooms:

ive

a. students'cal be observed working at many different tasks at

b.

different levels.

students can be observed working in groups - and

individually.

0 c. the teacher's desk is centrally located and students are-

expected to approach the teacher for instruction and

fee4back.

d. the teacher moves around the room, diagnosing, instructing,
. .

monitoring, and evaluating students.

.e. students are expected to take responsibility for their own

learning and complete all tasks within a lipecified time

f. it is the teacher's responsibility to assign all students'

tasks and to specify the time limit for completion of the

tusks.
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4.

it is expected that the teacher will spend increased

amounts of time instructing, and less' time managing

students.

h. it is expected that all behavioral problems will be handled

by an aide, allowing the teacher increased amounts of

instructional time.

i. students' independent movement around the -classroom is

regulatedby an explicit management system.

-

0

-
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Answer Key

1. Define "adaptive instruction."

Adaptive instruction is an educational approach

aimed, at accommodating she individual differences of

each Student., Toward this end, adaptive instruction

utilizes a variety of instructional methods and provides

learning experiences' that are responsive' to the

individual chkracteristics and learning needs of

students, as well as explicit interventions that

increase students' competence and enhance their:

capability to profit from avallSible educational

alternatives.

of

2. Briefly describe unique features of two extant programs of adaptive'

'instruction that have been widely implemented in school settings.

1. DiScuss major implications .of the provision of adaptive instruction

for effective implementation of Public Law 94-142.

r

One of the effects Ldw 94 -142 has been

decreased enrollments in segregated special education

facilities which, in turn, have resulted in an increased

need to expand the-capacity of regular classrooms and

related support systems to accommodate exceptional

students. Thus, educational systems that adapt

instruction to the increasingly diverse needs of

students mainstreamed

established.
>

regular classes must bea,
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6

e

4. Describe program design features that. fe

mainstreaming of` exceptional. students in regular cladirooms.

critical for effective

-

.

----,----, A comprehensive individualized` instructional system

that adapts to the needs tof individual' students.-

A built-in support system

implementation

that facilitates

of.the instructional program through the

involvement Of school AdmintStrAttvednd instructional

support personnel; health professionals, and
N -

-- Use of a "full-time" rather than a "shared-time"
40.0'

apyfoach to providing for the special education,needs'of

regular and exceptional students.

S. Idellotkfy and briefly describe the major components of a conceptual

model of aldaptive instruction.
A

9

Program design

of instructional.

characteristics:

which begins with the identification

goals and description of student

Ihis 'information constitutes basic

input in the dtsign of those program dimensions

critical for the ongoing provision

instruction in classroom se5tings

that are

of adaptive

as well as thcise

dimensions-related to the provision of classroom-level

and school-/district-level supports for program

implementation.

-1

a

I

23
'4'
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Pro4ram implementation which provides the

systematic framework far analyzing the implementasion

needs for the operationalization of adaptiVe instruction

in.a specific school setting. Decision making regarding

the adaption and operation of a given adaptive

instruction program, as wel3'as continuing improvefsent

and 3 y inerent of program Implementation, is facilitated

by inf tion on the program's operation and the degree

to which its major features are implemented.

Information on program implement-piton is critical in

assessing program efficacy, and for linking program

effects and key program features.

Program evaluation which provides the data base for

4

analysis and doeumentation of both the process and

product outcomes of adaptive instruction. .Program

outcomes are evaluated in relation to the extent to

which the degree of implemeAtation results intra_pecific

desirable classroom processes and, subsequently, the

achievement of social and academic competence by

students. The resulting data base is used for program

refinement, program evaluatidn, and policy making-

purposes.

6. Discuss the design and research supports tc.) program dimensions that

have been identified as critical for supporting effective implementation

of adaptive instruction at the classroom level.

"ns
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Arranging SOace.and Facilities fosters students'

independence' and responsibility for managing their own

learning behaviors by arranging furniture and equipment

to facilitate easy movementl organizing (learning,
r-

4111%.

materials, and 'Storage and display areas' to permit

independent selection and replavment,Of materials by
4

students; and explicitly controlling for the number of

students in each activity arta,a0well.as the.movement
A

becpeen activity areas.

Establishing and Coultinicating Rules .and Procedures

fosters students' independence in managing their

learning environment and.activitiesby clearly defining

and -procedures governing use and maintenance of

instructiohal materials, scheduling oftactivities, work

:completioni, and independent movement about the room.

Mansoing s provide the opportunity for

teachers and their o discuss the performance,

behavior, and achierment ofindividual students and to

design instructional plans and specify assignments in

accordance with each student's meeds.

Developing Student Self-Responsibility for planning

and managing their own learning and behaviors 1;

accomplished by teaching students to locate and return

all materials needed to carry out tasks, to focus on

learning tasks or constructive peer interactions while

awaiting teacher assistance, to make activity choices
a

and scheduling decisions, and to monitor and evaluate.
4

their own progress.
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.7. Discuss thel, mplicaltions of recent technological advances and policy

18

mandates for, pre -, service training programs.

I

Two -recent developments , have implications for

,pre-service training Programs. These developMents are,
. , .

policy, mandates dltereining Current, improvement

needs and the technological pdyanees. and%
.

expianding .

. ff.f.$' ,

knowledge 'base on the theories of learning *Old.-

instruction and improved educational practices. As a

result of these contextual and substantive developments,
110

significant changes are occurring In the expectations

and role definitions of educational protesalonals and in

the availability and scope of personnel preparation and

0'
continuing profe ssional development programs.

Policy Mandates

Public sentiment, economic realities, and recent:

Federal

school change.

challenges,

and state.legislation have created mandites.for

Schools £in response to these

have been faced with
Y.
the charge of

identifyiew#nd implementing innovative programs aimed
.

at better serving the'diverse learning needs.of children

and-young adults of all races, language groups, social

classes, and educational characteristics. However,

educational improvement require otore than Mast the
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availability of workable and effective proviso*:

often,. those responsible for operationalizing

innovations encounter ,great difficulty in the adoption

andimplementation of valuable ideas, programs, and

products because of inadequate training. Moreover, theI

--increased pressure for innovative school i*provement

efforts has

dvi

been accompanied by declining enrollaents

has been cutbacks in -the.hiring of additional staff.

Thus, greater public demand for improved educational

services,. combined with reduced staffing re4ources. has

served to intensify the pressure on.schoot personnel who

are often 'criticited. gnit,e vocally.for the quality of

education they provide.

School personnel look to those responsible for

personnel preparation colleges of education to

develop alternative ways to improve the-Atills and

capabilities of in-service and pre-service personnel.

The "least restTjctive environment" mandate of Public

Law 94-14.2, for example, challengeslichools to implement

innovative practices such as mainstreaming..

Accomplishment of this.objective however, requires the

provision,of °up:ling professional, training to support

the establishment and maintenance of sucharnnovations.
fr,*.

Colleges of education, therefore, are pressufed to

redirect their training of edudetional perst1004 to

focus on instructional methods that are Adaptive to the

'special needs

classrooms.

f individual ,students in regular

t

4
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Technological Advances

Recent developments in research effective

teaching and cognitive instructiOnal psychology have

provided a substantive base for -improving the knowledge

hool4lersonnel for implementing adaptive

instruction-programs. Some of these developments are in

the areas of cognition and educational productivity and

instructional decision making and interactive teaching.

Psychololgste renewed interest in cognition has

-resulted in research related to the understanding of

'human learning and schooling managetient. One such

example is the research on cognitipn and- educational

nr(Ouctivity. Findinis 00 the limiting factors in' most

human activities, such.ei.bounded rationality and the

- scarcity nfattention and time, have great implications

for furthefing understandini of teachers' mastery of a

domplex.system of adaptive instruction and the ways to

-promote teaching expertise and productivity. These

finding:4 have come into play, for example, in the

planning and implementation of instruction as well se in

the identification of those substantive and

psychological factors that influence effective

processing of the wide array of information involved in

adapting instruction to differences among individual

students. Adaptive instruction requires ongoing

28
e
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proceising of information od each.student's learning

history .1 and current performance (student cues) as

teachers evaluate, and, make alternative plans to

facilitate, the student"-s mastery "14 learning

41. objectives. Teachers must make instructional decisions

based not only on 'student Cues, but also on uinformation

about the availability- of 'alternative strategies and

materials as well as the nature of the tasks .to be

learned; Furthermore, the ways .in which such

information is put to use in the provision of edaptiv4

instruction slot, are influenced by each teacher's

personal beliefs. about edUcation and about the potential

effectiveness of particular strategies with specific

students. Thusr,it is clear that the immense' cognitive

complexity

instruct ton

Ore-service

teachers face in implementing adaptive
!

In classroom settings must be addreastd.. i

training progrems1

I

8.. Define interactive instructional decision making and discuss its

implications. four

programs.

designing and implementing adaptive instruction

4

Interactive instructional decision making is

ongoing, usually occurs during class time, and is often

based on the immediate student performance cues that

teachers receive during the instructional-learning
6

process. This type of decision making provides a way

for teachers to effectively attend to students' changing

'29
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.needs.. .Interactive instructional decisions involve th

use of instructional interventions such as .directing or

redirecting, students` attention to-,a task, providing

feedback to students,. and determining the source of

"Ps._

'students' errors and providing explanations knd/or

additional instruction.

9. Discuss the. theoretical and pedagogical; rationales foot using a

data-based approach to. training.

A

r

4

Teachers learn in different ways and come to their

bs at different stages of development. A data-bled

approach to training can be adapted to the identified

strengths and weaknessea of individuals rather tban

those of the group at large. The data-based.capproach

also provides A *es for self-monitoring' of program

implementation and . ensuring program maintenance by

individual staff members.

10. F 20. -a

11. F 21. a

12. T 22. a

13. F 23.

14. .117. 24. b

15. F 25. c /

16. T 26.

17. F 27. a

18. b 28. d

19. a 29. a, b, d, e g, i

0

I

.
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. SECTION II .

PROVISION OF ADAPTIVE INSTRUCTION

Introduction,

he history of forma sch ool in g, educators have bee n

interested in.the. use of alternative instructional strategies. and school

resources to provide learning experiences that are adaptive to the needs

and characteristics of individual students. In this country, the decade.

f the 1920!s was marked by eipcial 'emphasis on individualized

instruction. The 1925 yearbook of the National Society for the Study of

Education, entitled A4apting the Schools to Individual Differences,

includes descriptions of several programs of individual7 instruction,

such As Burk's Individual System, the Winnetka Plan, the Dalton Plan,'

and many others (Washburne, 1925). This early foundation for the theory'

and practice of adaptive instruction provided substantial and growing

impetus for the. development and study of educational programs and

instructional technologies that increase schools' capabilities to

ace odate diverse student abilities, experiences, interests, and

socioeconomic backgrounds.

. ,

Individualized instruction, particularly during the past decade,

'has ceme to be associated with school improvempnt efforts aimed at

ensuring equal and quality educational opportunities for each and every

school-aged child and young adult (e.g., Consilio, 1974; Gordon, 1979;

Reynolds & Wang, 1981; Wang, 19800. This focus steps, in part, from

"technical' advances in the development of relevant theories and

demonstrably effectftwadsptive instruction practices (Glaser, 977;

11Henry, 1962; Snow, 1977; Wang Si Lindvall, in preparation; Wel rger,

31
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, 1977), as weli as from public, judicial, and legislative' movements

(Reynolds & Wang, 1981;. Wang; 1981a; Wendel, 1977).. Whatever the

reason, many schOol districts attempt to ass ss individual capabilities

and utilise Wheir.varying curricular-materia s to match instruction, as

directly as posaible to those capabilities. ile there,appears to be

growing receptivity to instructional approaches that are tied to the

direct assessment of each "student's capabilities\An4 the building of

tub' sSiwienCe-6001kOetence4+14a0;e-mentation of sU 15.0ractlies in schools

has been scanty. A major stumbling block has been the.lack of training
-.-

support for school personnel as they take on the r ponsibil,ity of such

school change efforts. k-

The goal of this module is to contribute to. rhea, information base
lot 4 .%

necessary for developing the kind of training sup rts'required to

effectively implement adaptive instruction. This secti of the module

was developed to accomplish three goals: to summarize e state of the

art of research and development aimed at provision of schooling

experiences that are factsptive Ito student differences, explicate a

conceptual model of adaptive instruction that provides work for

developing the knowledge base and _Competencies necessary f-r effective k.

adaptive-classroom instruction; and to present an alternatives approach

to pre-service and in-service training in the context of ciirr t school

improvement needs and the provision of adaptive instructs *. The

specific topics covered under each of the three goals are listed below.

\

1. To provide an overview of.past and current theories, research,

and practice related to adaptive instruction.

a.: Basic assuiMptions of adapVve instruction.

b. Recent theoretical and technological advances related to \

\

adaptive instruction.
A
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c. Selected widely used systems for individualized

instruction.

d. Implications of Public-taw 94-142 as they relate to the

implementation of adaptive instruction.

2.- To provide a 'Conceptual basis for development and

impleientation of adaptive instrutti n in clan room settings.

Rationale and design,of critical ograrn sign

dimensions required to establish ah maintain

a .system fOr,providing adaptive c assroom instruction.

b. Methodological and procedural. sues, related to

evaluation of adaptive instruction.

c. Illustrations of the kinds of information needed'

to assess the predenee and abienee of critical program

'design dimensions and-desired outcomes.

eA
3. To address teacher development needs and to present an

alteinative training approach for the provision of adaptive

instruction.

a. Recent. advances in effective sChooling research and

cognitive psychology and how theie advances affect

teacher education programs.

b. An alternative training. approach that is

indiVidually tailored and school-based.

33
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Theory and Practice of Adaptive Instruction

Some Basic AssumOtio00- r
The concept Of. maximizing learnint through the provision* of

Adaptive instruction is based on the assumption that students learn in,

different ways and at different rates. Furthermore, it is believed that

accommodating. these differences t4quires not only a variety of

instructional methods and learning experiences that are matched to

individual characteristiCs;. talents, interests, and past performance,

but also.explicit inteivent ns that increasepach student's competence

and enhance his or her capabilit y'to profit prom-available edubitional

alternattves. 17hus, the term "adaptive" refers to .modification of
. .

school learning environments in accordance with-student differences, as
S

well as modification of the individual, student's ability *to learn

successfully in such environments (Glase 1977).
A

V

As with many innovative concepts and terminologies, the general
1

perceptions and operational definitions ,of adaptive instruction h ave

-'varied. ,In light of the somewhat conflipting and often inaccurate

characterizations that have been put forth, several distinctions should

be noted. First, contrary to frequent portrayals in the recent

literature on effective teaching, adaptfir instruction is not in

diametric opposition to the continuum of various conventional
r.

educational approaches that include group-based direct instruction

(e.g., BropHY, 1970; Rosenshine, 1976). Nor is it synonymous with open

education

Pete'rson,

or otbf* student-centered instructional approaches (e.g.,

1979) Otether,. adaptive instruction is an educational

approach aimed Wproviding learning experiences that effectively help

34
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each student achieve desired educational goals. As such, its

416.

operationalization incorporates a wide range ok alternative techniques

and practices that-are likely to include many of those associated with

direct instructio d/or_learner cpntrolled instruction. In fact, the

.adoption of `instructional alternatives (e.g., --leacher-directed ,lessons

A
in groups or with :individual atudents,.student- initiated exploratory

activities, individual and/or group-projects) is a key feature in the

design of adaptive instruction programs.

4

A second .notable distinction of adaptive instruction is its

non-exclusiveness in terms 'of the types of settings in which instruction

and learning occur. Although the provision of--adaptive instruction

requires individualized planning, each student's educ nal plan need

not-be, and -in most cases should not be, carried t entirely on an

individual basis. Even in the most highly individ lized instructional

programs, educational objectives related to oral communication and

social cooperation, for example, requite instruction in group settings.

Thug, the inclusion of,grOup lessons is assumed, both from the viewpoint

of effective ' instructional management and in keeping with the

pedagogical requirements for'melting a 'certain set of objectives.

Adaptive instruction does not necessarily mean that students work

entirely alonp.; nor does it mean teaching that is unstructured or not

"active."

Theoretical and Technical Advances

Great strides have been made during the past several decades in the

development of theories and practices of.adaptive instruction. These

advances have greatly increased the knowledge base on -instructional

3;3
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design technologies and the practical know-how required to provide

school learning, environments thaveffectively accommodate a wide range

of student differences. Two major developments have been in the
t

conceptualization of individual diffeilences and effective schooling and

in the operationalization of adaptive instruction in schools.

Conceptualization of individual differences. .*The basic notion that

students differ as indiViduals,.partieularly in terms of their level of

achievement and.their manner and rate of learning, his been widely

accepted for quite some time. However, a gradual change has occurred in

the nature and interpretation of. information related to learning

differences. Individual differences in learning no longer. are

considered to be "static." As pointed out by tloom (l981),, they can be.

ti altered either before the instructional- learning process begins or as

part'of the process. This change in the view of individual. differences
en.

has had profound. implications for instruction .durthg the last two-

decades.. Rather than being Seen as the result of differences in

learning characteristics and bpilic capabilities, students' success or

failure in sehool.has-come to be recognized as a function of the
4

learning environment and, therefore, the responsibility of the schools.

In his discussion of the contrasts between the predominant approach
4

of the selective education mode and the adaptive education mode, Glaser

(1977)' has suggested that, indiVidual differences in students

traditionally were accepted as "giveps," serving as a basis for

arn

classifying groups of students' and differentially predicting their

probable future achievement. The selective mode has coii to be

displaced, howiVer by the view of individual differences as the basis

foe effective instructional planning. Thus, the operational goal of

36
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t.

. effective schooling, in this contexti is the provision of educational

experiences that either are adjusted to students' current levels of

*
functioning or are designed to alter their functioning through the use

of special instructional and learning processes.to successfully teach

prerequisite

In addition to, or perhaps because of, changes in how individual

differenciA in learning are viewed, as well as recent developments in .

6 cognitive psychology and information process research, there has been.

major shift in the kinds of information. which are examined in

investigations of_individual differences. Instead of characterizing a

student's learning by measures of outcome or input differences, the

focus has shifted to analyzing those processes that are intrinsic to

competent performance. Increasing research evidence suggests that therie

is a wide range of variability ip the psyChological processes used by'

individuals to mediate the acquisition, organization, retention, and

generation of knowledge and'skills (e.g., Andertion,Spiro, & Montague,,.

1977; Glaser, 1972; Klahr, .. 1476; Newell & Simon, 1.972; Resnick,

1976; Sternberg, 1979). Furthermore, these variations may be

Iattributed to the adoption students of particular learning processes

that they perceive to ne'pertitent to the task at hand. Thus, instead

of characterizing individual differences in terms of general abilities

and aptitudes, learner differences are increasingly characterized in

terms of the manner in whiCh information is processed, the mental

mechanics and rules that students bring to the instructional

environment, and the _knowledge and'competence of individual students

;(Glaser, 1976; Scandura, 1977). These and other developments have

resulted in major changes in the nature of the research questions and

paradigms used in 'inyestigaties of hierarchical differences' in

37
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learning. Findings from studies regarding the intervening cognitive

processes uaed in skilled performance have important ,ramifications for,

the planning of instructional treatments that are adaptive to functional

difference! in students.

Operationalization of adaptive instruction in schools. The rather

sharp increase in Fedfiral. funding for educational research and,,

development during the 1960's and 1970's stimulated extensive

development and implementation of innovative school programs. This

period of increased interest coincided with the popularity bf the,

"ungraded school" and the "open classroom," both of which include some

provisions for individualisation. Among the .widely' known researctit-based

individuilized programs are Individually (laded 'Education --IGE.

(Klausmeier, 1972); Individually Prescribed Instruction --IPI (Lindyall.

& Bolvin, 196)1); Mastery Learning (Bloom, 1968); and the Program for

Learning in Accordance with Needs LAN (Flanagan, 1967). These

programs, which owe much to earlier efforts such as the Winnetka Plan ----41\

and similar programs developed in the 1920's, have provided a.

substantial data baie for demonstrating the feasibility of providing

adaptive instruction in regular school settings (Talmage, 1975; Wang &

Walberg, In preparation; Weisberger, 1977).

Selected Model Programs

Several widely adopted current program! of adaptive instruction are

'briefly described below for illustrative purposes. They by no-means

represent an exhaustive list. Rather, the purpose is to draw attention

to the different types oe.school" programs that currently. are

implemented. More detailed discussions of the 'lesign. and efficacy of

38
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the programs can be found in documents cited in this module and

elsewhere (e.g., *mg & Walberg, 1983a).

Adaptive Learnin,& Environments Model (ALEM). The ALEM is the

product of a ,decadd. of research and development et the .University of

Pittsburgh's Learning Research and Development )Lnter (Wang, 19800..

The objectives of the program: are to foster students' successful
I

acquisition obi basic academic skilld and, 'simultaneously,. to develop,

students' confidence in their ability to learn and to cope with the

social and intellectual demands of schooling. Toward this end, the

-
ALEM's design uses prAcriptive instruction based.on a wide variety of

,skills mastery,techniques in combination with those aspects of informal

or open education that generate independent inquir=y and social

'cooperation. The feasibility of,wide-scale replication of the ALEN, as

well as the evidence of program effiey, has been reported in a number

of doCuments (e.g., Wang, 1983b, 1983c). 4

Individually. Guided Education (ICE). Developed at the .,Wisconsin'

Center for Education Research at the UniVersity of Wisconsin - Madison'

(Klausmeier, 1972) IGE is conceptualized as a comprehensive alternative

system of scheduling. It is designed to produce higher educational

achievement by effectively providing for differenceein students' rates

of learning, learning styles, and other cgaracteristics. The program is .

implemented in elementary and middle school classrooms in a large number

of school districts. Thus, theie is a considerable evaluation data base

trsuggest its implementability and efficacy (Klaudmeier, 1975; Wang &

Walberg,.1983a).
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Mastery Learning. This theory of instruction and leailling, was

'conceptualized by Benjamin Bloom (1968). It is based on the contention

that each student can learn successfully if provided with sufficient

help when difficulties.are first encountered. Skills mastery is defined

clearly in the context of learning units, and adequate time is allowed

to achieve mastery. Because it can be.assimilated easily into regular

classrooms, Mastery Learning forms the basis `for a number of programs

currently in use (Block,'1971),

TesirAseisted Individualization "(TA/). DeVeloped at the Johns,.

Hopkins University Center for the Social Organization of Schqols,

overall goal of .thigi'progrms is to realize both the social benefits of
1 .

cooperative' leIrning among' students of varying achievement levels and
. A .

. .

_theracademicbenefit of instruction is geared to each, sfUdbnt'sw
S'

level end rate .of earning. This cooperative-individual4zed approach

Aw
hasSeed.found to be effective in -increasing student!' achievement;

!octal acceptance, and .positive attitudes and behaviors (Slavin, lieveY,

& Madden, 1082;' Wang Walberg, 1983a).

1..
Implications of PubliC Law 94-142.

In the years since its passage, the Education- for All. Handicapped

Children Act of 1975 has had pervasive and profound implications.. It

'has Come,to be viewed as4the herald of basic educational reform that
. s

extends beyond the parameters of current special education prop'aes.

Among the most far-reaching effects have been decreased enrollments in

segregated special. education fsa.iltties (e.g., special- classes day

schools,'reeidentiel schools) and consequestly, an increased need to

expand fthe capacit566f regular classrooms and Telatedsupport systems to

accommodate handicapped student!.
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Two bonditions mitsvbe created if the principles inherent in Public

Law 94-142 are to be applied successfully. The first involves the

estabriTIMMTIr Of 484cational systems whereby all students receive '

instruction that ietetapted to"their individual needs. The second, and
A

perhaps the most important, condition for successful compliance with

Public Law '94-142 is the development of ,a sense of "community" and the

desire *mow educattonal professionals-. to .undertake: reforms as

universally sound, yet as operatiOnally.diffilcult, as those equired by .

the ("least restrictive environent" isanciats.

Provision of adaptive instruction for all students. Several recent`

developments suggest that.tie time may be right for admajor move toward

systematically accommodating differences among all students through the

.proyision of adaptive instruction. Many researchers and practitioners

.

are calling for non - categorical approaches to instruction for mildly'

handicapped (Birman, 1979; "Itallahan & Kauffman, 197ar "Heller,

' Moltzner, & Messick, 1982; Fluty .6 *Carry, 1972; Reynolds 6 Wang,

19811. At least three stases (California, Massachusetts, aneVermont)

currently pave policieis which mandkte non-categorical approaches,' and

several others are considering such policies: In addition, as greater,

numbers of their children spend time. in regular cl$ssrooms, parents of

handicapped students, are becoming; increasingly more sensitive to the
.

quality of Aurrsnt mainstreaming programs. ,Minority group.parents; who

have been very local in their objections to special education laimlinW

systems, and whote children are being moved in disproportionate numbers

from special education to mainstreaming settings, can be expected to

show growing concern over, the nature anit,quailly of available programs.
,

41
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Furthermorei, the' legal claime for "appropriate" education are sicreadine

beyond handicapped students. Several states now require IndividUalized,

Educational Program* (IErs)' for gifted students,. and some are

.considering requiring,IEP's for all students. *weaver, many parents of

non-handicapped students are aware: of . the -Appropriateness of

individualized instruction and are demanding quality education' for their

Children in regular claserooms.

4

r

Finding wareto more effectively adapt school learnint eiwyriences

to the individual needs-of each student in regular classrooms 4411become

p major focus of current 'school imPkovement efforts (Mittonal School.
11

Public Relations Association. 198t). School administrators and teachers

appear to be more responsivethaniver to individualized instruction.

This is evident from the results of a recent survey Which showed the

preferences of schOot personnel far. direct assessment of
i
Student'

capabilities and direct instruction that buildi each student's

competence is basic skills areas (Rothrock, 1982). The 'underlying

premise is that providing learning experiences which meet. the needs of

exceptional and non - exceptional students in regular classroom settings

can result in maximized opportunities for all students to succeed in

r '

their school learning. "Under katructional% Progress ,designef to

-"

accommodate individual differences, variations to the Placement and

learning progress of individual students are expected, and even assumed,

Eby teachers, students, and parents. In sup classroom", no special

labeling is needed to -differentiate Rip student 'from another, and

momentary problems in learninii are not viewed as failures, but as

occasions for further teaching. Consequently, All students should be

able to receive instruction that is suited to their needs without the

negative effects of speCial labeling or social and educational

segregation.

IV 42 )
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A trnedisciplinarx-epprpech to irovidins educational !services..

The second basic condition for, the provision of effectlie educational

services to every student in the. spirit of.Public Law 94-'142 the

bioadened 'collaboration of all educational professiogals. The goat of

this collaboration should be to strengthen existing capabilities for

addressing student differences with sublotantive understanding and a

disposition -ofssiutual helpfulngss.' Public Law 94-142 challenges

educational,.professionals to *integrate those demonstrably effective

instructional .alteruatives -and classroom -management systems ,that

presently are implemented independently by Specialeducation and regular

.4
education,programs. Among themajor considerations in such broad-icaled

educational restructuring are expansion of the role of regular teachers;

redefinition of the roles of spetial education personnel; changes in

the functions and work places of other special tethers, speech-language

pathologists, and. school psychologists; and changes in the roles ..of

achbol, adainistrators and other educational professionals whose work is

tied closely to the education of students with special needs. Thus, use

of the term transdisciplinary," instead of "soltidisciplinary," to

describe such an Approach to providing effective iervites, emphasizes the

-need to,effectively incorporate and interrelate information about all

aspects of students' learning and development. .Effective interfacing of

the work of many specialized professionals and regular classroom

teachers,. therefore, is seen as fundamental for the provision of

adaptive instruction for all students.

43
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It should be noted that widespread implementation' of this

transdlsciplinary approach, whereby adaptive instruction facilitates the

full -time- integration of exceptional and non-exceptional students, does

not eliminate the need for a range of alternatives to accommodate many

different handicaps. It would continue to be necessary, for example, to '

place severely and profoundly handicapped students, outside mainstream

classes, and to provide a iinimum level of pull-out programs (e.g.,

resource rooms) .

- A Conceptual Model of Adapti4eIIESEEE11221-

e/**

In this section, a conceptual model. for the design, implementatiOn

and evaluation of educational. programs aimed at providing school

learning experiences. that are adaptive to student differences is

presented. First, an overview of the conceptual model is presented;

them, a more detailed explanation ia provided of the critical program

design dinensioits of adaptive' instruction and the specific clustering of

the dimensioni to serve particular functions.

An Overview

Figure 1 is a schematic representation of the model, which is based

on the notion that the development of adaptive instruction programs is

an iterative process of program design, implementation, evaluation, and

refinement. The .model, 'developed from past. and current research and

development efforts in adaptive instruction, consists of three major

components. The first component is program design worlt.(shown,by the

square and rectangular boxes in Figure 1) that begins with

identification of instructional goals and description of student

44
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Figure 1. A conceptual model .for tlys design, implementation,, and evaluation of an adaptive instruction program.

This figure is taken from Wang, M.C. ProvIdOn of adaptive instruction: Imphyrentation and effects (LAW PublicationsSerial). Piet* ills, Pa.: Unice...iv of Pittsburgh,

Learning Rewards and Development Center, 1983.
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characteristics. This information constitutes basic inputin the design

of those program dimensions,that are critical for the ongoing provision

of adaptive inettactio4 in classroom settings as well as those

dimensions related to the provision of classioom-level, and

schoOl-/district-level euppOrts for dtgram implementation. The second

component of the model: is related to program implementation in school

settings, and the. third component focuses on evaluation of- related

process and product outcomes.

An uniqUe'feature of the model's evaluation component . is the
4

eXpliat.lncldsionHof both-product-and process measures as indicators of

program outcomes. Product outcomes are defined here: as the abilities

and attitudes acquired by students. These results are.determined at

specific terminal -points gin exposure ,to the:..program. Examples: of

product outcom include achievement in the basic skills amt development
4

of perceptions of self.-competence and personal control. over learning.

:Traces* outcomes, on plie other hand, are the abilities and attitudes

students aconite sigoi display While partioipating in the program. The.

results, which are of value because they enhance students' capabilities

to profit from their classroom learning experiences, are ongoing. Thus,

they can be 1ssessed only. while students are funttioning in the

classroom. Examples of process outcomes inClude,the ability to plan and

manage learning activities and the ability and willingness to assist

other students. It is assumed that such outcome* are likely to be a

continuing part of students' behavior. Therefore, while ,process

outcomes are mediating variables that lead to intended product outcomes,

they also are major outcomes of adaptive instruction in their own right.

.01
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As suggested by the arrows in Figure 1, program outcomes are

evaluated in relation 'to the presence or absence of critical program

dimensions (listed-4 0,4 column of-boxes on the left of Figure 1);. the

extent to which implementation of the `dimensions leads to specific

classroom processes -that., are bilpothesised to be characteristic of

adaptive instruction (teachers' and students' behaviors); and the

exte3t to which,the classroom processes lead to students' foetal, and

academic competence. In .6ther words, outcomes ,are interpreted in

relation to the degkee of program-implementation and the relationship

betwpen the degree of implementation and the resulting process and

product outcomes. :Me resulting information can be tised to answer the

questions,

outcomes?",

"Does the program produce the predicted process

and, "How can we do it better?"

Critical Program Dimension,

and product

-As already noted, twoleategories of program design dimensions are

included in, the concept41 model of adaptive. instruction - - dimensions

related to the provision of adaptive instruction and dimensions related

to supporting program implementation. The following sections describe

the 16 dimensions, their objectives, add the categories to which they

belong.

#

Program dimensions rented to provision of adaptive'' instruction.

Eight program dimensions have been identified as critical design

features foreffective'provision of adaptive instruction--Creating and

Maintaining Instructional MaterialevRecord Keeping, Diagnostic Testing,

Prescribing, Monitoring and Diagnosing, Interactive Teaching,

Instructing, and Motivating. The objectives of each dimension are

described briefly below.
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I.- creating and Maintainin Instructional Materials. Learning

materials related to each objective. included in the learning sequences

of the various, curricula are cfeated and maintained. A .variety of

learning materials is available to allow students a choice, including

materials to be used in working alone, or in interacting With other

students in .smell groups. Teacher--constructed instructional materials

avesccomparied by a list of materials needed to carry out each task,

the objective the task is designed to teach, directiOns that are

understandable to students, and questions; that, an be used , by teachers

in probing and evaluating task performance

2. Record Keeping.. All classroom records- are updated daily.

Records include wall theft's. on individpal students' progress in the

curricularareas and a record of the daily prescriptilie tasks completed

by each etudent in each curricular area.

1
3. ......i2111cDian Testing. All students are given placement tests

when they enter a new unit of instruction in the curricular hierarchy or

when'ieachers feel a reeevalustion is necessary. Before stdfting work on

a new curricular objective, each student is even a pretest; upon

completion of the objective, a progress check or posttest. Most

students pass at least one posttest in each curricular area each month,.

4. Prescribing. Each student has his or_ her own prescription-.
r

agnostic test results and information frbm'informal observations are
Y

used by teachets to prepare prescriptions in' accordance with the

sequence ,suggested by the curricular hierarchies. Included in the

prescptions is explicii information 'regarding assigned .learning tasks
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(e.g., number of tasks or workbook pages to be completed, titles of

reference books to be read, listing of group or individual activities to
r.

be performed).

S. Monitoring and Diagnosing. Teachers evaluate student Harning

-they-becomees,se-eeriss--bimvis-Aw

established problems. They utilize knowledge about the curricular level

in which each student Is working asvelkas information obtained from

parents and relevant school staff. Teachers cheek work in the students'

presence and provide feedback. They determine the source of students'

difficulties in completing tasks and alter prescriptions accordingly.

6. Interactive Teaching. Teachers continuously move about in all

areas of the classroom, either responding to student requests or

initiating contacts with students for a variety of instruction and

management related purposes. Interactive teaching activities include

'providing, on- the -spot instruction, changing prescriptions based on

reassessment of student needs, and giving feedback.and reinforcement to

students as needed. Each student contact is relatiyely short in

duration. Whet extended assistance. or tutoring is requited, sessions

are scheduled for a later time. Upon completion of a student. contact,

teachers scan- the room to deterldne the next teaching task 'which is

chosen by recognizing a student who has requested assistance or by an

on-the-spot analYals of student needs;

a

7. Instructing. Instruction in new tasks and review lessons is

provided in small groups, individually, and/or for the whole class. A.

variety of techniques that have been shown to be effective (e.g.,

questioning, explaining, cueing or prompting, structuring,

restructuring, giving evaluation feedbaCk demonstrating, modeling) are

idenV.fied for use according to subject content and student differences.

4



accessible to students; learning materials are systematically organized

to permit independent selection and replacement by students; and there

is an explicit. ystem for. controlling the numbers of students in,.and

42

8. Motivating. Motivation techniques are used to help students

take on increased responsibility for their learning and behaviors.

Teachers communicate their expectations. for *students' successes both

verbally and non-verbally, and ,they encourage'self-management skills,

independence, and-peer cooperation. ,Teachers show personal regard for.

.

each strident and give praise when appropriate.. 1"

Progrei:dimensions related to supporting. program

Four program dimensions have been identified as being critical for,'

supporting -program Implementation- at the classroom Theft.

dimensions are Arranging Space and Facilities, Establishing and.

Communicating Rules and Procedures, Managing Aides, and Developing

Student Self-Responsibility. The objectives of each of these .classroom

adirrt dissensions' are summarised brieflybelow.

49. Arranginft Space The 001011 efface and

facilities. within .the classroom are-' designed to, foster and permit-

students' independence and responsibility in managing their learning

behaviors. Furniture and equipment are arranged to facilitate easy

movement between areas; aateikai storage and lisp Teas are

4

the movement between, Activity:arees.

10. Establishing and COmmunicating Rules and Procedures. Rules

and procedures, are made explicit to students to permit independent

management of their learning environment, and activities. Rules and
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procedures are clearly defined for governing t1L use

instructional materials. as !miles the scheduling of

completion, and independent movement about the room.

and. maintenance of

activities, work

11. Nansens Aides. Teachers meet with aides (paraprofessionals,

regularty-- -day- to_. :sista --plans--Antr !madly':

assignments,. as well - as to discuss the performance of individual

students and specific concerns about student behaviors and achievement.

12. Developing Student Self-Responsibility. Teachers loiter the

-development of students' skills in planning and managing their own

learning and behaviors. Students are taught to locate and return all

0 materials. and equipment needed to carry out tasks; to clean up their

work place; to fot.us on curricula related learning tasks or

constructive peer interactions while waiting for teacher assistance; to

carry out assigned tasks with minimum teacher supervision and

assistance; to make activity choices and scheduling decisions; and to

s
monitor and evaluate their own work'progress.

In addition, four dimensions -- Multi -Age Groping, Instructional

Teaming, Pertionnel Preparation, aneParent Involvementprovide school-

and district-level support for the implementation of adaptive

yietruction
progami. These dimensions are described below;

13. Multi -Age Grouping. Multi-age grouped, ungraded,

classrooms accommodate students whose learning progress is unusually

slow, average, or fast; provide for effective use of teachers'

instructional time; and encourage peer modeling and peer tutoring. In

ungraded classrooms, students are deacribed- in terms of their

instructional needs rather than according to chronological age,tAnd

2
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individual differences are viewed by teachers, peers, and parents aslthe

41 L

norm rather than as exceptions. ' While teachers are the .primary

instructional resource for students, multi-age grouping provides a

natural setting for spontaneous and planned peer modeling and per

tut/aging which. enhance the'scadesic and social development of tutors and

tutees alike. All students, with their individual strengths, haSu

opportunities to serve as imporiant social and academic resources for

each other.
4

14. Instructional Teaming. Teaming provides more flexibiltty and

more effective utilization of instructional resources such as teacher

s
time and talents. It allows for a wide range of 'instructional srylei

and provides for flexibility in.scheduling: Students in classrooms with

instructional teaming have been found to spend more of their school time

.
receiving instruction than students in self-contained classrooms. Otheo

effects include the promotion of closer rilationships along teachers and

students and the provision of more learningaltervatiyis which, in turn,

results in greater student achievement. "snd ,improvements in students'

self -concepts.and.attitudes toward school.

15. Personnel Preparation', The primary goal of personnel .

'preparation activities is to improve schOols' Capabilities tO provide

quality educational services for increasingly more diverse student

populations. Training sessions conducted in the-context of the stAkfla

daily work are scheduled on a regular basis. Adequate personnel

preparation provides the support necessary4forschool staff to become

increasinglysloreself"'sufficientimennitoringehul_diagnosing their,

implementation needs as well as more proficient in establishing and

maintilininga high degree of implementation of Adaptive instruction.

5 3
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16.' Parent Involvemedt. Activities are destined to increase

communication between home and school in order.to help meet the learding

'needs of individual students. A typiCal strategy is to teach) parents

how to teach their child-or how to interact with their, child in

cognitive Activities. Although parent involvemenemay take a variety Pi'f'

forms, it 'should minimal* include awareness activities to insure than

parents Are knowledgeable about their child's learning plans, the school

curriculum., and their _child's pro s, within the curriculUm.

Clusterid4 of Program Di4insions

and Functions They. Serve

It is ,important to note that wt le the program dimensions described

above are design featui4is and.clastrooi practices that have been found
4f

to be effective 1 many researcherid and practitioners (e.g., Brophy,

1979; National School Public / Relations Association, 1981; Wilberg,

al

1903;' Wang, 1983e), the presence of 'any single: dimension alone is-
unlikely to lead to effectiveladaptive instruction.. Rather, it is the

4 - 'complementary integration and' implementation of clusteys of the

A

dimensions as components of a c rehentsive system that is easential for.

achievement of the desired clat room proceeses and outcomes.

section, the hypothesized int

dimensiondare discuised in to

implementation.

to ido

ractive effeCta of clusters of related

of their major functions in program

Integrated diagnoatic-prescliptive process. An

.

diagnostic-prescriptive process has come to he.-identifled

for the effective provision of adaptive Ileducation,

directly contribute to the implementation of that

integrated

as nellogary

Dimensions that

process include
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Diagnostic Testifig, Monitoring and Diagnosing, Prescribing, and Record

Keeping., Diagnostic - prescriptive processes allow for assessment of each

student's entering learning behaviors (Diagnostic Testing); 4evelopment

of individualised leaining, plans (Prescribing); and continuous

monitoring and assessment of every student's 'learning progress'

(Monitoring ,and Diagnosig, Record Keeping). These . dimensions are.

designed As intervention strategies-that ensure predominantly successful

learning experiences, even for .those students" who initially are the

least able. It is contended that this success in school learning is

#
likely to lead to the development of students' sense of competence

whi,C14 in tOrn,:produgss,self-couOplence and a sense of self-efficacy.-

It has bek.founA that such height'ened self-esteem results. in increased

amounts -of time *Pent on learning and greater motivation to leariv(e.g.,
.

Bandura, Bloom,',1976,'1980; CoVington & Beery, 1976; Wang,

I981a)*

A maj6r. design task fOr- programs that in rate a

diagnostic-prescriptive process is the developlent and se uencing of

psychologically 'and pedagogically : meaningful learning hierarChies

(Resnick,` 1973;- Wang ,& Resnick 1979; Wang, Reinick, & Boozer, 1971).

,These learning hierarchies form the basis for a criterion-referenced

diagnostic system that provides teachers with information on the

pAseace or absence of speciftc'competentieS and, thereby, ensures each

stuaent's Tlacement at an'appropriate point in the learning sequence.

In edditioch learning.hiererchies enable teecher4 to structure learning

expeCiences so that - mastery of initial curricular objectives provides

the prerequisite learning skills for'mastery of later objectives. Thus,

it is anticipated that students will neither repeattasks they already

have mastered nor work on. objectives for which

55
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'prerequisite skills. The fine-grained steps in the learning hierarchies

form natural checkpoints i the curricular continuum, 'permitting

students :who eider acquire certain skills .before entering the program,

or acquire them 'after a short time in theprogtam, to move ahead to more

complex tasks: (See module, entitled "Curriculum-Based,Assesement and

Evaluation Frodiduresigl'in this series.)

t

Systemetic provision of a wide range of instructional-learning

.

options. A variety of learning.options is assumed necessary, not only

to increase students' interest in and:motivetion for learning," but also

to provide' appropriately adaptive learning experiences. Three

dimensions directly relate to the effettiVe provision4f a wide range of
r

instructional - learning choices. These dimensions are-Arringing Space

and Facilities, ,Creaiing and Maintaining Instructional Matetiala, and

Managing Aides. It is expected that when a variety of paper-and-pencil

and. manipulative materials (Creating and 'Maintaining instructional

.,-M/terta-18)---4-8--conitned with .adequate space and facilities (Arranging
A ,

4 .

Space and Facilities) and effective management and use of the expert-roe

of paraprofessionals and Other adults in the classroom (Managing Aides),

Increased opportunities are provided for accommodating both the unique

learning needs of each student and the nature and types of skills to be

mastered.

learning.

One anticipated outcome is frequent and consistent success in

; Such success, in turn, is likely to sustain students'

motivation to continue spending the time needed for further learning
71.

(Wang, 1980a).

Instructional-learning management system. The scheduling of

learning activities and instructional One and the accessibility of

resources and facilities have posed major implementation problems for

06
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adaptive instruction programs. Developing Student Self-Responsibility

own

and Establishing and muliules and Procedures are two critical

n-dimensions' that' have bees to facilitate effective management of

liewb.

classroom instruction in general ( ertson & Anderson, 1978) and-

.adaptive instruction in partic In the past, schedUling choices

were limited to group .instruction versus individual instruction,

free-choice versus teacher-prescribed activities, and teacher

instruction versus independent student work. Effective implementation

of adaptive. instruction, hOweirer, requires the inclusion of. all these

alternatiVes (Wang, 1974). Design -consideration Must be gtpen to

providing the support required 'for efficient use of time, spy and

material resources by teachers and students.. Thus,. the establishent

and explitit' communication of rUles.sind procedures (Establishing and

Communicating Rules and Procedures) and the expiNhitl.delegation of

increased responsibility to etudentifor planning and completing their

own learning tasks ( Developing Student Self-Responsibility) are

dimensions considered instrumental in the establishment of guidelines

for teachers' and students' use of resources. Incorporation of these

dimensions into classroom management processes frees teachers from

routine clessroom and instructional management tasks and allowh them to

concintrate,on teaching (Wang, 1979, 1981b).
L

One of the major effects of a managemept support system is a

decrease in the information overload that teachers are botind to

experience in the implementation of adaptive instruction programs. In

'tits review of recent deVelopments in the cognitive sciences, Simon

(1981) has pointed out that aside from' motivation and external

opportunities and incentives, the major constraints against performance

of demanding cognitive activities are the few item; of information that
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can be held in immediate.conscious memory and the time required to etore

an item'in long-term memory. Thus, attention and .memory are limiting

-#, factors 'that must be considered in the provision of adaptive'

instruction. In this complex.process, teachers are required to process

information about each student's:learning progress on an.ongoing basis.

They need to evaluate and design alternative plans to facilitate mastery

,
of learning objectives. Instructional decisions are ballad not only on

student cues, but also on information about the availability of

alternative strategies and materials. The ways in which such

infortatioe is put to use are complicated further by each teacher's own

beliefs about educatiOn.and the particular instructional practices to be

Utilized, as well as his or her perceptions of individual students'

needs and characteristics. Tberefore, a major focus in the design of

prOgram implementation support for adaptiVe 'instruction has been, the

identification of ways to.help teachers become efficient in information

processing. Effectite instructional-learning managementAyttems ensure

such support by relieving, teachers of some of the information-burden

,involved in routine classroom management and placing more responsibility

in the handsipfstudents.

Research evidence (e.g., Brown, 1978; Phares, 1968) suggesA a

close, relationship between_ self-Management and efficient learning.

Pines and Julian (1972) found, for example, that students who were

competent self-managers showed more initiative and made more use of

previously learned principles in problem solving than did other

students. Moreover, teaching students to become effective managers of

their classroom learning and behavior hes been found to enable teachers

to allocate more time to teaching and related instructional matters

,tSmith, 1976;' Stone & Vaughn, 1976) and less time to managing students

5 8
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(Borg A7 one, 1982; Evertson & Anderson, 1978; Kounin, 1970), The

devel self-management skids is expected to increase students'

. rmotivation and reduce the.amount of System-imposed distraction in the

learning environment. Strengthening students' basic academic incl.

self-management skills' is viewed as a way of increasing their sense of

self-efficacy or personal control.' over their learning and, thereby,

increasing their willingness to spend the amount of time needed for

learning. Furthermore, students' acquisition of self-management skills
/

is seqn as a way of miXimizing,the amount of time actually spent on

learning and instruction. Itturn, it is anticipated .that increased

teacher instructional time is likely to improve the quality of

instruction and, as a result, reduce the amount of time needed for

learnini.,/

School-wide organisational support system. One of the. most

frequently cited causes of that unsucce$1sful implementation of innovative

practicAS in schools is the lack of well-defined organizational supports

4111k

: _ .

(Anderson, 1973; Conner, 1976; r 4 Decker, 1977). Dimensions

thqt are directly relevant to the development of a school-wide'

organizational support system are InstrOctional Teaming, Multi-Age

Grouping, Personnel Preparation, and Parent Involvement. Adaptive
il

instruction requires the effective utilization and management of all

available resources (e.g., 'school time, teachers' and students' talents,

'parents' interest iloheir children's education) in ways that lead to en
4

Increased number and variety of instructional and learning alternatives.

By working together in a teas for instructional purposes and

sharing their talents and school resources (InstyuctiOnal Teaming),
/r.

teachers can increase their flexibility to allocate and use school time.

e. rPAt.
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Students in classrooms where this dimension is implemented have been

found to spend-more of their scOool.time receiving instruction, compared
)

to stAlente in self-Intained classrors (e.g. Cohen, 1916; Schmuck,'
Ts

Paddock, & Packard, 1977).. Through instructional 'teaming, teachers can

provide a wider. varillr of instructional alternatives (Adams, 1962;

Arikado, 1975; Wang, 1976) and teaching styles (Dawson & Linstrom

1974). In addition, many studies liave found significant differences in

students' achievement, as well as in their self-concepts and attitudes

toward school ( .g.Olausmeier & Quilling, 1967; Pribble & Stephens,

1976), in classrooms where-some forms of instructional .teaming were

implemented.

A

Ungraded classrooms (Multi-Age Grouping) provide the flexibility .

necessary fot accommodating differences among students, particularly

those who tend to make unusually slow or feet. TrOgress. Through the

integration of students who are at different developmental and academic

achievement levels, multi-age grouping results in frequent, opportunities'

for s 1. taneoui and planned peer modeling and peer tutprivilki106;'

Wang Weisstein, 1980). Aside frets th/ Socialization functions that
,"

have been attributed to peer groups, in the literature (e.g., Allen 1976;

Demos & Demos, 1969; Erickson, 1963; Lippit, 1976), cross-age peer

tutoring' sityltions have been found to contribute to the_ school

achievement and motivation of tutors and tutees alike (Fogarty & Wang,

1982b; Lohman, 1970;. Peifer,, 1972). Although some spontaneous peer

tutoring and modeling might occur in graded classrooms, the-greater age

span in multi-age grouped classrooms generally tends to result in a

wider range of student talitits, skills, and interests. When viewed as

instructional resources, these student characteristics are A source of

additional time for instruction and learning. The common occurrence of

s

60
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4

peer tutoring in multi-age grouped classrboms also enables teachers t4

spendIreater amounts of instructional time with those students who

require more teactber assistance. (See module on peer and cross-age.

tutoring by Joseph and Linda Jenkins in this series.)

The establishment and maintenance of innovative educational ...

programs require the'ongoing support of systematic training activities

.0*

(Personnel, eparation) Which promote understanding of the programs and

Which fre directly related to day-to-day implementation. Findings from

a number of research -and development efforts have pointed to the

Important supportive role played by pre-service and in-service personnel

preparation that adapts to the needs and talents of individual staff

(i.g., diiickshank, Lorish, & Thompson, 1979; Griffin, 1979;

McLaughlin & Marsh, 1979.; McMergney, 1980; Miller & Wolf, 1979;

Perry, 19801 Zigarmi, Amory, & Zigarai, 1979). It is expected that the

increased proficiency gained from such training can result in reduction

in the amount of time needed. for instruction end .learning as well as

subsequent increases in time available for, and spent on, learning.

llecause of the uniqUe program design requirements of adaptive

instruction and the fundamental changes in student and teacher roles

required to effectively establish and maintain. a high degree of

implementation, development of a itomprehensive system of personnel

preparation that provides school personnel with appropriate technical

assistance must 'be a major focus..

Given the limited amount of time in the school ,day, students in

4, even the most aystessatIcally designed and effectively implemented

educational .programs cdh benefit from additional instructional

reinforcement t. home (Parent Involvement).. The Parent Involvement

q
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dimension provides students with additional instructional resources

through Increased communication between school and home &nd the active

of.parents and other family-members in their children's

learning. Research evidence shows that intervention programs designed

to involve parents in significint ways are 'more effective than programs

aimed exclusively at students (e.g., Bronfenbrenner, 1974; 'Karnes &

Zehrba b, 1977; Lally & Honig,/ 1.977; Levenstein, 1977; Powell, 1979i

Schaefer, 1972; Weikart, Epstein, Schweinhart, & Bond, 1978). In

addition to the increased learning time that facilitated by parent

Involvement activities, it is expected that students' motivation to

spend time on their learning will be increased as a result of greater

parental interest in what thiy' de in school and in their. schooling,

success. (See module on parent-teacher interactions by Roger troth and

Roberta Krehbiel in, this series). -

A Final.Note on the Model

It is Important to point oust that. the design characteristics

identified in the .conceptual model of adaptive instruction described
,1

.1

above represent ideals to strive for in developing adaptive school

learning environments. Local constraints a other`testricting,factors

should be considered as the model is put into operation. In every case,

it is necessary to adjust priorities and flexibly adapt the program to

local situations and needs. Multi --Age GrouVini,. for example is listed.'

as a critical organizational support. Realistically, however, it may

L not be.feasible in all settings and it is certainly .possible to

implement adaptive instruction- without multi-age grouped classrooms.

Thus, Multi-Age Grouping may enhance implementation of adaptive

instruction; but it is dot absolutely essential. Diagnostic Testing, on

4\s
t
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the other hand, is one program dimension which is indispensable

effective - implementation of adaptive instruction.

Evaluating Adaptive Instruction -

Measurement and Procedures

*

A major conceptual and methodological concern in.the evaluatiolA of

adaptive instruction is the sensitivity and adequacy of meaaures.

Studies of adaptive instruction programs in the past typically have

produced results .that'are both inconclusive and controversial. It has

'leen noted that a major weakness of most efficacy studies of innovative

/educational' practices in gener01,.and adaptive instruction programs in

particular, has been the inadequacy. of the'measures and procedure?. The

/ general :lack of content validity in dependent measure has been of

particular concern (Fuilan,' 1981; Lindvallf 4 piptko, 1981; Wang &

Ellett, 1982). More specifically, underrepresen edsamplings of unique

program goals has been seen as one of the most siriout weaknesses (e.g.,

Raven, 1981).

Another point of controversy has green the instructional

sensitivity,- or the validity, of using- standardized achievement tests as

a study's primary dependent Lasure (e.g., Burstein, 1981;.11ause, 1981;

Marshall, 1981; Raven, 1981). Studies of innovative educational

programs frequently have been based on the assumptions that the sole

goal of all instruction is academic schievaient, And that academic

achievementis best assessed by standardized achiev nit tests. Thus,

assessments of diverse program goals have tended to be overshadowed by

dependence on achievement scores as the onl meaSure of program
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efficacy. A cursory review of the stated goals of selected adaptive

instruction programs illustrates a wide variety of program goals that

past evaluations have treated inadequately, if at all, as dependent.

measures. For .example)A-the Winnetka Planthe classfc example. of

adaptive instructi lodes socielization, self-expression, and

cooperation as)itired ou s (Waahburne, 1925).- A later progfs", the

t
Prolgram for Learning in .Accordance with Needs (PLAN), is designed to

.4

achieve far-reaching, .non-ecademisivgoals such as preparation of students

for .-appropriate Occupational roles, for the responsibilities of

citizenship, and for satisfying use of leisure time (Flanagan, 1967).

Other exaliplei-of diverse program goals can be found in the descriptions

of selected model programs of adaptive instruction discussed earlier in

this module.

In addition to the failure to examine a broad range of program

outcomes, past evaluations have often failed to include information on

the specific nature of program implementation. The result has been a

lack of evidence for relating program implementation to outcomes (Pullen

& Pomfret, 1977; Wang & Ellett, 1982; Wholey, 1979). Information on

the extent to which cfritical features of a given program are implemented

in accordance wih the program's design, as well as information on the

extent to which adaptations are made by users, is critical in linking

ptgram implementation and efficacy. The availability of such a data

base is particularly important for studying the effects of innovative

educational practices, such as adaptive instruction, that require major

changes in classroom, procedures and teacher and student foles.' At issue
/-

here is the validity of making causal :links among a /Program's design,

Its implementation, and- It outcOWes on the bats of available data.

These kinds Of analyses require a research design and procedores. that
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permit' the attribution of program effects to the presence of specific

design dimensions.

It

The noti'n of including measpres of program implementation,
1

in the

Assessment of a program's efficacy is not new. Severalk widely

recognized evaluatiod research models include program implement4ion and

1

poocesset as major elements (e.g., Aikin, 1969; Cooley, 1471; Stake,

1967; Stufflebeaa, 1960. 14191rthelesa,. imgementation information

rarely is included in studies of innovative programs as supporting

evidence for linking program design to findings of effectiveness or

non-effectiveness. In the study'of adaptive instruction Orograms,'fot

exam0e, informatiOnjon the frequency of diagnostic testing. and the use

of diAgnoatic testa exults for instructional planning is considered an

objective indicator of the extent to which adaptive instruction takes

t

place. Therefore, n:Order to interkli,valid40 the effacac, of using'

diagnostic-prescriptive procedures to improVe student learning, measures

of how tests are idministered and ,bow the subsequent
A

information is used

are essential. Another example of important implementation related

information for many adaptive instruction programs 'is the degree to

which open-space design As adopted. (an independent vSriableT7 and

indicator of the degree of prograi implementation) and the subsequent

frequency of spontaneous social and peer-tutoring interactions.. A

related level of analysis of program implementation and outcomes

involves.examining'the relationship between increased spontaneous peer

i\

interactions (an hypothesized mediating varia le resulting free the

implementation of open-space design) and 'students' perceptions of their

cognitive and social competence and their attitudes about _school

(dependent. variables).

66.
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Thus, information on what'is.implemented--the independent v riable

in studies of educational innovations--is.eesential for linkin program

effects and key program features.. This kind of firsthand information on

d4-to-day operation and general program jmpect can provide aUswers to
0

questions such as, "Do we have the solute' and other resources to

operate this prograle"; "Is the ¢rogram one which we would like to see

functioning in our schools on a daily basis ? "; -"What are they contexts

and conditions under which progral implementation occurs ? "; and "What

is the specific liakage,b'etweenimplementation of each...aspeCt of the

program and.,,its intended outcomes?" An illustration of one method of
4

An Illustration

providing a data base to answer these implementation related questions

is provided in the following section.-

Assessing Degree of Program

Implementation:

A description of the Aesign of an instrument for evaluating program

implementation is presented in Otis section for illustrative purposes.

This description is included to provide a concrete example of how
(

critical program dimensions or features can be operationalfzed and

incorporated into a.measurement instrument for determining the degree of

program implementation&

As previously di0cussed, the overall objective of evaluating

program implementation is to obtain information on the preience or

absence of critical program features. This kind of information

furnishes the-. conditions or contextual framework for meaningful

interpretations of program outcomes. While the need to include

assessments of program implementation in all program evaluation efforts
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has been recognized, the lack of methodology and measures seems to be a

persistent cause of the dearth of implemehtation related data in past

.evaluations. The root of the problem, it is contended, is inadequate

conceptualization of most prog ams and of specific program dimensions

that are critical to effectivi implementation. *This contention created

the impetus for the development knd validation of the instrument for

documenting program implementation discussed below. Although this,

instrument 4141 -designed', for use in

4
program it may be ..easily Adapted _for us with 'other programs of

adaptive instruction due .to, the generic na ure of the majority of "the

e implementation of a particular

.program's design features.

The instrument, the Implementation Assessient Battery for Adaptive

Instruction (Wang, 1980b) is designed to provide information.On the

nature and patterns of -the implementation of the Adaptive Learning

Environments.Model (ALEM). Dats.obtained from the Battery are used in

the evaluation of the degree of. program implementation, and,

subsequently, in the design of pre-service and in-service training and

other activities aimed at improving implementation. To provide some

background information on the type of program the Battery is desighed to

assess, the ALEM is described briefly below.

The Adaptive'Learning Enyirontents Model. The ALEM aims tar provide

school learningAxperienceW that effectively accommodate the needs, of

individual students in regular classroom settings (Wang, 1980a). The

expected outcomes of the ALEM for each student include opportunities to

successfully acquire skills in academic subject areas through an

Individually tailored and optimally paced progress plan, Aevelo nt of

colpetence in taking responsibility for self - management of lear ng and

h. 6`7
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behavioi, and a sense of 'social and 'cognitive _competence, and

time, as teachers bicome proficient in

. -

implementing the progres, they ;re expectef to be.abie to spend more

self-esteem:. At the same

time plovIding instruction than managing. students. An. underlying,.
Am

premise of the ALEWs design is.that-the teaching ofitsicskills need,

. I

not be sacrificed iworder.to-foster,students' involvement in .making.

curricular choices and in planning: and evaluating their own learning.
'e

Both sets of objectives -ean.bo:achieved through systematic programming,

and Close monitoring of proirmeimpmentaiion.

\,

p BaV.cally) the ALEM.isa produ4 Of the integration of 'asOects,,Sf-

prescriptive instruction that have -been. Own to toe'. effective .in

producing basic sielIfe,mastery 1976; Glaser, 1977; Rosenshine,

1979) with aspects' of -informal 'education that,generate attitudes and

. .

processes of inquiry; independence, and social cooperation (Johnson,

Maruyama, Johnson's Nelson, & kon, 1981; Marshall, 1981; Peterson,

1979). Among the-distinctive de1.gn features of the ._program are a

prehensive,,dystem that adapts instruction ,to the needs ofindividusli

iistudents; a built-in support system that is based on theidliolvement of

school administrative and instructieinil support personnel, health

professionals, and faMilles; and Wee of a "full-4.time" .rather than:.

"Shared-time" approach to providing for the 600.41 education needs of
,

- regular and exceptional students. .Detailed descriitions" 01 supporting

.

research that .has been carried but in the development 'and evaluation of

the ALEM can be found in a .numbei of documents (e.$. WseE, ' 49811*

1983b, 1983d; Wang & Birch, 1983; Wang & Walberg, 1983a)..

f
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Design of the Implementation .Assessment Battery for Adaptive

Instruction. .Development -of the Battery. began with identification of

the'critical diminsions of tlie bitsed'on 0 systematic analysis of

the program's structural and actUon doians. The structural domain

consists of program dimensions related to resources such. as space,

facilities, instructional materials, and classrdom rules and procedures. .

The three critIcar dimensions in the .structural (domain are Arranging.

Space and Facilities, 4reating and Maintaintng Instructional Materials,

and Establishing and Communicating Rules and Procedures. The action

domain, on the other hand, consists of program dimensions related to:

those toles and behaviors of instructional staff and student/ that are

required for -effective utilization of instructional and learning

resources. The nine 'critical dimensions in the action' domain are

Managing Aides, ,Record Keeping, Diagnostic Testing, Prescribing,

Monitoring and Diagnosing, Interactive' Teaching, Instructing,

'Motivating, and Developing Student.Self-Responsibility. While ii,.number
4

of the critical dimensions are indigenous to the ALEM (e.g., Developing

Student Self-Responsibility), otheis are classroom practices associated

with a variety of educational approaches.

Each of the critical dimensions is characterized by a group of

specific peiformance indicators. The extent to Ohich"the performance

indicators' for agiven dimension are present provides an index of the

'degree of implementation' of that dimension. A total of 106 'performance

Indicators have beets identified (see the Appendix). They constitute the

specific items included in the Implementation Assessment Battery, for

'Adaptive Instruction. Due to differences in the nature of the various

lit

perform/Wee-indicators, assessment of the presence or absince requires
0

,differerii techniques and procedures. Two types of procedures are used
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in administering the Batteryi classroom obserbations and interviews

with teachers and students.
4

Depending upon the specific information required, the aisessment

items, or performance indicators, are grouped into on+of six data

collection forms: the Observation Checklist for Physical DesiWiTof the

Classroom, the Observation Checklist for Classroom Records, the Teacher
.11.1

Instructional. Roles and Interactions Observation Fora, the Student

Learning Process and-Behaviors Observation Form, the. Student Interview

Schedule; and the Teacher Interview Schedule. The-, Observation

Checklists °(Physical Design of the Classroom, Classroom Records) focus

on non-dynaiic obeervables; that is, they aassess the pifsence or

absence of those resources that must be in place to ensure a high degree

of program implementation (e.g., appropriate physical layout of the
4

classroom, operational sludent. self-management system, integration of

(
learning tasks with curricula, complete and up-to-date classroom

. records). The Observation Forms (Teacher Instructional 'Roles and

Interactions, Student Learning Process and Behaviors) focus on dynamic

pbservables. They are designed for Use in observing the specific-

processes and behaviors that occur as teachers and Students function in

ALEN classrooms (e.g., prescription of learning tasks, interactive

teaching, independent location and appropriate !MO of ,materials and

equipment by students, use of self-scheduling procedures by students),

. *
in contrast with the observation' procedures, the . Interview.-Schedules

(Student, Teacher) are designed to essesa the presence br absence of
4

performance Indicators which are not, readily observable. These include

. students' and teachers' -perceptions of the various conditions and

procedures operating in the classroom.

4

S
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Design of Personnel Preparation Programs:

-Relevant Contextual and. Substantive Developments

Developing altern)ftsive ways to prepare .educational prOfmssionals,

to improve their capabilities, end.to continuously enhance their skills

has always been a major focus of the work of those responsible for

designing and implementing pre-Service and in-service . training tor.

school tersonnel. HoWever two recent developments have resulted in-the

current intense push for the _restructuring of pre-service training

programs and the 'provision Of professional development opportunities.

These developments are current school improvement needs and the

technological advances said expanding knowledge base on the 'theories, of

de?learning and instruction- and improved educational praCticep. As A

result of these contextual and substantive developments, significant

.e

changes are occurring in the expectations and role definitions of

educational professionals and in the availability and scope of personnel

preparation and continuing professional development prdgrams.

Professional Development and

Current School Improvement Needs

As already noted, public sentiment, economic realities, and Wecent

A

Federal and state legislation have created mandates for school change.

Schools, in response to these challenges, have been faced with the

charge of identifying and implementing innovative programs aimed at

better.serving the diverse. learning needs of children and young adults

of s14 rices, language .groups, social classes, and educational

characteristics. However, educational improvement requires more than

just the availability of workable and effeCtive programs. Too often,'

7
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those responsible for Operationaliring innovations encounter great

4rdifficulty in"` the adoption and implementation of valuable ideasi

programs, and productis because of inadequate training. Moreover, the

increased pressure for innovative' school improveksent efforts has been

accompanied by declieing enrollments and dwindling Federal-subsidies.

The result typically has been cutbacks bkilibe hiring of additional'

staff*, Thus, greater public demand fot improved educational services,

combined with reduced staffing'resources, has only eerd to intensify

the pressure on school personnel Nho are often criticized Otte vocally

for the quality of education they provide.

School

preparation

improve the

periOnne.

personhei look to those responsible for persoOnel

in colleges of education to develop alternative ways to

skills and capabilities of in-service and we-service

The "leapt restrictive environment" mandate of Public Law

94-142 for example, ,challenges schools to implement innovative

practices such as mainstreaming (BlietX & Courettage, 1980; Glick &

Shubert, 1 i1; Jo7ce 6 ShOwers, 1980; Sabeeino, 1981), Accomplishment

f this objective, however, requires the provision of ongoing

professional training to support the establishment and maintenance of

such innovations. Colleges of education, therefore, are pressured to

redirect thefr training of educational personnl to methods of providing

instruction-that is adaitive.to the special needs of individual students

in regular classrooms.

r.

2
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lubstantiVe Developments. Related to the

Provision of Adaptive Instruction

.4

Recent development's in cognitive psychology and the research on

effective teaching have provided a substantive.basT for improving the

knowledge and skills of school 'personnel for implementing Adaptive

instruction programs. Some of these developments'are in the areas of

cognition'and educational prod4ivity and instructional decision making

and interactive teaching.

Cognition and educational productivity. Following several decades
. ,

of perhaps 'excessive preoccupatilit with behaviorism, psychologists'

interest in cognition was renewed during the 1950's and 1960's. Ibis

renewed.. interest has. resulted in research relevant to,theunderstanding

of human learning and schooling management. One example is the resech

on cognition and educational productivity. Reference to Simon's (1981)

analysis of major findihgs on the constraints that operate against

efficient information iftocesaing is made in the previous discussion of

thejaustering of design dimensions in adaptive instruction programs.

Findings on the limiting factors in most human activities, such as

V
bounded rationality and the scarcity of attention and time, have great

implications for furthering understanding of teachers' satitery of a

complex system of adaptive instruction and the ways tØ promote teaching

expertise and productivity (Wang & Walberg, 1983b). These findings have

1

come into plc', for example, in the planning and implementation of

instruction as well as in the identification of thos% substantive and

psychological factors that influence effective processing of the wide,

array of information involved in .adapting instruction to differences

among individual students. Adaptive instruction requires ongoing

processing of information on each student's learning history and 'cu rent

performance (student cues) as teachers evaluate, and take alternat ve
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plans to facilitate, the student's mastery of learning objectives.

Teachers .must make instructional decisions based not only on student

Cues, but also on information about the availability of ,alternative

strategies and materials' as well as the nature of the.tasks to be

learned. Furthermore, the ways in which such information input to use

in the provision of adaptive. instruction also are influenced by each

tea04r's personal beliefs about education and about the potential

effectiveness of particular strategies with specific-students. Thus,.tt

is clear that teachers face immense cognitive complexity is implementing

adaptive instruction in classroom settings (Borko, Cone, Russo, &'

Shavelson, 1979; Clark & Yinger, 1979; Fogarty S Wang, 1982a).

Consequently, one major research agenda is to further understanding of,

and develop ways to compensate for, limiting cognitive factors.

instructional decision staking and interactive teaching. Effective

provision of adaptive instruction requires two types of instructional

decisions: instructional planning decisions made outside the classroom,

and on-the-spot decisions related to the identifiCatinn Qf 'alternatives

and adaptations during instruction. in the conventional approach to

instructiod, decision making tends to be restricted either to planning

sessions that are'held prior to actual Classroom instruction or to

periods reserved for curricultml and program development. These

:pre-formulated determinations tare called planning decisions.

Increasingly, however, research on effective teaching points to the need

to refine and adjust planning decisions during the actual

instructional earning process to effectively adapt to students'

chadging needs. This ongoing process has been termed interactive

C1

instructional decision making (Clarll & Yinger, 197 ; Fogarty & Wang,

1983; Sempel,1977; Shavelson, 1976).
,IIL
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Planning decisions and interactive.instructional. decisions have

different characteristics: Planning. outside the classroom often

involves deciding which subject matter to teach, which order'add content

f learning activities to 'implement, llf which classroom management

system to use. Interactive instructichial dictiplans, howevet, tend to .

involve ;issues such as how to best direct student attention to a task,

how much and what type of feedbAck to present, how to determine the

misconceptiTN tat have -'1 4 to Ihtudent errors, and how to repair

student' misconceptions. Thus, interactive instructional decisions are'

often concerned .with' fine-grained la*ues, and they are often based on

the mediate performance rues that teachers receive during the

instructional-learning process..
It

Jackson (1968) found that.teachers in drdtnary classrooms engage in

200 to 300. interpersonal. exchanges an hour and that their language

reveals "an uncomplicated view of causality; an intuitive, rather than

rational approach to classroom event; an opinionatel, as opposed ko an

open-minded'stance when confronted With alternative teaching practices;

and a narrowness in working definitions assigned to abstract terms"

(p.144). Rosenshine (1982) argues that expert, teachers can go far.

beyond these kinds of simple expressions, hue that such expertise may be

rare and may take years, if not decades, to acquire. As a consequence,

studenti in conventional classroom settings often receive inconsiste

a

or vague information about learning goals and uninformative

mass -procrssed

also are made

belt the greatest

feedback about .their performance (Doyle, 1977). They

to wait. Jackson (1968) found that delay, denial,

*
and distraction typify classroom life; patience seems eh

virtue.
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To make instructional dec ns which. are relevant t student

needs, teachers need to be proficient in the ongoing processingof

information on sach.student's learng progress, as. Well, as in asking

i

alternatiVi plans to facilitate each student's mastery of learnilt _

objectives. Thus, a major task for teacher aevelopmedtihvolves-finding

. .
ways to develop the kind of efficacy in information prOcessing that is

'AP i

required for on-the-spot decision saking during." the ongoing
w

instructional-learning process.

Characteristics of Effective' Teacher Education progress .

The.contextual and substantive developments diicussed alove point

to several characteristics that should be included in the design of

effective training of in-service teachers and teachers -in- training in

general, agd in ti dining aimed at fostering the effective prattice Of

adaptive instruction In ;articular. These characteristics include (a) a

curriculum focus that acc'eutuates, profeisional" collaboration 'and'

Integration of the work of the many educational professionals who' are
1

directly or indirectly in lved. inlothe ,provision of educational

services; (b) a programming apOroach that systematically incorporates

school-based demonstrations of innovative practices; And (c) built-in

procedures that enable trainees to° idhtinue to improve their

implementation, refine .their work, and ideAtify their own further

training

4

t
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Professional Collaboration

Research evidence an

the special needs of i

with cjiaistency, each

firsthand experience clearly suggest that if

ividual students are to be met adequately and

ent's total school learning experience must

be designed jointly by special and regular education teachers.

Awarenesy of this, basic challenge Causes-many observers to feel that.-

-Public taw 94-142 may be the straw that is breaking the camel's

.

back ;either for "good," if it brings about a fundamental reconstruction

of school, programs to improve education for all students as well as to.

accoiamodate the needs 0C oraillotrommed handicapped students; or for

"ill," educators settle for nonadaptive mainstreaming education that

hai no effect on the status quo. It is clear that serious efforts to'

improve educational services through adaptive instruction will require

important transformations in regular classes as /well as in special

.programs and the ways in whichrthe programs operate and interact in

schools. These transformations, in torn, will result in the

reassessment and redeleymentiQ of present personnel resources in both

speciji and regular education--a fact which has important' ramifications

for teacher education programs.

4

Operationalization of adaptive _instruction and. the resultant

redeployment SC._ organizational and other resource supports require

fundamental changes in the roles and functions of school personnel. A

first step in this direction might be to utilize a systems approach in

the establishment'of functional linkages and integrated services among

regular, `remedial, and special education Orofeedionals who currently.

work, 714- the most Otrt, in separate and

(Rlackhurst, 1982; Reynolds & Wang, 1981).

ranging from the utilization of school resources

staffing patterns, to the qualifications and

77

independent fashions

Multiple perspectives,

, to organizational and

motivation of staff for
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implementing change, to the availability. of staff development resources

at the school and district levels, need to be'considered. All ,are

critical topics for personnel preParation and continuing professional.

development. As such, they also repr sent fundamental considerations in

any effort to sustain changes aime proving schools' capabilities

to provide quality educationakservicei.

The preparation of teacheme,for effective implementation of such a

collaborative model of service delivery also requires professional

collaboration at a different level. This collaboration involves several ".

professional groupi who have beet itirlved in teacher training in, the-
.

past but generally, have tended to work' in. disparate Contexts. These

groups are (a) central and building administrators -and policy makers in

the local school districts who are responsible for providing the

administrative and resource supports to institutionailte a continuitst.

professional development program, (b) teachers and other specialized

professional personnel in local schools Who could partici ate in the

development and effective demonstration

improved programs, (c) facu)ey of colleg- of education who \Fenerally

are responsible for providing in-service and e-service training for

innovative , practices and

local school personnel, and (d) developers of innovative practices and

programs who can provide Athe technical and training expertise ' for

personnel from collaborating districts and teacher training

institutibns. Widespread impleMentatiOn of innovative practices,

particularly educatiopal restructuring of the .magnitUde required by

legislation such as Public Law 947-142, cannot be attained fully .without

the active involvement of,all'four groups (Wang & Glaser, 1980).
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The notion of involving schools, college staff, and the developers.

of innovative programs' in demonstration and training i* not,new.. In .

fact, it -has been a widely accepted,practiceln a number of large-scale

rhnol improvement effoi-ta such 'as the Head Start planned variation .

program (Rivl(n & 1975) and the Ma Iona, Follow Through Progrom

(Hodges, -Broaden, Feldman, Foltins, Lov Sheehan, Lumbley, Osborn,.

RentfrowHoustod, & Lee, 1984). However, the Involvement' of .teacher

training institutions as resources or partners in personnel preparation

for the implementation and dissemination o innovative preCtices through

school- based, demonstration-training is re atively rare. Nevertheless,

some recent developments signal a positiv4 move inis direction.

Examples are alpiestablishOOnt of teacher enters and the Deans' Grants

Programs.sOonsored by the National Sup ystems Project of the

University of Minnesota (Reynolds, 1982). Such models are viewed as an

appropriate first step %n the involvement of teachers. and teacher

training institutions in the developMedt afid aisseminationof innovative

concepts and piactices. In the Caset'ef the Deans' Grants Programs,

however, the involvement of local schools has been a major missing

component (Teaching Research, 1981). Thus, it seems that the logical

'next step_ in extending the Deans' Grants approach. is to create a

collaborative model that involves school -based 'demonstration of

innovations and teacher education programs. The type of collaborative

venture suggested here takes into account the needs and interests of

practitioners, as well as the utility of school-based demonstration, in

the establishment of a'continuum of teacher preparation. Perhaps most

fftectant, this approach. would help for the programmatic link between

pre-service c aisea,the induction of novices, and in-service training.
P .

9
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Achool-Baeed Demonstratic;e and Training

Demonstration is unquestionably a useful awareness device for

illustrating concepts and educational improvements, such as adaptive

instruction, about which parents, teachers, administratois, and policy

makers en only read -(Sendura, 1969; Becher & Me, 198 Joyce &

1Weil, ). However, demonstration cannot effectively bring about

change unless innovations are seen as part of a comprehensive program in

school mmd personnel preparation settings. Moreover, limited merit is '

attached to innovative practices unless they are viewed. by potential

4 _
users as having practical implications for daily operations and as be

integrally related to current program implementation plans-.

Furthermore, school-based demonstration and training highlight the

importance of coordinating-the ffortSof all those who perform roles in

the provision-of effective schooling. In sAool-based demonstration,
-

the emphasis is shifted from relaying'informationabout the theory and

knowledge underlying an lonilovation to placing the innovation in the

context of actual school lettings. Major functions of demonstration

schools Are the modeling of new educational possibilities and tle;

display of salient features of successful programstheir utility,

efficacy, and implementability. One expected outcome of involving the

total school as a demonstration unit is the linkage of positive changes

in actual school situations to the implementation of specific practices

(Wang & Glaser, 1980).

School-based demonstrations also serve as important clinical

settings for personnel preparation. They are particularly useful in

highlighting the interrelation and interdependence of the roles and

functions of various school personnel whose work is tied closely to the

so
1.

4.



education of students with special needs. By contrast, the approach of

conventional' university-based teacher education programs, whereby

separate training programs address specialized functions (e.g., learning

disabilities' teachers, remedial reading teachers) has not addressed the

taterrelatednices of tasks in any detailed or profound way. Rather, the

focus has haiku on instilling only a senerslaWateness of the work .of

others.

The significant advantages associated with the incorporation of

school-based demonstration in a training program include the following:

Concrete illustrations. are provided of the. possibilities for

merging' ideals with the realities of schools and communities .

and replicating innovations in actual, school' settings,

a

2. The value of innovations for meeting particular current needs,

as well as their iimpoCt on total schoolimprovement efforts. , is

highlighted. .Furtheriore, demonstration illuhtrates that

successful implementation of innovative practices requires a

comprehensive plan for training all those invOlved in the

establishment and maintenance of the practices.

3. Teachers and all related school personnel are credited with

accountabilitY for effe4ive pro rant implespentation.,

I.
4. Visibility is attached to the critical features of innovations,

along with the consequences for students, teachers; parents,

administratOrs, and supporting personnel.

81
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5. Training is both information-based and'process-bapeC "result*
4,

in an understanding of eonceptsand the development -of needed

skills.

6. Traiding is provided for bothleachers.hnd those adminattaters

oho are responsible, for

innovations.

.

losplementing and main styling.

7. As a catalyst for the development and implementation .of

innovations, demonstration produtes a ripple effect whereby phe

diaaemination, and diffusion. of. innovative' practices and

programs are facilitated.

individUally.Tailored Approach to

Training and Program Maintenance

V

r
/

The establishment and maintenance of.'inntivative school programs

require not only detailed spe d atiOn and' understanding,. of the

/programs' designs and operating features, but also .training in. the
r-

competenciea required for day -today implementatien (Wang, 'IMO.' To

this end, personnel preparation p grams must include) a systeiatic

mechanism that provides, on a, continuing Ialis,informationbn,the

nature and pattern of program i*lementation and /or thit. identification

of further training needs'#f individualsresponsible for implementing

the program.

Like. all 'learner;, teachers and other . professional aid.

paraprofessional staff learn in different Ways.'. Mete importantly, they..

.

come to their jobs different stages of: 'development. Thus it is

essential that training be tailore:d to the identified strengths and

fi

"

41*

,to
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9
of

welknesses of individuals, rather than to

In. addition to providing - training Chat

those of the

is adaptive,

0

group at large.

teacher education

programs must include a built-in.:Orates for monitoring implementation to

insure program matittenance. Teachers need frequent contact and,

S

continuous support irk their -efforts to tolve both short-term and

.long-ralpe.probleas (e.g.,. Cruickshank, Lorish,. .6$7 Thompson, 1979;'

,Grift:Pn, 1979;. McLaughlin 6' March, 1979; Welergney, 1980; Miller

WOlf, 1979; Perry, 1980; Zigarmi, Amory, & Zigarmi, 1979).

Aft

;

The-Data -Based Staff Development Program was designed to be used as
. _

Na support system,. for the implementation and'day-to-dar monitoring of'

innovative InstrU4ional programs' .(Wang, 1981c; Wang & Gennari, 1983):'

it consists of three major components; a training segnenceGnf three
;

N . . -
nvels, a :Lei of measures for 'assessing the degree of prograsr

Amplemeniationt and 'stiff 'develt;pmeni plans that are systematically

designed meet the needs .of individuarteachers.

. .. .

Training sequence. FiFure 2 shores the levels and sesseriisI steps
-

0,--. ' 'r:::'

ot,the Osta-Based Staff Development' Program. As outline in.titila Figure,
i

Level I is designed to provide basic working knowledge of4he curriculum
Te,

-and procedures. incorporated in a given 'program. In more

.

provided inropecific staff factions LOOdl III

providas'onio *411- entice training that is designed to he '4ftelvidnal

school staf v if.eontinuellmprove and fingnade Provo: implementption. .

..

1. Level
I.

Aspic trainink, . :. if..,ai ning
0
at Livel I.'ts aimed at

.
-.

' :,providiuga ,ems overview of the. progra to- be implemented as well as

..,

Working knowledge about-the implementationyequirements of tfie various
.

;

prograi 'components. THe toss* training level focuies

4 rationale and dese4 of fhe program and relevant

-4.

3

on (a) the,

program evaluation '

wP

0

6 4

. w

ti
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t.

Level I
Basic Traini;vg-

a

Level II .

Individual iced.; Training

Rationale and design
of-the program

Overview of Via various
components of .the

Basic lotostiedgis and skills
required to implement the
Myer=

NM. 0=1, maws,

I

is as

coon Teach*
1

Tier Aides 1

A
1

Instructional Leaders

FaMity Steckplist
-

1

1

6.4.4. Bath"

Indepth.treining in specific
compote:a Of the prii.
grim based crs the staff
role and the training needt
of the ;nclividuid staff

VIIIIM(

The development of specific
implementation plans

1
,Level III
Inservice Training

Imptemenbitlibv of the pro -

tarn in classroom settings

Staff planning sessions: Develop
spacirc iffropiamentstion plans

Classroom implimumtation
plans

Family obsirvation_ data
and feedback from
family members=4,

Centi$ Office J
Admi strators

Feedbagit !end trial
Araininisessions

.

Devaiopment of plans to improve
idassrooni implementation .

Oessroorn
observation'

Swam learning
progress data

Muir.. ..Tref ning .

.00 Rk-training Figure 2. The Data -Band Staff Development Program.
, , li

This figure is 'taken from Wang, kl.C., and airmail, P. Analysis of. Me dekign. imPlementadon. and effect!
of a Data-Based Staff Development Program. 'Journal 2f Troller. Edualtion and Special Educatior, 1983,
in WOW.

0
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results; (b) the general content and objectives of the' various program,

'components; and (c) the knowledge and skills required ?or prograk

implementation (e.g., 'information___on the content covered in the

curricului hierarchy;

011,

the procedures for diagnostic testing,

prescription writing, 'and. record keeping; the design of the classroom

environient; the management and display of learning materials). Level

I staff development activities usually

implementation is initiated in the classroom.

occur before program

They are designed for all

relevant idfinistrative pirionnel Woe central administrative staff to.

those at the` building lvel), as well as for. instructional and other -
.

support personnel whose duties affect. the provision of educational
.

see/ices to students. Staff development work at the basic training

level generally requires two or three d
e

a

4

2., leVel Its Individualized training. 'Staff development
#

activities at the individualized training level are designed to provide

in,deOth training in each staff member's functions, besed.on an analysis,

of the function36td be carried out: in-the papyikentation of the 'migrant,

and the assignment of those ffinctions .to various school, pOrsonhel. As
0 '

indicated', in Figure 2,
I

.individualized training Is aimed' at six haste .

types of ,school personnelf classroom teschers *teacher aides,

instructional leaders, family specialists, building
.

achanistrators, and ,

central office administ rators. While the amount of time requirei f4r
.

Level. II training varies from school i0 rsight101 (dikhding on an

_

individua) school's unique constraints and the staff's understanding of
,

.

' their. 'roles and. functions)",' training sesaions generally cover two or

three dia. 'They' usually occur imjediately after the basic training

sessions and before prograi implementation begins. Experience hi, shown

that the total staff development work atv LevelS I and II can be
40

completed iii a week-long woftshop prior' to the opening of school.
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3. Level III: In-Service training. Lev III training is the

culmination of an interactive process of program assessment, feedback,
4

planning, and ongoing stiff development. Nsentially, it provides the

technical support required to establish and maintain a high degree of

program implementation. Because in-service training is designed to be

adaptive to the needs and expertise of indliiduel staff, the, type and

frequency of LevelII/ staff development activities vary for different

snhools and staff.
1.

As shown in Figure 2, there are two types of Level III training
S

sessions: staff planning sessions and sessions for feedback And

training. Staff planning sessions are designed to develop plans for

accomplishing selcted instructional-learning objectives and to

determine topics for staff feedback and training. Staff ,planning is
t

based on information from classrooms observations, measures of degree of

4 '

program implementation, data on studelts' learning progress . and

:feedback from family members. Sessions for staff feedback and training

sch.eduled on,,s--regular basis ,throughout the school year, according

to staff members' needs a d interests. They provide opportunities to

discuss critical issues rela ed.td program implementation, particularly

-issues surrounding refinement and improvement in the degree of program

implementation. Feedback and training sessions usually take place

4
during reguipr staff planning times and /or during scheduled team

meetings and in-service training times.

I

S.
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Use of degree of program implementation data to Identify: training

needs. A critical design feature of Level Ill traiping is the use of

*degree of program implementation measures to (a) obtain information on

the extent, to which critical program features are implemented and the

nature of Implementation, and (b) use that information to identify

further training needs of those implementing the program. The following

section tausErates how degree. of implementation data 'can be

incorporated' in the deirelopmene' of individually tailored, training

.-rograms. The illustration is based on the experience- of using the

.

- Data,Based.Staff Development Program to support teacher training jor ;he
f

Adaptive Learning Blivironmenta Model 4ALEM).;--a specific edaptive.
(

. .

instruction program described in gifrevious'sectiori of this module.

.

Degree of implementation data are obtained by administering the

Implementation Assessment Battery for Adaptive Instruction. The

resultant Alummary data are displayed in a computer printout as

exemplified by Figure 3. As shown in the figure, the data are analyzed,

at four different levels:, site (school district); sqftool; . grade

level; and 'class (teacher). The mein, scores -for the Icritieal

dimensions of the program are reported in 12 separate columns. The

:lames and aer6nyms for the dimensions are listed at the top of the

printout. the number in parentheses ender each aoronym indicates the

number Hof performance indicators included in'the Battery to assess the

degree of implementation of that. dimension. For example, for Cteating

and Maintaining instructional Materials (CMIM); 'shown in the-second

column of,Figure 3r 12performance indicators assess the'degiee to which.

the CMIM dimensionils implemented as prescribed by the program's design.

The printout also includes. information on each teacher's degree ,of

implementation of the 12 critical dimensions; as well as mean

87



CriticalAS&F Arranging Space & Facilities - PRES Pre;c4ing
CMIM Crairting and Maintaining Instructional Materiels MAD Monitoring & Diagnosing
ECRP Establishing and Communicating Rules & Procedures IT Interactive Teaching
MA Managing Aides. INST Instructing .

RK Record Keeping MOTI Motivating
TEST Diagnostic Testing DSSR Drivekeping Student Self-Responsibility.

District X Fall, 1982

AS&F MOM ECRP MA IIK. TEST
School/Grade (15)` (12) (15) _ (3) 13) 141

School A
Grade Teacher A 87 67 73 67 33 50

Grade 2. Teacher B 93 83 87 67 100 25

Grade 3 'Teacher C 87 67 80 67 75

Kindergarten Teacher 0 73 58 93 100 67 75

Average for School 05 09 83 75 67 56

School El
8Grade 1 Teacher E 67 75 73 67 67 75

Grade 2 Teacher F 80 67 73. 33 67 25

Grade 3 Teacher G . 87 83 07 67 .100 - 75

Kinderiarten Teacher H 93 83 93 67 67 50

Average flu School 82 17 82 59 75 '56

Average forfite
Grade 77 71 73 6Z. 50 63'
Grade 2 - 87 75 00 50 83 25

Grade 3 87 75 '83 67 83 75

Kindergarten 83 .71 93 83 67 63

Overall Average 83 73 82 67 . 71

PRES
(7)

71

57
filf)

75

71

14

86
71

sr

71

36

88.
79

Mad/ IT
(10). \ (61

70 67
90 50
70 83

'80. . 83.

77 71

80 50
80 50
90
70 03

63

.75 59
75 50

80 75

75 . 83

76 67

INST MOP OSSA
(13) '0) 1131_,

- 77

69.
92
85

8.1

77 40
`82 20 48
es 80 05
92 60 77

79 50 66

80
.80

70

69
62
92

75

.
77 50 85
AO 40 44 '58.
88 60 74
08 70 05

V

60 71

*Numbers indicate numbers of items (Performance Indicators) inclOdeci in the Implementation Assessment Battery.

. Figure 3. A sample computer printout of a stimmentoi degree of implertientation data

This !Ore is taken from Wang, M.Cf, Catalano. R., and IfiutCher, M.S. Training Manual for the Implementation Assessment flattery for Adaptive Irt-

struction. Pittsburgh, PA.: University of Pittiburgh, Learning Research and DevelOpment Center, 1063.

88.
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percentages of the degree of iMplementation for each grade within a

particular school, for .a given school, for specific grade levels across

. a school district; and for an entire district.

-The criterion for a. high degree of implementation of a critical

dimension has bee t set at 85%. That is, 'when 85% or*more of xhe

4
,performance indicators in a given dimension are obseived to be present.,

the degree of implementation of that program dimension is considered to

be "high." When 50% to 84% of. the items for a given dimension are

a

, present, ti,ementrion is considered to be "average:" If-less than 50%

of the 4erTormance indicators in a given dimension -are Awese

implementation is considered tO be "low.".Using,theie criteria, Ftgu

shows, for example, that in Scholl A, Kindergarten and Grade

r.

a high degree_ of implementation of the InstruCting (UST)
'4

Grades 1 and 2 had average degree of tutplementation'seores (7

respectively, of the perforiOnce indicators present).

achiev

dimension.

7% and 69%,

The overall degree of implement Ation across a variety of schools

for an extended pereod of time Orovi es evidence of the:implementability,
V 4

of the program and its critical dime pions. In addition, the degrgps of

implementatibn of particular, dimensibns are analyzed. -for individual

/
.

teachers, and the resulting. information is 'used to estimate their
'

training uleds and develop specific staff development plans. Similarly,

)1111i

. grade, school,-a nd site averages are used to identify staff development

ifneeds t those "levels. Analysek of -the changes. in degree of

. i

implementation from one assessment period to r' the

0 p . . -;

information to indiddal teachers about their implementation progress,
*

0
,.. .

..
.

as well.as
,

the date baits for eiralusfieg pli effectiveness ,of schools'
, ,

.

implementation and staff development efforts.

next provide

4 .

8 9 4k.

ii .

k
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Design andtimplementaqon of adaptive staff development plans: An

illustration. , A basic assumption underlying, the design of staff

development supports that adequately meet the training . needs of

411 individual staff is that detailed information on degree of program

impldmentation is requiied. This section provides an illustrption of

A

dim'ensions that. consistently

how such information can be incorporated in the development of staff

development pla7_that are adaptive to training needs at the districti

school, grade; and /or individual teacher levels.

. The batarBased Staff Development Program is operationalized in
.

staff develbpment plans designed at'theschools through comprehensive

beginning of every'SChool year. Eadh school's -Plan is based on

of implementation data andvariety of. information, including. degree

114

a

student learning progrees data from spring of the previous school year

,(for new teachers and/or new implementation- Aites, from the beginning of

the school year); each schools ide fled staff development needs;

and the major categories' of activities proposed to meet those needs

during the year.

Specifically, staff development plans include (a) a #escription of

training vska/?bjectives for performance indicators in critical

show scores below the 85% criterion level

for a significant number of teachers (and/or for a particular teacher)_;

(b) the dates by Aich trainine;is to be completed; (c) the person(s)

'responsible ,for training; (d) the typeof activity to be condUcted;

(e) the expected outcomes; and (f.) the expected evidence;, of effective

service as it relates to successful comOletio* training. An excerpt
0

from the staff devtlopment plan for School District 8 is shown in Figure

4.

9 (1-



sue:
Teacher: X X

F
100a.

District: A
Date: AsSi&nreAtte .

Cthserifed Batandor

9t!v!ig.tim g;d14464444

"A" Wialt4446-
114-4a

91

Strategy Sus /Toted

*ALA, 114:06

i;11.A.4001214,01) .411

S

Glede:
4A9:30

. Expected

D

ttid,:fauttle iit4"4,4.044, iliceit.44)660
4

Atik* Atetta. 1.1.4.44/
isLIA4LA Law

144001:64.

act.t,i6t4uilt.tAIA4)
11.4Laid.JA.Let

Follow Up:

p

ats4144..,,,ftdia, 04.2r;ii.440 owe

t/.441 44:11"

14-44,(444.14.4A) 41 X X )/f elds.4440 1 4J,

Figttre 4. Sample monthly inkling log:

ati-te-La4,10-#4.6.411.42)0A.1...

This figure is taken from Wang, M.C., and Ginned, P. Islysii of the design, knplementation, and effects of a Data-Based Ref DevelopmentProgram.

Journal of Teadwg. Education and Special Education, 11183, In press. ,

1r

/
9 2

11,121 Pale
ilu;a,..tika.E
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4
Staff development plans are reviewed periOdically by school.

personnel (e.g., education specialists and/or principals) to determine

the appropriateness of planned training objectives and to monitor

progress toward- achievement of the objectives. In addition,to-theee,--

periodic
tr
eviews, when staff development plans for each school are

updated and reVised if needed, formal reviews of the plans are scheduled

following each of

. implementation da

the three periods for 'collecting degree .of

Monthly training logs kept by education specialists, or Other

school. personnel who are responsible for odgoing training and prograi

monitoring; are a major source of information for each school and for

individual teachers. The logs include descriptions of implementation-
.

related behavior; specific strategies for improving the degree of

imPlementatiqn (e.g., classroom observations, conferences between

teachers and education specialists, in-service training workshops);

expected outcomes; and follow-up activities. Information fr6m the

results from analyses of the degreemonthly training logs,.combined,with
- .4

of implementation datal is used to

continuing and regular basis.

update staff development plans on a

The Data-Based Staff development Trogram has been field-tested in

con junction with the implementation of the ALEM in schools that vary

widely in terms of ethno-cultural/socioeconomic characteristics and

geographic locations (Gennart.& Wang, 1982;. Wang, 1981c; Wang, gO)an,

Strom, & Walberg, 1983). The overall results suggest that a training

program which is based on actual iMplementation..needs does make a

difference.. Resqlts from analyses.of the efficacy of this partictilar

data-based approach" to personnel preparation point to the following

major findings,

93
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1. glasures of degree of implementation are useful OR identifying

staff development needs for improving program implementation.

2. Significant changes in the degree of,implementation occur for

specific program dimensions that are the target of

systematically designed staff development activities;

conversely very little or no.improvement tends to occur in the

,

implementatio6 of critical dimensions fof which the data

indicate training is needed but none is actually prescribed or

operstionalized.

3. Improvements in degree of implementation scores also result...in

--improvement in the quality of classroom proceates and student

learning outcomes.

4. Classrooms with different degrees of implementation are.

Significantly different in terms of classroom.procesaes and

student learning outcomes.

5. Significant differences are found in the degree of

implementation scores for ALEN and non-$.10401. classrooms,

especially when the critical .dimensions associated with the

.. more generic qualities of effective instruction are consideied.

Since investigations of its efficacy have been conductld only in

the context of implementation of the Al" the geteralizability of tht'

data-based approach to staff deVelopment is yet to be established.

Nevertheless; some essential characteristics of effective personnel

preparation efforts have been identified as a result of initial field

4

0
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testing and implementation. These include systematic' integration of

training objectives and activities with the classroom implementation of

instructional component*. and objectives; availability of assessment

.procedures and instruments for certifying the presence or absence of

specific. program features,' utilization of .a diagnostic approach to

analyze and monitor program implementation, inclusion of a data -based

,system tot identifying staff developisent needs, incorporation of clearly

defined procedures for training and feedback? and involvement' of all
0'

relevant school .personnel , in the identification o aff development

objectives-and the planning of training activities.

Implications for Futere DevO#pments

in Teacher Training

The design and content of a teacher 'preparation -program

implementing adaptive instruction- is predicated not'only on the
,

for ,

lb., reconstruc_ t.ingseneral and apecial classroom Instruction, but also on ..

Ale need for concomitant changes and refinement in .the approach to

,teacher preparation. The specific componentof the training program,

discussed in this module ilre based on the fact.that major changes must
-4

be
,
made in teacher development and iv- schools themselves if-the overall

.

goal of providing effective schooling for each dent is to be
.

re3lized.-

-

Widespread implementation -of the kind of ,fie -based approach to

personnel grparation discussed here dictates the adoption of a delivery

system, that invoivee the collaboration ,..of many
#.

professional groups

including local school, district peksonnel, faculty of colleges of

education, and developers of innovative practices and progrnms.
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^.

Therefore,. the nest stepfor'fOlrther development in this area ideally

would' be the- developtest.of training programs' that integrate

information7based courses on theory and research with field-based

detoostrations of taplementarion practices. Attention should be given

the needs and interests of practitionert, as well as to the

establishment of school-based demonstration capabilities, in *the.

provision .8 continuum of pre -- service and in- service training

10

.activities. As noted previously, school-bated demonstrAtIons of

lb

effective schooling practices and educational innovations serve several'
/

important functions that information-based .training programs are not

designed to meet. A viable alternktive is.. the establishment of

school-based demonstration and training centers developed throUgh active

4.
-; c011abOrlion her training institutions and local school.

. .
.

-.J, ___ .

,

1-114---....
,

`
-systems. 'The major anticipated outcope of such.a-Cdttnborative ventuee

t O :..- . m ,le

is the operationalitation of alternative ways to' manage strati/Ole '4-

iv ..'
. .A,1,.

. . ,

',
.

educational resources so. that congruence' can ,ble ac hieved between the
d , .

t
,

professional 'developmeneedS. of SChool.,personnel'and the professional

-
.

% r

education opportunities which teaches eddcaiion'pt:ograms' Are designed to
.

.
.

. .

provide. Other outCeoes would ,

inClude' inCreasea -oOportunities for

demonstrating the . pgsibiiity of translating Neartical and

philosophical ideas, as well as research: findings, into ba;t8,toots for

school improvement and disdemination, of innovative 'land ' improved.

, . .

practices; and increased receptivity of schoofpersonnel to Innovative

practices. The modeling of new, educational. possibilities aol.N. the

111
.

.

display of. salient featlurea of-successful programs through school-based

'demonstration and training centers cen effectively -disseminate

information about the utility., lmplementabitity, and

specific innovative practices... ...

92 V

effib4CY of a
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a

programs.
0

This call fin a major restructuring of teacher education

is based on the contention that the skills required for effective

implementation of innovative concepts and practices, such as adaptive

instruction, cnnot be acquired without providing. trainees, with

firsthand obseriations of how innovative practices' are operationalized

and integrated -into extant progiams: Under ideal situations, faculty of

colleges of education would not only include ladaPtive., instruction in

,*

present teacher education programs, but would also seek collaboration of -7.,

total schools to jointly design and implement a demonstration-teaCher

training program. Implementation ,of the model. described here is,

realistiCally, a long r=ange goal. However, some intermediate steps can

he taken to restructure present training progr;ims. Creatively adapting

to existing constraints and refining, the objectives of teacher eduCation

programs are necessary first steps.

1

a

0

9;,
4

I
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The school of the Future:-
Adaptive Environments for
Learning

ROBERT GLASER

INTRODUCTION AND oreavuar

I believe that education is undergoinga sigtfillcant transition from one :a

mode of education to another. This change is not being brought about
by abstract writings and polemics about edticational reform. Rather,
it is being accomplished by those involved in the actual design of
educational enviromnents and those involved in providingrtsear,,end
development in support of practical educational design. individuals in
our schools who seek to maintain old-fashioned systems will lose out
to those who are attempting to understand She pasture of the new
education that society demands, and that new concepts about human
nature recommend. The change in ethication that I believe is taking
place is what I shall attempt to describe here. If the nature of this
transition can be spelled out with any clarity, then per6ps we can do
a better job of moving to where we think we should be going and along
the way we can assess our effects, suggest what new knowledge seems
to be .required to get there, and change our directions accordingly. In
my comments I will attempt to describe where we have bee5 and where
we are starting to go, and then, in gengral terms, to desert,* the chatac-
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teristics of schools that are necessary to Meet the challenge of thele new
directions.

IA

sEiscnvE AND ADAPTIVE MODES OP EDUCATION

To begin, I will contrast, in a
a

hat overstated way, Swo kinds of
environments. One I shall op; e educational mode, and the
other, an adaptive educatfonal mode. Traditionally, a selective educa-
tional mode has been predominant; today, however, we aspire to an
adspdve mode of eihicatkin.

Selective Atioda

e

The prevalent selective mode oteducation is characterized by minimal
variation in the Casditions tinter which individuals are expected to
leans. Few instrudional opdons are provided, and a limited number
of ways to succeed are available. Consequently, the adaptabelty oithe
system to the student is limited; alternative paths for students with
different* backgrounds and talents are restricted. In such an efiviion-
ment, these Mist and limited paths requite particular student abilities,
and it is time particular abilities that ere-emphasized sod tbstered to
the exclusion of other abilities. In this sense, the system is selectiv:i with:

. respect to individuals who have particular abilities for succemas
defined by the system and as it can .1;e attained by the means of
instruction that are available. The effectiveness of the system is en-
hanced by admitting only those students who score high on measures
of the abilities required to succeed. Purtherore, since only those stu-
dents who gave a reasonable probability of success are admitted and
retained, little change in the educational environment is necessary, and
the differences among individuals that become important to measure
are those that predict success in this special setting.

A selective educe operates in a Darwinian frame-
work, requiring that pt to, and survive in, the world as
it is. The problem with this n66 of education is that a wide range of
potential capabilities and talents might be lost because of the exclusive
reliance upon selection for survival in a particular and relatiVely fixed
setting. An alternative, however, is that the environment can be
changed.
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Adaptive

In contrast to a selective mode, ah adaptive mode oteducation,assumes
that the educational environment can support.many and varied histruc-
tionarmetimils and opportunities for success. Alternate means of learn -
ing are adaptive to, and arc in some way mat-oiled to, knowledge about
each indivklualhis background, talents, and interests, and the nature
of his past performance. An individual's styles'and abilities are assessed
either upon entrance or during the course of learning,' and ce(tabi

'educational paths are elected or assigned. Furthet informatfon is ob-
tained about the learner as learning proceeds,. and this, in turn, is
related to subsequent alternate learning cipportuntties. The continual
interaction between performance and the subsequent nature of the
educational. setting is the defining characteristic of an' adaptive mode.
The success of this adaptive interaction is determined by the extent tow
which the student experiences a match between his specific abilities end
Interests and the activities in which be engages. The effect of any
election of, or assignment to, an instructional path is evaluated by the
changes it brings about in the students potential for future learning
and goal attainment. Measuies of individual differences in aniadapdve
educational mode are ikONd only to `the extent that they help to define
alternate paths that result in optimizing immediate learning, as well
as long-tenn success.

When a selective educational mode is compared with an adap-
tive one, one must ask whether the particular selective tests and sorting
devices that are part of present schooling fail to consider abilities and
talents that might emerge as .impixtuit in a more interactive ding
where there is room for matching abilities and modes of learning.

In any educational mode, then,1 the individual differences that
are particularly important are those that-have eaological validity within
a particular educational system. In our traditional selective educational
mode, the individual differences that are measured in order to make
educational assignments Center around the concepts of intelligence and
aptitude. For a moment, let's look into these.

INTELLIGENCE AND APTITUDE

Of the various attempts to measure intellectual ability that began at -

the turn of the century, Bind's work from France emerged strongly.
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It was a practical endeavor to predict school success, The NEnister of
Public Education supported Elinet's attempts *o determine what might
be done to iris* the benefits of instruction to retarded children. It was
tecided that crai suspected of ret,ardation be given an examinationto cecrtify that, becauseof the level of theqintelligence, they were unable
to profit from 'instruction as given i1 ordinary schooling. For ,this
purpose, Binet designed a test that was predictive of scholastic success
in an essentially fixed educational mode. To be fair, linnet's writings
de* indicate a great deal of sensitivity to the possibilities for individual
differential diagnosif.

Nevertheless, the validation ofa test is a very specific procedure
in which .individuals are exposed to particular kinds of test items that _

4 are constructed to iwedict a particular criterion meisure. NO test is
simply valid in general, but rather for a specific putpose Ind a particular
situation. The concept of Binet's work has persisted, sand it has been
pointed out that: "Current tests differ from those of the earlier genera-
ticm just as 1970 automobiles differ from those of about 1920 more
efficient, more elegant, but operating on the same principles as be-

. fore."
'WhatbI am suggesting then is that the human perfbrmances we

identify with the words "general ability," "scholastic intelligence," and
"aptitudes" have emerged from measurement and, validation imoce-

_duns in an eduasSional system of a particnlar kind. And because our '
educational stem provides a limited rauge'deducationel options for
adapting to difkrent individuals* these general abilities override the
influence of any more specific abilities and talents that might be addi-
tionally useful if alternate ways of learning were a;ailable.

Perhaps the following analogy is useful: In the old days, when
the bacilli contributing to tuberculosis were relatively widespread so
that the faunal level, of exposure was uniformly high, hereditary
predisposition was a major 'variable contributing to contracting the.
disease. If one's parents had tuberculosis, it appeared that one was more
prone to get it. In modern times, exposure to the bacilli is under control
and lest. widespread, and the more significant variable in contracting
the disease no* is not one's family history but whether or not one has
actually been exposed to the genii. As the situation changed, the &etas
contributing to survival changed. Perhaps similarly, as school environ-
ments change, the predispositimis required for survival in the new
environment will be different from the old. The individual differences

t. 1- 1. Crcaback &smith telSychologiavl Tessin 3rd td. (New York: Harper & low. 1974
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. or their relative weights that were important to measure in one setting

may be different in another; and new capabilities may need to be as-

sessed in the educational 'content of a new setting.

Omni sive Processes -
4

What kinds of capabilities and talents am I talking about? Consider

as an example .cognitive learning in the primary grades.' In the first
grade.of elementary school, children are taught beginning reading and
arithmetic,' and some attempts are made to accommodate individual
differences: general intelligence, slow and fast learners, impaired and

unimpaired learners, and advantaged and disadvantaged children. The

:fob is a difficult on consider what is asked of the child in currently
popular matlientitics vograms. He ot she initially must leardto,count
accurately a number of objects (usually " one to ten), nipresera

them with symbolic notations ( , and understand that the
numeral '7' represents's specific quantiiy that is greater than 9" and
less than '11." Children then arc taught to implement addition and

subtraction algorithms using these numerals. in peiforminc
these tasks are very specifiC lyttreclidlite viluaknotor and spatild-per-
ceptual abilities, in which a child must be reasonably competent before

he or she can begin to learn the tasks the curriculum require& Similarly,

learning to read requires auditory information-processing abilities. The

Child m+t recognize that spoken language consists of organized said
of phonemic elements (phrases, words, sounds) that interrelate in a.
specific way, and then learn to analyze spoken words into their compo-
nent sounds as they are represented by the letters of the alphabet.

Competence in these basilauditory and visual perceptual skills is re
quired as a necessary prerequisite for adequate learning.

Traditionally, a selective node of educatign ivould, for the most
part, sort out advantaged from disadvantaged children on the basis of

their competence in these skills. Their different capabilities Would be

accepted as givens that classify groups of children and differentially
predict their probable future achievement. In contrast, an adaptive

educational mode woultirequire_detailed analyses of these skills so that
teaching procedures could be adjusted to a child's prerequisite

or so that competence in these prerequisite skills could be taught by

2. J. Rater. "Language Arts and Arithmetic et. and
Skalls,4 American idscinfesal Resavrie Joismai, 1973, /OM 50-48.
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specially designed curricula This has be in recently published
perceptual skills ciirridula (for example., Rosner, Perceptual Skills Cur-
*wham New York: Walker. Educational Book Corporation, 1973).
The effectiveness of these programs provides strong evidence that

- teaching various aspects of these basic abilities to children who need
them enhances their success in beginning arithmetic and reading.

The strategy of such programs is to develop basic readiness
skills end aptitudes, such as auditory and visual processes, rather than
to merely clot* children as deficient in thtse areas as a result of
inadequate background and upbringing. Armed- with competes= in .

these absItiss, children can then ,proceed with the likher-order 'earn-
ings involved in reading and demean number =wept*. This process
&adapting instruction to what the leaner can do, or improving leant;
ins processes so that he or she can profit more fully from available
instruction, is the fundamental notion of the adaptive mode of educa-
tion.

Consider another example, this time ill- highee education, on
which some laboratory ,research is actually being carried out.' We know
that the scholastic aptitude tests taken by high school students are
predictors of success in early college years. Two major aptitudes mea-
sured ate verbal ability and quantitative ability. In an adaptive educa-
tional setting we would like to know more about these abilities so that
This informadon can influence our teaching. Such information could
be obtained by taking airoup of students and classifying them as high
and low in terms of these abilities, then studying the cognitive abilities
of the individuals in each group. This would be done in order to
determine the characteristics of high verbal and high qUantitative
ity stiidents in terms of what we know about cognitive processes and

, current information-processing theories of memory and cognition. If
such cognitive processes amid be identified, then the implications for
instruction would be more profound than The present correlationally
derived psychometric relations between validated aptitude measures
and school performanie. Clues could be made available about how
verbal and quantitative abilities might be modified or employed for
learning. Research ci this kind could lead to the assessment of human
perforitiancem a way that could move the usual psychometric predic-
tions from static statements about the probability of success in school

3. E. Root N. From, and C. Lottoebarg. "Iodivictool Moto as in Cognitioic A New Approwth

to Istiertgoacti4 to 1 Psychology of idtantize afid Muth ed. G. IL Boom (New York:
Aged/ask Ptak 4973).
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to dynamic statements about what could be done to increase the likeli-
_.-

,hood of success. For this purpose, we would need to carry out studies
that attempt to identify*.the kinds of processes required by various
school tasks and to characterize how diffeieftt individual& ,perform
them. Following this, the conditions required to learn a task could "then
be adapted to individual characteristics, or the individual might be
taught how to engage/more effectively in the processes involved.

Cognitive Style

Adaptation in education is not twessarily restricted to the cognitive
abilities thA I have just described; also Involved is w t we loosely refer
to as cognitive style. For example, when first grade are placed
with experienced teacher* who.haVe a reflective + the children
become more reflective during the school year than children who am
placed with inipulsive teachefs.4 The practical implication of this find-
ing for school instruction suggests tailoring the tempo of the teacher
to the tempo of the child so that, for example, the behavior of the
impulsive child is influenced by the *sea= if a reflective teacher
model.

The processes that make up cognitive style are important to
consider in adapting education to childrai from.different cultures. As
we knOw, early expaience in a particular cultural environment Fo-
vides the child with a set of yalues and a set of techniques and skills
for learning to learn and for processing incoming information. It has
been frequently pointed out that in our society, the middle class child
acquires these things so that they are continuous with wile._ will be
required of him in school, whereis what a lower socioeconomic class
child *Spires may be discontinupus with what school generally de-
mands. In a sekctive-nonadaptive environment for learning, "cultural
deprivation" is defined in terms of a set of experiences that establishes
a discontinuity between preschool experiences and school require-
ments. In the adaptive educational environment that I envision, It
would ,be. assumed, as a matter of course, that the values, styles and- A

learning processes that the child brings to school are of in worth.
These modes of behavior have, in fact, been extremely functional in the

*IL AL Vats& and I. Rape. "Thy Erect (IT/aches Tempo an the Clad," add Ameliorates*,
Mot 1St 27-34.
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Lion, and not error free in that it can fail to account for other talents
that enable an individual to get through school and that are:correlated
with success beyond school.

Our penchant for a fixed educational mode suites in part from
an old-fashioned psychology, from the scientific and social* tendency
to think in term% of fixed categories of human beings with consistent
drives and dispositions.' In contrast, current thinking views human
beings askighly responsive to the conditions around them so that as
conditionshange or conditions are maintained, individuals act accord-
ingly._ Adaptive educational environments can take advantage of the
fact that individuals show great subtlety in adapting their competencies
to different situations, if the. situation permits such adaptability, In-
dividuals do show generalized consistent behavio on the basis of which
we frequently characterize them, but they also are good at discriminat-
ing and reacting to a variety of experienies in different ways. The
traditional measures of general ability and aptitudes err on the side of
assuming too much consistency and deeinphasiie the capability cl ia-
dividuals to/devise plans and actions depending upon the rules, needs.
and demands of alternative situations. If, in our thinking about in-

, dividull differences:we make as much room for the capacity of in-
dividuals to adapt and clianget'as well as to be stable, and as much room
for the capacity fdr self-regulation and self-development, as well as fix
victimization by enduring traits, then an adaptive notion of education,
nutst follow.

7 An educational system,las Tylei suggests, should plesent alter-
native environments that enhance the ability of the individual for self-
regnlation in different situations. The design of adaptive environments
is a key problem in educational reform and is a difficult shirtsleeve task.
How can a school environment be designed so that it is responsive and
sensitive to the performance of a learner? How can a learner change
plans and regulate his actions as a fiinction of the information be
receives? How arc testing and assessment activities to be interpreted,
not as intractable evaluation devices, but as procedures that provide
information to suggest alternative courses of action? "Breaking out of
the current confines of schoofing"the sterile cry of many educational
reformersii to be interpreted constructively as the design of environ-
ments that ire flexible enough to provide the give- and take that is
necessary for optimizing cognitive growth and competence. This re-

6. W. Mischd. 'Continuity and Change in Personality," AwokenPsycholegis4 1969. I* 1012-
101$; idiom. "Toward a Cognitive Social Leaning Raconolonallaniaa Fationafity,"
jail Review, Ion; SOM 252-21316'°
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quires c in the current nature of schooling, and the design of such
environ is the major challenge that is emerging.

DESIGN op AN ENVIRONMENT FOR ADAPTIVE
EDUCATION

Let me turn to this challenge It must be recognized at the. outset that
I am convinced that the job cannot beAcone by practicing educators
alone; they must do it in the context of a special relationship between`
practice and research, between education 'stud the sciences' and disci-
plines relevant to it. Scanlon's propositions in chapter four, I believe,
are germane in this regard.

The stance for the application of research to education seems
quite clear at tifis time. The impact of research on education can no
longer be vie*ed as a linear progression from the discovery of knowl-
edge to innovation, but rather as a complex set of mutually dependent
activities. The sequence from basic research, to applied research, to
development, to practice and application, on which most of us were
weaned, seems no longer applicable if in fact, it ever was..While it has-
been axiomatic that practice can feed on research, it now .must be
lecogniied that research, in turn, feeds on and is often invigorated by
the requirements of practice The coupling between the two elements
is fir closer than many of us have realized. The close coupling of
research and practice in education COT* with it a self-correcting
mechanism Whereby iltihwes in practice can encourage fundamental
research. An interactive mode of cperation between application and
applied and basic research is what I would lice to encourage for educa-
tion. While I cannot deny the importance of undirected basic research,
neither can I deny the importance of the intuitive design of educational
practices by outstanding teachers. Good practice has an artistry and
intuition that must not be restricted, and that may far outrun any
momentary attemptl at scientific understanding and analysis: However,
ideally, the job of educational research is to work within diem two
extremes, contributing to knowledge and practice and trying to under-
stand both without inhibiting either.' "

More to the point, what are some of the emerging general
requirements for adaptive educational environments? In a very brief

7. See R. Glaser, iSincetional Firichnial; and Education: Assesissus Psycho/0g* 1973, 2I1(7k
557-5414.
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answer to this question, I will touch on four points: teaching and
curriculum, student self-management, open testing and assessment, and
instruction in basic intellectual processes.

is

I. Teaching and Curriculum. The conventional boundaries of grade
levels and arbitrary time units for subject matter coverage need to be
redesigned to permit each student to work at his or hex actual level of
accomplishment and in the context of his or her particular competen-
cies. The student should, if desitable, be 'enabled to move ahead as som-
as prerequisites that foster it new level of learning are mastered.

Is order for the student and the teacher to assess student ;wog-
ress and development and place the student at a level of achievement
that he or she finds motivating, curricula must be analyzed in terms
of sequences of progressive stages of accomplistimast so that guidelines
an be established for setting up a program of study. A student's "grade

lever in school can be 8efined in tams of a stage in this progression
of observable growth.

A student's progress through the curcicultun progression must
be adequately monitored by assessment measures and observational
judgment by the teacher so that the studeht's performance dictates the
design of a teaching program adaptive to individual requirements.
Thera is something to be said, in this connection, for Boulding's appre-
hensions regarding present assessment procedures. The schitol environ-
ment is continually adapted to student rather Shan adjusted only
to those students who appear to be "making it." Teachers sad other
ichool personnel must be provided with special professional training
and assistance so that they can carry out the evaluation, diagnosis, and
decision making required for the guidance of individual student per-
formance as contrasted with the management of learning for a total
class.

An important requirement for adaptive education is the design
of flexible curricula with many points of entry, different methods of
instruction, and options among instructional objectives. Extensive se-
quential curricula that must be used as complete systems, and into
which entry at different points is difficult, should give way to more
"modular" organizations of instructional units. This dbes not imply the
abandonment of sequence requirements inherent in the structure of the
material to be learned, but does imply that prerequisites, where essen-
tial, are to be specified in terms of capabiliti of the learner rather than .
in terms of previo)Nin.structional ex
curriculum avoids the necessity for all

or exposure. A flexible
viduals to proceed through
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all steps in a cprriculum sequeme, but accepts the fact that some
individuals acquire prerequisite information and skills on their own,
while others need more format support to acquirelhe prerequisites for

'mitre advanced learning. In such a 'stem it should be easy to incorpo.
rate new and varied instructional materials and objectives as they are
developed in response to the changing educational interests
quirements of both teachers students.

and re-

r

2 Student Self-management Because an essential part of adapting
the environment to the capabilities of the learner involves adjustmesas
made by the learner himself, students must acqetireincreasing compe-
tence in self-directed kerning. lb accomplish this, th
provide studa2ts
they can evaluate
(with or withoutto coin

models and
must

Own
standards of peifonnance so that

attainments and select tese-hing activities
help of teachers and peers) as a f

penence ta shown that children in elemen-
tary school can modify the environnumt for their own learningrequke-
aunts if they comMand or are taught the skills to do so. For this
purpose they can be'taught boll, to search for useful information and .

how to order and organize itforkarningand retentkm. In the selectiOn
antent for thebelernentarY school, Preference can ke even to ifttbr-
illation send skills that maximize the Mies for learning new
things. The orientation and sing -skills of children can be en-
mussed so diatthey learn to identify the relevant aspects of tasks and
can attend to them with little distractib n. With such inforinOon and

education.
skill& cluldren, as active learners; can help guide the process ofadaptive

N

3. Open Testrng and attustvnen4
dividual

Adapting oinstruction to, an in-
student requims that the teacher and the student attend to, and

utilize detailed information about studan perforviance in order to
make appropriate instructional decisions. To usist in this prbcess, tests
and information from other SOUrcell it'll, need to be develoPed te de-
scnle competence in a more clear-cut and absolute Way than is usually

case with relativistic grading procedures where test scores take on
meaning only in terms or the rektive standing of student&

This requirement will result in an increased emphasis on open
testing and behaviorally indexecrissessnient. In an adaptive environ- c
meat, tests designed iirirnarily to.compare and select students will play ';

a decreasing role because access to particular educe activitiea will '
need to be based °is the student's background interests and prerequisite
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competence. Tests will have an intrinsic character of openness in that
they will serve es a display of competence to be required, and thk results
will be open to tlx students, who can the this knowledge of their
performance as 4 yardstick of their developing abslify. tats also
pill assess more' than the narrow band of licadesnic out-
come& Idessume of process and style, of covitlite and 'five
developnent, and of performance in more iusti,irai sings than exist
in the traditional school will be required. Fortunately,. this trend in
itiocess-oriented, broad-band assessment is now discerhible in many
new efforts. .

Basii Intellectual Awes= The teaching of basic psyclu3logical
processes is also required, as I have indicated throughout my resnasts.
We have assumed for too long the stability off' "basic aptitudes"; now

% we need to determine how these talents can be encouraged snd taught.
This means that what is taught in school amid involve the teaching
of the processes involved in intelligenSeAnd aftitudes, as well as subject %fr

. matter knowledge and skilb.

CONCLUSION

To conclude, an adeptlye environnient assumes that' then are many
ways to succeed and many goals available from which to choose. It
assumes that no one particular way &succeeding is necessarily %fabled,
over another. In our current selective environment it isqvite clear that*
the way &succeeding that is most valued is within the reiativay Bled
system wovided. Simms in society is defined inimarily in tams of
the attainment of occupations directly related to the products of this

. system. However, if an adaptive mode becomes prevalent and wider
constellations of human abilities are emphasized, then success and
achievanent will need to be differendy deigned; and many more alterna-
tive ways of succeeding will need to be appropriately "Warded than
is the case at the present time.
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,EDITORIAL COMMENTARY

Conceiving of the school of the futiere as one characterized by adtiptabil-
ity, Glaser begins by mill* us that hardwork.ltot diatribes and w#Itful
thinking, .will take us to goals; Offering somewhat from the other
thebrist% he vklys the future as something. that must of neceraity evolve
out of the present, and he. believes, therefore, that we must begin with
the per vasiie weaknesses in the present karning environment The shor
ing-4,i oft lyise dersciende% he argue % is a vital and indispensable step.
in achieving the. kinds of schook w e will need Summed ups the heart
of the transition he envisions lies in shfiling from a selective educatknuil
mode to. an adaprhe

Because Mater is mist only a researrhethut develwer .end
administrotaas MTh demonstmes a. keen appeciadon tic the ants-

.plexzeistenctqferests thniqpisvhickordideasar a yang a t 01 intoipsof .

ractice Re.cognbrine that high amisitions alone are no enotteh, he. tie.; .`
scribes fce. us not eau & the goal 'swathe interim progressions fha.r.-most

occur. before the goal cats be realized :

Sauna time arm in a Ihely essay; Donakl Schott described the
processes through ivisich intelketmalfildikans hey to mobilize sem'. In
so dant.- 'starkly' id t a s. between the rota ofcreative thhiskers who
gesensteond *ronutoutssew id** Idea brokers who fisncifors as boat,
ntediaHei tutee csairlanc PraWiriags smuirsiv!ii bsziittitions that give the
,ideas respdability and draw Ikon to. the iit tention. the audits the
dissemination tole of di:: mass stadia itset' and finally, the ii al
comniunicirtion networksin invisible colleges-4hat spread. the ideas
and bring them .1 1 a good aasitso In short sahthbk .Ideas'insat ba
invented championed 480E4 patio tag mid hscosporated Into con-
ventional dtaught In coutection with these requirements and the tnsnsi-
:km they mho* Glaser contends that If the nature ofthis transition
can be spelled out with- any clarity, then perhaps s don do a better job
of movi4-to where we think w e should be gab* and along the iviv we
eon assess our dim suggest what new knowledge ,seems to be required
to get them and change our direclions accordingly ." 4-

The critical factor, in his dtsfiriction between the selective-and

f. tiosekt School, "Maintalsing as Adapthr National &crewmen& " tN The Astute of the
Wheal Stets ChritffteldSti Toward the Yam MOO, a Harty S Pr*" (ltaglaweal CNA'
l'Ovatka-ikti 104.
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adaptive modes, is that of reversing the accommodation poem Because
the sekctivi mode' is fixed incapable of responding to human difference,
the learner must make whatever adjustments .are necessary to fit the
established mold The adaptive mode,' in contrast inverts the promo s°
that thesystem.aceOmmodates to thejvhikL lt*id in structuree, the miler-
thee environment minimizes .variatton, limits sponAyteous .responii,
and--k its greatest .defectplaces exaggerated .entphasis upon same
learning abilities and excludes other, equally valuable:ones

Glaser's adaptive mode, on the other hand provides ,fora contin-
uous interplay between the learner and the !framing environment. An
irtimitety larger nunther of responses are- possibk, alternative learning
routes exist for each instructional goaL and- in genera4 learnft and
instruction are tailored to the child's natural style and talents. "The
individual differences that are particularly important," Glaser writes
"are those that have ecological. Falk* ttithin'a particukr educed:nal
system." Hence, the point in kient0ing individual dffetences an:04
kanteis kr, neither comparison nor asiessmen4 but detennbsation elf the
particular conditions that must be present in the instructkinal setting

When .we speak of such matters as "iiiteratabiliis,-" ` asst

intelligence," and "aptitude," he =tends wee have hi mind specific
kinds of earning in the instructional 'System now in use Aut. because -

the present system has lintiteil range and flexibilitA preoccupation with
these general abilities causes us to overlook and 4titore other important
abilities and talents that could' be nurtured with orlidensbk pet in

. a system of greater elasticity .aad adaptabi110:. :the be nchisark care
adaptive environntent, therefore,- lies in its. responsivent* the oaten.. ix
short;- can be bent and shaped to fit the- leiwners"particular pyckological
complexion.

Glasser r method of deaittng with the fitturye, then, is to attack
fiursquare, the Major inadequagas,in our present teackft.methodolowit
Thus he totould agree presumably, with Net's. Scanlon's and pay own
argument of which opts for a probkm-centered approach to the
future. And like Bea Glaser teganit the current intoxication with natu-
ruL unstructured learning experience as heavily si4ect Despite these ,

suspicions however, he is anything but a defender of the status quo:
acknowledging the great need for eriticational Affirm, he believes simply
that hared work and constructive' action will bring more good than sterile .

oratory-or romantic wiskfulness .

Not so very lontago, the Institute for the Development of Educa-
tional Activity, a division of the Charles P. Kettering Foundatiol, estab7
lished the National Comm on on the Reform °Acetify:day Eglitcatkm.
After a lengthy period of study, the Commission set forth a series of

6,
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recommendations in a report called The Reform of Secondary Educa.
lion. Many of these reccInnendations-tend to reinforce Glaser's convic-

dons with retpect to the indispensabk conditions far change Consider,
for example4 the following':

Recommendations for Itn.proving
Secondary Educatkrn

The reform ((secondary education cannot be accompliaed by educators.
marking alone. It requires the ingenuiv and assts. tame of many people
in the community served by a particular sclwol Ilte recommendations
al the Commission must be considered kr IN s !Nohow,*

Community Participation in Detenninhitg
Secondary Schaal Expectations

Schools will not be able to achieve their; purposes witiout increfsed itelp
fro or the peopk In the omuntarltiev they serre. Communities must partici-

pate in the formulation of gook and in continuing efforts t refine and
adapt the stiatements ((goals andobjectivec Thecommunities a sa whole

not solely the subsection called school4 mum adder* the gunk

Teacher Training'

butitutions should revise their programs so that prospte-

tire are exposed to the 'ivies, o' teaching and learning optic*,
in secondary education. New teachers should Ire able to way* in sever*

. instructkmal modes. Extensive in-servics program should be instituteil

to retrain tethers presently employed to equO them with a greater variety
of approwhes and ski& This need will become Increasingly acute 01 the

decline in birth wee encumbers the schools with aging teaching stalk

Bias in Counseling

Counselors should ensure that all students, regardleo of sex or ethnic
background are graded equal latitude and equallyparitive guidance in

making educational choices.

2. Reprinted with permission fr.n Ike Items of Secondary Educed= A Repel to she Public

and the hvitinion by the Nadettol Commit:ion ea Me 4We/in qf Secondary Ediwo. McGrew.
Hai 1973, Ai 1142.
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Alternative Paths to High School Completion

A wide mirk°, of paths leading to completion of requirementsfor gradua-
tion from high school should be made available to allstatists. Individual
studentsinust be encouraged to cusume major re lily for the deter-
minadon tiftheir eclucationalgoals. the development oft karnbeg'activi-

ties achieve dials goal, and the appraisal of their prognaz

In out nin& for us, the structure of an adaptive environment,
Glaser describes three specific essentials that define Its basic character.
In the first of these, cognitive processes there must be a deliberate effort
to build in whatever prerequisite skills are vital to the learning goals. In
the existing scheme, of thihg; for =ample, aptitudes are regarded as

MU a e IP; rem are
What we must now begin to do, in the way of remedlation, is to desig;

.curricula that augment and extend aptitudes. Glaser's demand put
bluntly, is that we begin to face our problems rather than avoid them:
Basic readiness skills are learnable and therefore teachable. "This proc-
ess," he says, "of adapting Instruction to what learner can do, or
improving learning processes so that he or she ". profit more fully firm
available instruction, is the flindamental notion of the adapthe mode
of education."

Similar revolutions, it might be added can also occur in higher
education. Rather than use verbal and cam putative abilities to assess and
categorize students; we could explore the nature of different cognitive
procisses more firl6, Increase our grasp of learning theory, and eventu-
ally design Instructional programs that are tailored to the individual's
aptitudes and to the particular cwrditions that assure success in school-

ing. 'Research of this kind" Glaser contends, "could lead to the assess-
ment of human performance In a way that could move the usual
psychometric predictions from static'statements about the probability of
success, in. school to dynamic statements about what could be done to
increase the likelihood of success" Like many oar critics who find
considerable fault with what now goes on, he believes that we can indeed
have schools without failure; Glaser's solotiois however, is neither esca-
pism nor settling for easier standards, but rather guaranteeing success
by improving the system's adaptability and the learner's capability.

There are, from the standpoint of practitionem far-redching
implications to his constructs Grading, for example, no longer would
be used to divide the strong from the weak Assuming that appropriate

1
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methodology and resources were avajable, schools would be expected to
achieve acceptable levels of learning with virtually every student More-
over, since all children do not learn info saniet way, teachers would be
obliged to master .a repertory of alternative instructional techniques with
which to accomm-iihne the particular idiosyncrasies of the particular
student

The second essential e yr Glaser's adaptive mode involves cognitive
style. His quest is that of i'matchbig the tempo of the teacher to the tempo
ce the dtild" WhaA this would require is a reversal fn: fiat instead
of yot ngsters adapting to the schoo4 school would adapt to youngsters.
We no longerwould devoteourselves to thefruitless search for "'culture

free" cultic-Ida; rather, lot would fashion a defensible curriculum around
the child's own cultural inheritance. In the educational environment
Glaser foresees V would be assumed as a matter of course that the
values, styks, and learning processes that the child firings to school are
of iritrintic worth." Hedreks axtsequentlY, to respect individuality both
in content and in learnlag habit 0,

Here, again, the implications for practice are substantial it will
be necessary to invent procedures through which maximum lt" between
teacher .and student persoality can be achietwl. InstructiTal.tactks
suitable to different student learning styks will deed to be devised And
the range ofsubject matter itself will need to be made sufficiently broad
to incorporate the child's cultural experience

ihe third essential of Glaser proposed system &whys adapta-
tion in lieu of ckssgacation. His basic thesis is that existing aptitude
measures ate. used primarily for differential preellcdon---that is to pre-
dict probable learning success They provide few clues howesvr, as to
what might belione to improve success Moreover, four additional defects
of current aptitude-measuring devices cause him to worry about their
potentkil destructiveness to children. first they unjustly sort students into
fixed categories' second they all based upon a unitary conseption of
learning; ignoring the fact that air instructional objective cars be accom-
plished in many different ways. third the classifications themselves are
highly subject to error and fourth, the process slights the vast range of
human talents not covered by the particular classification device.

Glaser's corrective, logically, is to devise and utilize measurement
systems that are diagnostically comprehensive, and that permit the school
to understand and subsequently nurture each learner's special nature.
Humans Glaser argues have a sublime capacity to adapt when they are
not constrained by excessive restrictions. Sharing Benjamin Bloom's be-

,
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lief that stability can exist amidst clange,. he opts. for a. School that is
concerned less with consistency and more with plasticity. Such d postula-
lion, self-evidently, is fraught with operational clues. Through in4ervice
activities, leachers »Ow 4 heliNNI to recognize that their students are
of different temperaments and dispositions; it may be- *seamy * de-'
velop instiuctianal exercises that enhance the diild's inherent ability to
adapt-and of greatest importance,- we must set to work designing alter-
nftive educational environments that can free the child fivm .unilateral
programming and owe:ale. rigidities, Glaser tells us, however, that these
objectives. are not easily come_by. They are unavoidably, he says, "a
difficult shirtsleeve task"

' In the literportion of the article, Glaser Makes clear his reserve-
tioru regarding many of our presint research and development pore-
.dures His contention is that definitive reran- must occur before an
adaptive program of education can be brought to fruition. "It must be
recognized at the outset " he serial; "that I am convinced that the boob

cannot be done by practicing educators along they must do. it bi the
context of a special relatienihii between practice andresearch, between
education and the sciences and disciplines' relevantto it His call there
fore. is ,for a new alliance among social scientists in general,- and the users
of those silences. in particular. Reinforcing a conviction .of Addis regard-

ing the importance of practitionervriented :research,' Glaser arguer
"The sequence from basic research too applied research, to d lopmen4
to appliciltion, on which most of us were waned seems no - 4 qv&
cable, ff fac4 it ever weir" Our near he &digits; is to fashion a
closer interplay between scholarly *stir, rind practicsd implemen
His predominant fear, one might cot is thatwithout better
interaction and sharper focuswe will continue to experience limp.
mountable dffficulties in bringing the fruits of research to bear upon
customary practice.

There are, then, direct parallels beat en Clasen( pvpOsi4ons

and those outlined by Scanlon. 'Both agree that real-world priblems
should stimulate basic research, and that the consequent findings must
be conjoined with insights stemming from the intidtive hunches ofpracti.
:loners. The collaborative synekgy Glaser seek, it might be added proba-
bly will require a good deal ofctiltivation; one suspectzfor exampk, thec
while many practitioners will welcome an opportunity tis'ivork with einpa-

sq.

3. 1. Afros Atkin, "Grass Reels Champ and Infinvpal Methodx" I a Studies in open

et I Spode* and It J. Weibel (Nor rork: Agadton Press, 1974).
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thetic basic researchers, they will have to be convinced that thepartner-
ship is authentic and that they a not once again being used as human
substitutes for the guinea pigs and rats in laboratorisor$

The essay &sex with an explication ((four research ancidevekp-
Tent requirements that must be met Wore an adaptivelkarnhog environ-
ment becomes reality. The first of these has to do with a mote resilient
instructional ottani:gam The conventional kpundaries of grade and
time must be loosened the curriculum must allow for multiple points
of entry, and teaching Must become more a matter ofgu iding individual
growth than of mechanical classroom management

The second retpdromoent concerns student autonomy. Glaser sees
no real rearms why self-directed student learning cannot becone come
mon practice. Given proper models and standards ofperformance chil-
dren can learn the skins of personal evaluation, subject matter selection,

best o '.'open" class:vont, such things do go on succestful64 Glaser's
hope, therefirere, is that research and development can be fretted toward
the fabricaticiro of instructionalprograms that make it prgrotabk for all
teachers to work. in this *tot

His third requirement strikes -direotly at the deficiencies of our.
present testing pactioes We must, Glaser reason; put .an end to tells
that do no more than indicate relative standing: we must eliminate
measures designed primar4 to sort children according to preconceived
criteria,' and Important* we mist learn to appraise thitfa I' more delicate
phenomena of darning ;Ole, nom:ovoids,'" develainnent.and teaching in
natural setting Finally, In the fourth req:dremoint we must increase our
capacity to deal with basic aptitudes thenisehtes. Intelligence and ability,
Glaser believes, are not determined in heaven alone They can-.4 we
but could &scorer howbee bred and refined

These four requiremetts thoughtfully conceived are useful in
pointing the way to educational research that.anticipates the educational
tomorrow As st they bring to mind oiher recent efforts to &stay*:
between sane a Insane endearors. For example; a study on future-
oriented educational research, conducted by the Stanford Research hiSti:
tide yielded somewhat similar prescriptions.' The stud) considered (a)
chronic problems (b) chronic problems possibly becirming acute, (c)
acute problems _and 0,1-adaptive problems. The following goals, con-,
tained in a report to the .National Institute of Education, are illustrathw

4. Nib Natimmiboats* of Eduartfoiv Wanting Papers on Problems. Goals and Plorwm Weis.
tins far NIL "A Research Nate by a W Marhky (Educational Polley Research COlittf Stanford
Research lescituAt 1974. Steam Z 10-11
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CHRONIC PROBLEMS

road .Conflict over Goals, Practice, and Nature of Education
1

To develop an informed educational statesmanship in order that much
ofthe conflict can take place in the political and public arena rather them
In the schools themselves .

To create sgalcient diversity in circler that the different nerds of different
tromps can Se met gout destructive conflict

Ineffective Use of Educatiottal Re:ours-es

A

To examine cost-beneflt relationships inhere:it in present WO of educet:
bona! re omen.

To discover economies of scale, and so on. which might be useful within
the present school system; and direly:gate between economies which are
appropriate for dijfirent tiachMg-learnkg environments

?Needs of Spciai Groups

To gear the educational system to handle the special needs of certain
segments o if the population.

o

To examine the &fermi 'mks appropriate to the formal educational
system In different circumstances

CIIRONIC PROBLEMS POSSIBLY BECOMING ACUTE

Lack of Diversity of Echicatkmal Approaches

To develop diversity withcistlsg lams and SITUCLUITS of the school

To explore existing obstacles to diversity, such as state laws, standardised
testing etc

4
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ACUTE PROBLEMS

Equal Educational Opportunior

To define re extent to which formal education is 0 deltrim'nont of lift
-OppOtniXiijit

Increasing the Life Opportunities of the Disadvantaged

To critically examine the auscept "disadvarmagesi" and to investigate its
clusrecteristics

Lack of Student Interest, Commitmen4 Dropoatx Absenteeisni

To defuse the SWIM lack te &wield interest': "dropout"; irbeentee'l
lack cif conuniument" in other than subjective or em ti non-quant0f-
abk eqwesskans '

To hientifr and describe those indisidual and taeirttnnumsal causes_rd
these conditions, including non -school mums and the interaction between
persmnality and aninsantent

of Commitment to &Wady Inquiry

To increase orphasis' on critical thinking in college and especially gradu-
ate xhoo4 aimed not so muds at vigorous sckntium but at critkal mem-
lag and-thi development of conclusions about how to poceed in tkface
of relative ignorance

To increase emphasis on the rigorous study if real- -rated issues glappanusi
relevanix tomudeurs

ADAPTIVE PROBLEMS

Critical Societal Probleins and Needs of the Future

To increase the quality of researci related to thl identification and anal-
ysis of critical societal profs/erns and needs of the future

142 f
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To make educational research and development and educational practice
more responsive to future societal ;vs:teems

flexible Problem-Soliing Skills in Real- World Situations

if.To &avast the degree to which conventional educational pnrc&v can
feasibly provide educational experiences which lead toflexible problem-
Wring skills in the real ifor4 and in environments which are tutfiunilisr.

To identifr the prinripa' I variables on which effectioe flexible; or gevutraliz- .

able problem-solving skills are based and how they can best be imparted
to different types of students.

These goal-statements, like those of Glaser's, although certainly
open to dispute and debate, denwnstrotethe-kind-ofintillectuaHrridger
that must be constructed to an the chasm betimes' present and future.
Their great vinure is thateven V they pore estattatily to be inappto-
patethey will be far from ii.uste4 V only becalm they Al with
problems that already beset ui In the here and no*

The ultimate value of the research Glaser suggests Ire mad is
that kit will prtifit us to experiment with legitimate pedagogical frnprove--.,
ments. The term "alternative"much abused in the recent literaturt.
has last meaning because much ofwhat has seen proposed lacks original-
ity. The hard fact is that we still know far too little about educational
change. Neither bigger, nor more of the saine, nor direntficefor the sake

soldirerence willserve our purpose, instead we must define the charac-
teristics of the educated person oiV8 seek launch correspondhsgraearch
and development measure our results, note our Mho= and repeat the
process until we find our way to success. ?

LLI

RES'EARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ISSUES

1. What aspects of the present educational system restrict doable ao:ommo.
dation to individual requirements and interests?

2. What significant learning abilities are ignored in the present program of
instruction?

3. Would it be desirable to work toward alternative educational objectives,
or to work toward the same objectives in alternative ways, or both?
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4. How can the educational system be reconstituted so as to nurture a wider

range of skills and aptitudes?

S. What kinds of teaching activities can be used to increase the child's
so-called natural aptitudes and abilities?

6. Can we develop psychometric techniques that, instead of predicting prob-

able success, specift the particular corrective procedures thpt will insure

success? p .-

7. What aspects of cognition would enable us to rely less heavily on purely

verbal leonine_
8. Shoidd teachers acquire variable methods for accomplishing the same

teschine objective in we-service training. in4ervice training, or birth?

9. How can we ban design curricula that take advantage of the child': own

cultural inheritance?

personality Mt" between teacher and stlident?

IL What reorganization will be required to eliminate the arbitrary and inde-
fensible &oinked= of students according to unitary learning abilities?

12. Can special learning exercines ingrain the child's ability to adapt to

schooling?
13. How eau a more productive relationship between practice and research

be achieved?
14. What revisions should be made in our present sequenceof basic research,

applied research, development, and application?

LS. Would a new kind of alliance between educational researchers and social

scientists

What systemic would help to loosen the existing boundaries of
cientists be de

grade and tinsel /
It What are the basic characteristics of an instructional program in which

efficient self-directed learning can occur?

18. How should we best proceed to suspend the use of tests that sort children

according to preconceived criteria and to develop diagnostic instruments

that describe inherent learning style, cognitive and noncognidve develop-

malt, and the quality of learning performance in natural settings?

19. What kinds of research projects will yield procedures that enable us to
extend children's bask aptitudes? ,
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The issue of whether and how to adapt instruction to individual

. .

differences in student ability or achievement hasbeeo.one of the most

long-standihg controversies in American education. At various times,

opinions and practices' have alternatively favored suchpractices,as tracking,

within-class ability grOuping programmed instruction, Computer-assisted

instruction,. and mastery learning as means of attempting to :insure that

the eds and readiness of every student are taken into account in

insEructio The need for some sort of individualization has been perceived'

as particularly rest in mathematics, where learning of each skill depends .

in large part ori mastery of prerequiSite skills..

The rationale behind individualization of mathematics instruction is.

-that students enter class with widely divergent knowledge, skills, and

motivation. When the teacher presents a single lesson to a diverse group,

it is likely that some students will not have the prerequisite skills to

learn the lesson, and wall fail to profit froit. Others will alreidy

know the material, oryill learn it so quickly that additional time spent

going over the lesson will be wasted for them. Karweit 11983) and Slavin

A

(in press) have hypothesized that small, inconsistent effects of time

on-task on achievement (net of ability) are due at least in part to a lack

.
of correspondence in group-piced instruction between what is taught and

students' kvels of readidess and individual learning rates.

It is clear that teaching .a single lesson at a single pace fo a

heterogeneous class incurs cerLaili inefficiencies in the use of instructional

time. In Lheory, m!,51mum instructional efficiency should be achieved

when material presented to students Is exactly appropriate to ther

levels of readiness and procedes at as rapid a pace as students can

136
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assimilate informasion. The substantial effects of

-student achievement (s

126

one-to-one tutoring on

for example, Glass, Cahen, Smith, and Filby,

1981) probably arise in part from the ability of the adult tutor to establish

a level and pace of instruction that is closely tailored to the needs of the

individual student.being tutored.

However,: students overwhelmingly learn in class groups not in

individual tutoring sessions. Iddividualizing instruction in class groups

entails costs in instructional'effiCiency that may equal or exceed the

inefficiencies.introdUced by the use, of ,a single level And pace of instruction.
-.-

For .example, programmed instruction provides c leti individualization of

instruction, allowing. Students to procede at the r own rates on-materials

appropriate to their level of prior knowledge. Yet ptogramMed instruction

inevitably reduces the amount,of time teachers can spend in direct

instructionaractivities and increases the amount of time students spend

doing seatwork. In studies of group-paced instruction, time spent on

seatwork has typically been negatively associated with learning, while

time spent on direct instruction has had positive 'effects on learning

(see Brophy, 1979*Good, 1979)., Time spent checking materials and. managing

the program is largely time lost from instruction. Motivation is often

,° lacking in programmed instruction, as studentsvmay place little value on

progress for its own sake, and may become bored with endless interaction

with written materials alone (see Kepler and Randall, 1977, and Schoen,

1976, for discussibns of the problems of programmed Anstruction).

Reviews of research on programmed instruction in mathematics (e.g.,

Miller, 1976; Schoen, 1976) uniformly,conclude that programmed instruction

is no more effective that traditional methods.,. in, increasing student

achievement. Given the costs and difficulties of implementing programmed,
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instruction, one might argue that this approach should be abandoned as

unworkable and ineffective.

4 ,

Yet the problems of student heterogeneity programmed instruction

was designed to address will not go away. If anything, classes are becoming

more, not less. heterogeqeous as a consequence of such movements as main -

streaming, desegregation (which sometimes brings about' abandonment of

tracking), and ihrinkIng school sizes (which striate' possibilities 'for

tracking). TracAng itself $s increasingly ing questionpd as an

effective means of dealing with the problem...of student heterogeneity.

Studies.of tracking find feu achieveeent benefit:014r this practice (see

Esposito, 1973; God & Marshall, in press; Kulik & tulik, 1982), except

perhaps for gifted students (but see Slavin, 1983b for criticism of this

research)..

Rather than abandon programmed instruction, as began a project at

the Johns Hopkins Center for Social Organization of Schools to attempt to

resolve as many of the problems.of programmed instruction as possible.

We hoped to reap the achievement benefits of providing instruction appropriate

to the needs and skills of individual students by reducing the time and

,maiiageunt costs of programmed instruction and increasing` the amount of

direct instruction teachers could deliver jin'coordination with the -

individualized program. Our plan was to'have.the students themselves

handle the routine management And checking required for the individualized

program in small, heterogeneous testes, and to reward the teams based on
r

the numher.and accuracy of units completed by all team -members. -In a

decade of research on group: -paced cooperative learning methods (see

Slavf.n, 1980, 1983a), we had found that team incentives were effective in,

motivating students to help- and- encourage one another to achieve, and thus

were consistently effective in increasing student achievement. We now

1111
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wished to apply the same principle to motivate, students to help and

encourage one another to do individualized unite quickly and accurately.

By having student teams take reeponsibilitydfor routine management and

Checking, for helping one another with problems, and for encouraging one
S.

0

another to achieve, we felt it would'be possible to fri4e.'the teachez, to

provide directinstruction to small, homogeneous groups of students

drawn from the heterogeneous teams. We intended this instruction to focus .

on the concepts behind the algorithms students were learning in their

individualized work, and we, thus hoped to integrate the teacher's instruction

to the homogeneous teaching groups with the individualized work.

In addition to solving the problems of management and motivation in

4

programmed instruction, we hoped to create a method that would take

. advantage of the considerable socialization potential of cooperative

learning. Previous studies of group-paced cooperative'learning methods

hpve consistently found positive effect); of these method's on such outcomes

as race relations and attitudes toward mainstreamed, academically

handicapped students ,(see Slavin, 1980, 1983a). We thus had good reason

to expect that similar outcomes could be achieved in a method. combining

cooperbtive learning and individualized instruction.

Team Assisted Individualization

To sOlve the theoretical and practical problems of programmed

instruction, we set out to create a'method that-would satisfy the following

criteria: -

--The teacher would be minimally involved in routine management

and4hecking.
K
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--The teacher would spend at least half of his or her time teaching

small groups.

--Program operation would be so simple that students of any age could

manage it.

--Students would be motivated to proeede rapidly and accurately

through the materials, and could not do so by cheating or finding

shortcuts.

--Many mastery checks would be proVided op that students vouid rarely

waste time on material they had-alre mastered or run into serious

difficulties requiring teacher help. each mastery checkpoint,

alternative instructional activities ani parallel tests would be

provided.

--Students would be able to check one anothers' work, even when the

checking student was behind the student _being checked, and the

checking procedure would be simple and not disruptive to the .checker.

--The program would be simple to learn for teachers and students,

inexpensive, and flexible, and *mould not require aides or team

teachers,

--The program would, by having students work in cooperative, equal-status

groups, establish conditions for positive attitudes toward minetreamed,

academically haridicapped students and between students-ciUdiffirent

racial or ethnic background.

The TAI program that was developed to meet the above criteria was first

pilotted in a single class, extensively revised, studied in two full-scale

but brief (8 and 10 weeks, respectively).field experiments, revised again,

and studied in a 24-week field experiment. The TAI program as applied in

the field experiments consisted of the following components.
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1. Teams, Students were assigned.io four - to five-member teams by

the project staff. Each team consisted of a mix of high, average, and

lew actgevers'11's determIsed by a,ylacement te4; boys and girls,'*end

students of any ethnic groups in the class represented in the proportion

they made up of the entire class. Students identified as receiving

resource hdip fora learning problem weretevenly distributed among the

teams. Every eight weeks, students were reassigned to "new teams by their

teachers according to the same .procedures.

2. Placement test. The pretested aE'the beginning of

the project op mathematics operations. Students.. were placed at the

appropriate point in the individualized program based on. their performance

on the diagnostic test.

3. Curriculum materials. During the indiVidualized portion of the TAI

process, students worked on. prepared curriculum materials covering addition,.

subtraction, multiplication, division, numeration,

word problems: and introduction to.algebra.' These

following subparts:

decimals, fraCtions,

materials had the

--An Instruction Sheet explaining the.skill to be mastered and

giving ,a step-by-step method of solving problems.

--Several Skilisheets, each Consisting of twenty problems. Each
#1.

skillaheet introduced a subskill that led to final mastery of

the entire skill.

--A Checkout, which consisted of two parallel sets of ten items,

--A Final Test.

--Answer Sheets for Skillsheets, Checkouts, and Final Tests.

4. Team Studs? Method. Following the placement test, students were

given a starting point ih the individualized mathematics units. They worked
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on their units in their teams, following these steps:

--Students formed into pairs or triads within their teams. Students

located the unit they were working on and brought it to the team

area. Each unit consisted of =the Instruction Sheet, Skillsheets,

and Checkout' stapled together, and the Skillsheet Answer Sheets

and Checkout Answer Sheets stapled together.

Students exchangid7AhiWitShet0-141th partners within .their teams.

--Each student read his or her. Instruction Sheet,aliking teammates

or the teafe0or help if necessary, and then began with the

first. Skillsheet in kis or. her unit..

--Each studeht worked the first four problems on his or her own

Skillsheet and then had his. or her partner check the answers

againEit the Answer Sheet. if all four were correct, the student

could immediatelY:go on to the next'Skillsheet. If any were wrong,

the Student had to try the next four prOblems,'and so on until he

131

or she got one block of four problems correct (asking teammates or

the teacher for. help if needed),

--When a student got four in a row on the last Skillsheet, he or

she could take Checkout A, a ten-item quiz'that resembled the

last Skillsheet. On the Checkout, students worked alone until

they were finished. When they were finished, a teammate stored

the Checkout. If the student got eight or more items correct, the

teammate signed the ChecioUt to indicate that 'the student was

Certified by ,the team to take the Final Test. If the student

did not get eight correct, the teacher was called in to explain

any problems the student was having. The teacher would then ask

the student to work again on certain Skillsheet items. The

student then took Checkout B, a second ten -item test comparable
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in centent and difficulty to Checkout A. 'Otherwise, students

skipped Checkout B and went straight to thd Final Test. No

student would take the Yinal Test until he or she had been

.passIF by a teammate on a Ctleckout. 'When a student "checked out,"

he or'she took the Checkout to a.stUAent monitor from a different

team 'to get the aropriate Final Test. The student then
*

completed the Final Test,. and the monitor scored.4. Two or

132\

three students served as monitors each day, rotating responsi--

bility among the class every day.

5. Team Scores and Team Recognition. At the end of each week, the

teacher computed a team score°. This scoreiWaa based on the average number

of units covered by.each team member, with extra points for perfect or

near-perfect papers. Criteria were established for team performance. A

high criterion was set for a team to be a "SUPERTEXH," a moderate criterion,

%-
was established for a team to be a "GREATTEAM," and a minimum criterion was

set for a team to be a "GpOOTEAM." The teams meeting the "SUPERTEAN" and

"GREATTEA.M" criteria received attractive certificates.

6. Teachifig Groups. Every day, the teacher workedith groups of

studAts who were at about the same point in the curriculum for 5-15 minute

sessions. The purpose of these sessions was to prepare students for major

concepts in upcoming units and toy go over anf paints with which students

were having trouble. Teachers were instructed to emphasize concepts rather

than algorithms in their instruction, as the individualized materials were

considered adequate for teaching algorithms but not concepts.

Research on TAI

Three field experiments have been conducted to evaluate the effects

of TAI on student Achievement, attitudes,- and behavior. The methods and
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and results.pf these studies are desdfibed in the following sections.

Experil0,

Experiment 1 (Slavin, Leavey, & Madden, in press; Slavin, Madden,

& Leavey, 1982) was the'first full-scale evaluation of TAI.

Experiment It Methods

-133

Subjects and Design. The subjects in Experiment l'were 504 students

in rade% 3, 4, and 5 in a middlt-clastOsuburban Plaryland school district.

Kighty percent 'of the studctits'wereWhite, 151 were black, and 5% were

Asian (primarily Korean). Six percent of the students uvre receiving

special education services for a' serious learning problem at least one

hour, per day,:and an additional 17Zof the students were, receividg other

educational services, such as special reading or speech instructi n. The

students were in eighteen Classes in six slog:. The schools randomly

. .

assigned to one of, three conditions; Team Assisted Individualization (TAI),

Individualize4 thstruction (II) without student teams, or Control: These
. IL.

4 ,

treatments AreO4lescribed below. One third, fourth, and fifth grade claSs
.

was then selected to participate in the study in each school. The three
f

treatments were implemented for eight weeks in Spring, 1981.

Treatments

_______11___REM:02111tELIMIALL1811!21122(TAI)._TAI was implemented as

described above.

2. Inclivtruction (II). The II grouplused the same

curriculum materials and procedures as the TAI group with the following

exceptiods:.

s--Students worked individually, not in teams. They checked their

own answer sheets for all Skillsheetsand Checkouts. Criteria for going

on (i.e., four correct for Skillsheets and eight out of ten for Checkouts)

were'the same as for TAIL
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--Student's did not receive team scores or certificates.

In all other respects, including curriculum organization, student

monitors, teacher review sessions, and recordkeeping, the II treatment

was identical to TAI.

3. Control. The control group used traditional methods for teaching

-mathematics, which consisted in every case of traditional texts and group-
saccrass....m.,74

134

paced instruction, supplemented by small homogeneous teacher-directed

math greMps.

4 Measures

1. Mathematics Achievement. The Mathematics Cpmputation subscale of the .

a.

Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills (CTBS), Level 2 Forp 2, was administered

as a pre- and posttest of strident mathematics achievement. The CTBS

(rather than a curriculum-specific test) was used to be sure experimental

and control Aftases would have equal opportunities to have their learning

be registered on the test. No efforts were made to design the curriculum.

materials to correspond to the CTBS items.

r4

2. Attitudes: Two eight -item` attitude scales were given as pre- and

posttests. The scales were Liking of Math Class (e.g., "This math class

is. the best part of my school dAy"), and Self-Conpept in Math (e.g.,

"I'm proud of my math work in this class;" "1 worry a lot when I have to

take a maehrtestnY.'"For-each 4e61,--fifi-denta-tatka-eitlie7r-TESF,Yes,

no, or NO!. Scores of negatively scored items were reversed, so that

high scale scores indicated More positive attitudes. .

3. Behavior Ratings. Teachers rated a sample of their students.at

pre- and posttesting on the SchooeSocial Behavior Rating Scale, or SSBRS.

The subsamples consisted of all.students receiving some form of special

service foeatlearning' problem (e.g., reading or math resource, speech, or
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special education), plus a random selection of six other students. The

do,k

SSBRS consists 'of four scales designed to elicit teacher ratings of student

behavioral and interpersonal problems. Students receiving special services
c

were oversampled because they were see* as most likely to have behavioral

and interpersonal pyoblems that might be remedied by a cooperative-
.

' individualized treatment (see Slavin, Madden, and Leavey, 1982). The four

scales were Classroom Behavior (e.g., "Does not attend to work)), Self-

Confidence.(e.g., "Bedomes easily upset by failurer"). Friendships (e.g.,

"Has few or no friends"), ana,NegatiVePeer Behavior (els., "Fights with

other students"). There were six items in the Negative Peer Behavior Scale,

and eight in the other three'scales'IA4actor analysis using verimax

rotation produced factor loadings consistent writhe priori, scales.

If:. Peer Rating. A peer rating. form was given at pre- and posttesting

to assess acceptance and rejeition of mainstreamed students. Each student'

was given a class list and 'was asked to .mark each classmate as "a best

friend" or "okay." Two measures were derived frpm this. .0The first was

the number of nominations as "best friend" received by'mainstreame4

students. The second was the number of times mainstreamed studentl; were

listed neither as "best friends" nor as "okay," taken to be an iudj.cation

of rejection. Only within-sex choices for boys were analyzed, as there were

very few mainstreamed girls in the sample.

Experiment 1: Results

The data were analyzed by means of multiple regressions,.wher fci.

each. dependent-variable (posttest), the R2 fora full medel including

pretest, grade, and treatment was tested against the R
2

for pretest and

grade,

Insert Tables 1 & 2 Here
4.111,ellmatI ..= ,
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The pre-. and posttest means on all dependent variables taken on. the

full sample 'by treatment are shown in Table 1. Table 2 presents the

restilts of the multiple regressions, including both the overall (3 x 1)

results and each of the pairwise comparisons.

The results for the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills(QTBS)
00

Indicated a'marginally significant (p.07) overall treatment effect,

controlling for pretest and grade. The TAI group gained significantly

more in achievement thAn.the Control group, while the II group gained

marginally (p4C.09) more than the Control grouplowever, there were to

.

significant differences between the TAX and II grAups..1

Results for the Liking of Math scale indicated a Signficant overall

treatment effect, as well as significant differenees/beren TAI and

'Control and between II and Control, with both experimental groups scoring

higher than the control group, controlling for pretest and grade. There

were no differences between TAI and II. Overall treatment effects were

also found for Self-Concept in Math. TAI significantly exceeded Control

on this variable while II.margiftally(pIC.08) exceeded the Control group.

Statistically significant overall treatment effects; beyObd the .001

136

level were found for all four behavioral rating scales (see Tables 1 and 2).

For Class Behavior, TAI students were rated as having significantly fewer

problems, controlling for pretest and grade, than elthei-tentiol students

f

or II students, but there were no differences between II and Control.

On Self-Confidence, the Control group was rated as having more problems

than either TAI students or II students. he TAX group had fewer problems

reported than the It group. The Control classes were ashaving

more friendship problems than either TAY lasses or

were no differences between TAX and II. The same p

141
fl

II classes, but there

tern of effects was

0
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seen for ratings of Negative Peer Behaviormore problems were,, reported

in the - Control classes than in the TAI or II Classes, but there were no

differences between TAI and II

Insert Tables 3 &. 4 Here
401.

Tables 3 and 4 summarize the results of analyi,es for the mainstreamed

Subsample (from Slavin, Madden, b Leavey, 1982). Analyses of covariance

indicate that TAI students exceeded control st ents onboth sociometric

meavres (i.e., they gained more *hest.frien nominations .and were less

1j7

often rejected). TAt students were also reported to have fewer problems

than control students on all four behaviot rat scales, and were higher
.

in liking of mstiv.;class. .Intereitingly, the same pattern of results was

found for the comparison of II and Control treatments, with the exception

of the Classroom Behavior scale, on which'there were no differences. TAI

students exceded II students only on the Classroom Behavior and Self-
.

ConfidenCe ratings, and on the Self-Concept in Math questionnaire scale..

Experiment 2.

Experiment 2 was conducted primarily as a replication of the TAI-Control

comParison studied in Experiment 1.

Experiment 2: Methods

Subjects and Design. The subjects in Experiment 2 were 375 students

in grades 4, 5,, and 6 in another suburban Maryland school district,

Fifty-five percent of the students were white,i43% were black, and 2% were

Asian. .Four percent of the students were receiving special education-

services for a serious learning problem at least one hpur per day, and an

additional 23% of the students were receiving other special educational

services, such as special reading or speech instruction.. Four schools were-

involved in the study: two TAT schools were matched with two Control schools.

r
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One TAI and one Control school were primarily middle- to lower -class in

student population; one TAI and one Control school wereOrimar y loweri
class. A total of ten TAI and six Contr61 classes OrticiOated in the

study.

Treatments. Experiment 2 compared TAI to Contlpl methods as des'crihed

for Experiment 1) for ten weeks in Spring, 1981.

Measures. The achievement, attitude, and behavioralsrating measures

were the same as in Experiment 1.

periment 2: Results

The data were analyzed exactly as'in Experiment 1, using multiple

regressions testing the R
2

for a full model including treatmpnt to that

for a restricted Model including only pretest and grade.

. Insert Tables 5 & 6 Here

The pre and pdsttest means by treatment are shown in Table.5, and

the results of the multiple regressions are summarized in Table 6.

The results for.the CTBS closely mirror the TAI vs. Control comparison

in Experiment"1.' The TAI students scored significantly higher-than Control

students, controlling for pretest and grade. However, there were no

significant differences on the Liking of'Math Class or Se1J-Corftept in Math

scales. Controlling for'pretests and grade, the TAI,tea r6 reported

significantly fewer problems than the Control teachers with regard to

Self-Confidence and. Friendships, but there-were no differences seen on

Classroom Behavior or Negative Peer Behavioi.

Thus, while the achievement results of Experiment.2 confirm the TAI

vs. Control comparison in Experiment 1, the strong attitude effects were

not replicated, and the behavioral rating results of Experiment 1 were

replicated only for Self-Confidence-and Friendship Behaviors.
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Experiment 3

Experiment 3 was conducted to assess the achievement effects of TAI

over a longer period thin in Experiments 1 finch, to rule out the possibility

that the positive effects found in the earlier experiments were due t4

WEI-art-lasting Hawthorne effects, to establish the asefultiess of TAI as

. .

the primary means of delivering mathematics instruction, and to selidy the

effects of TAI on the Mathematics Concepts and Applications scale of the

CTBS as well as on the Mathematics Computations scale used in the earlier

, studies. R.

Experimentik Methods

Sairlectis and Desi The subjects in Experiment 3 were 1317 students

in grades 3, 4, and 5 in the same middle-class suburban school district

that participated in Experiment 1. Seven hundred students in 31 classes in

four gtheois Were assigned to use T41, and 617 students. 10 30 classes in
v

.the similar schOols matched on grade - level,. district- administered.
-,

California Achieve went Test scores and type of neighborhood, served As

the control group, The treatments were administered over a 24-week period

from December, .1981, to May, 1982.

Measures. Tie only measures used were the Math Computations and Math

Concepts and Appl cations scales of the CTBS. Students in grades 3-4 took

Level 2, Form S the CTBS, while those in grade 5 tOokAevel V, -Form U.

Scores from corres onding scales of the California AchievementTest (CAT),

given by the distr ct in the tall of the third and fifth grades, served 401
. .

as covariates to adjust for any initial differentes in achievelent level

(none were statisticAlly sitpificant) and to increase' statistical power.

Thus, for third and fifth graders the CAT scores were recent, but for fourth
eel"

graders, fall third grade SAilores had to be used.

150
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Experiment 3: Results

The data were analyzed by means of analyses of covariance. For

analyses involving.the CTBS Mathematics Computations Scale, CAT Mathematics

Computations scores were used as the covariate; for CTBS Concepts and

Applipaiions, ehe corresponding CATScores were used as the covariate.

Analyses were conducted separately for each grade level. Also; th overall'

analysis was conducted by changing all scores o z- scores, adjust,ing,
.

posttest'scores for covafiates, and then conducting an analysis of variance

on the residualized scores.

1

Table 7 About Here

The re1ults are summarized in table 7. While all analyses were

lconauced using raw scores, Table 7 presents grade'equivalents for ease

of interpretation of the different tests.

TAI classes gained more than control classes (controlling.for CAT scores)

on every test at every grade level, but the differences reached statistical

signilicance for Mathematics Computations at grade 3 and 5-but not 4.

There were significant differences at grade 4 and rginal (0409) differences

at grade 5 for Mathematics Concepts` and Applicati s. In the overall analyses,

the TAI classes significantly exceded'control

Discussion

sses on both tests (p<.001).

The results of the three field experiments evaluating Tear-Assisted

Individualization (TAI) clearly indicate that this method that this method

'increases students' mathematics achievement more than traditional

iiistructional methods, On everyachievement Measure in every Ady,

the TACikudents gained more than their control counterparts, although

the differences were not statjstically significant on some 'aubscafes at.
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some grade levels in Experiment 3.- Experieent 3 demonstrated that TAI

141.

could be used over an extended time period (most of a school year) as the

primary means of delivering mathematics instruction.

In operation, TAI was fothtd to satisfy most of the criteria outlined

earlier in this paper.. In .all,three studies, students were able to take
I

on rout4ne4maintenance and checking functions. In fact, students ahilitiesto

responsibly carry out the liatioegrProgram activiiiiis, including checking

partners, routing themselVes, tecording scores, and serving as monitors

exceeded our initial expectations. The team reward system, did seem to

be very'rotivating. and-students. greatly enjoyed "boat the ,prOgra4 itself

and making progress in.it. Several teachers -reported difficulty getting
* 7

students to go to the next class; many students Asked to do math. all day!

One.criterion.that:Was only partially metes that teachers would.be

able to spend at least half of their tie. teaching small groups, In to

three experiments reported here, most teachers worked with individuals

rather than small 'groups most of _the time. We felt that this provided

atuden with inadequate direct instructional time.'

In current applications of TAX, we have cheesed the procedure to make

teaching groups easier to manage and have emphasised teaching groups more

in teachei training. Most teachers who use TAI now do spend at least

half of their class time teaching small groups of students. The effects

of this will not be known until the results of the current year's studies

are analyzed.

Teachers have responded very favorably to TAI, ari4,64proximetely

8QZ of all teachers who used TAI in the experimental studies continued

to do-so in the following school year.
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One important theoretical issue is posed by the results of Experiment :.

In that study, the use of the indivudalized materials and all procedureS

except the cooperative teams increased student achievement (as compared

to control studeAlts) almost as much as the full TAI program. Besides

the materials themselves, this individualized instruction (II) treatment

retained the student - managed aspect of TAI, including student monitors

and self-tbuting, freeing the teacher to work with individUals and small

groups, as in TAI.. This result atigests that the cooperative teams may

not be essential to TAI, but that the positive achievement effects seen for

TAI are due either to student management of an individualized program or

to the particular individualized materials themselves. However, EXperiment 1

lasted only eight weeks; it is 'possible that over anger period, the

cooperative incent es and peer interaction would be n eded to maintain

student interest and tivation. A longer study comparing TAI with mid

without cooperative ncentives is currutlY being, planned.
wr

The results of Experiment 1 for the mainstreamed subsample indicate

that TAlcan have,a strong positive effect on the social acceptance and

behavior of academically handicapped students.' The sociometric findings

mirror effects of group-paced cooperative learning me ads (see Madden

6 Slavin, 1982), The behavioral rating effecti are particularly dramatic.

All academically handicapped students were rated as much worse in behavior

than their non-handicapped classmates at the beginning of the study. By

the end, ratings of academically handicapped students in. the TAI classes were

nearly identical to ratings of non-handicapped students in the control

classes:

However, it is important to note that on most of the sociometric

and behavioral rating measures, the II group performed almOst as well as

r
4
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the TAI group. This was even more surprising than the parallel finding

for achievement. Meece and Wang (1982) also found positive effects of an

individualized program without cooperative groups on acceptance of academically

handicapped students. Slavin, Madden, and Leavey (1982) and. Madded. and SlaVin

(1982) discuss these findings at some ledgth, suggesting that we max,ohave

underestimated the social benefits of individualize Ostruction. The

II condition did not contain the cooperative work' gro hypothesized to

be the principle factor explaining the success of coop tive learning

methods in improving relationships among verse students (see Slavin &

Hansell, in press). However, it does have other features that should have

similar effects, particularly as regards acceptance of academically

handicapped studenis. First, it 'removes (or certainly reduces)

individual Competition between students. Non-competition has been found

to reduce the degree to which students form.a ':pecking order" based on.

perceived intelligence, characteristic of the traditional competitive

class (see Amos, Ames, & Felker:'1977). Second, in the Context of

individualized instruction, it maybe difficult or impossible topick

out the academically handicapped-Students.. They are engaging in activities

similar to those of their classmates, and are likely to experience success, as

they are working on materials appropriate to their needs.: This mi* make it
.1%

pbssible for mainstreamed students to behaviorally blend:in with their non-

handicapped classmates to a degree that would be unusual in .a traditional

classroom, where these students must either be set apart to receive

different stigmatizing tads, or must often experience public failure

(see Madden & Slavin, 1982), Finally, students are allowed to interact

in individualized instruction, and this amount of interaction may be

enough to create the positive social effects characteristic of cooperative

learning methods.
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Two recent studies (Oishi, Slavin, & Madden, 1983; Oishi; 1983) have

..investigated.the effects of TAI on race relations. Both studies found that

TAI improved attitudes and friendships among black.and white students in

Baltimore classrooms. Interestingly, the effects were stronger for

decreasing negativit.'attitedes than for increasing pOsitive,ones (though

both outcomes were found). However, our experience implementing TAI in

Baltimore elementary schools makes us cautious'in recommending this method

for use in low,-achieving urban settings. In most of the lisqes involved

in these studies, neither students nor teachers appeared to be able to

handle the increased.responsibility and autonomy given to students in TAI.

high concentrations of students with serious reading probleMs and behavior

problems made the program very difficult to implement. Preliminary

analyses of achievement data from these studiei indicate that TAI students

learned no more (or less) than control students. On the other hand,

research currently underway in inner-city Wilmington, Delaware schools

indicates that TAI can be implemented well in urban settings. Wilmington

has an extensive metropolitan desegregation plan that mixes students of

quite diverse social class backgrounds in every class, avoiding the

concentrations of low achis seen in many of the Baltimore City classes;

Work directed at making TAI more effective in low-achieving inner-city

schools will continue.
11116

Research on TAI is currently at an intermediate stage. The basic

41

achievement effects of the program have been demonstrated in three field

experiments, and a numbei of positive social and attitudinal effects have

been found. Research and development are continuing to improve the

program (and hopefully improve program outcomes.further), to explore

effecp other than achievement, and to resolve remaining theoretical and

practical issues raised by the earlier experiments, However, at this point
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we can tentatively conclude that we were correct in our initial assumption:

if the problems of management, motivation, and direct teaching character-

.

istic of previous prOgrammid instruction could be solved, the benefits'of

providing instlGaTtn appropriate to students needs can finally be realized.

156
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TBS
Achievement

Liking of
Math Class

Self-Concept
in Math

Table 1

%IN
Means and Standard Deviations of

hievement, Attittdt, and Behavioral Rating
Variables by Treatment, Experiment, 1

TAI

Pre 30.18
Post 33.12
N 138

Pre 24.37
Post 25.09
N

Pre /26
Post 25.80 .

N 145

Behavior Rating* .Pre.
Classrctom- Post

Behavior.

Behavior Rating*
Self-Confidence

Behavior Rating*
Friendships

Behavior Rating*
Negative Peer
Behavior

*

Pre
Post
N

Pre
Post
N

5.07
2.93

58

3.97
1.90

58

1.95
1.57

58

Pre 2.00
Post. 0.94

N 49

(S.D.).

(10.08)
(9.43)

(6.23)
(6.19)
w.

(4.13)
`(4.23)

(4.85)

(L43)

(3:76)

(2.80)

(3.29)
(3.89)

(3.13)
(1.94)

II

(S.0)

28.51 (11.59)-t

31.45 (11.31)
148

25.02 (5.09)

25'.51 (4.35)
150

i4.23 (4.89)

4.97 (4.42)

150

14:45 , (5.37)

5.26 (7.85)

68

4.12 .' (5.32)

.31 (5.05)

149

Control

X (S.D.)

29.25 (1L:"
31.02 (11.86)

148

23.23 <5.07)
.21.93 (5.75)

154

24.56 (4.16)

24.40 (4.72)

153

4.81 (5.88)

5.41 85),

03

2.64 (3.55)

3.78 (4.57)

67 83

4.46 (7.19) 2.00

2.79 (5.48) 3.17

67 83

2.13 (4.08) 1.82

1.16 (2.58) 2.87

67 83

(3.32)
(408)

(300)
(3.76)

1

For the behavioral ratings, high scores indicate more problems reported.

.

From Slavin, Leavey, E..MA$den, in press/
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Table 2

Results of Multiple Regressions, Experiment' 1

R2
.

(

Total
R2

Inc d.f. r

150

CTBS
. ----1------wonwiimmodis

Overall .752 .003 2.76 2,431 .(07

TAI vs Controlo..... .76§ .004 5.39 1,284 103

TAI vs II .721 .000 41 1,284 A.s.

II vs Control .766 .002 2.90 1.244 109

Liking of Math Class
Over 1l .327 .035 11.66 2,448 .001

TAI s Coptrol .360 .035 16:37 1,299 .001

TAI s II .275 .000 _ <, 1 1,295 / n.s.

II vs Control .312 .004 19.50 1,302 .001

Self-Cqncept in Math
Overall .410 0011 4.13 '2,445 .01

TAI vs Control .442 , .014 7.28 1,296 .01

TAI vs II .382 .003 1.28 "1,293

II vs Control .406 .006 3.21 1,301 4:.
, . .

Behavior Rating:. Classroom .

Behavior
Overall .600 ,.041 10.43 24204 .001

TAI vs Control .672 .066 27.55 137 .001.

TAI vs II
II vs Control .

.471

.609
1 .049

.000
11.25
41

1,122

1,147

.001

n.s.

Behavior Rating: Self-
Confidence i

Overall .536 .071 15.52 2,203 .001

TAI vs Control .577 .118 38.25 1,137 .001

TAI vs II .478 .024 5.51 1,121 .03

II vs/Control .571 .032 '10.88 1,146 1001

Behavior Rating:
Friendships ,

Overall 4549 .040 9.10 2,203 .001

TAI vs Control .595 .036 12.15 1.137 .001

TAI vs II .541 \ .001 4,1 1,121 n.s.

II vs Control .549 \ .044 14.24 1,146 .001

Behavior Rating: Negative i

Pefr Behavior 1

OVerall'.. t
.507 .075 20.80 2,194 .001

TAI vs Control .526 .105 28.30 1,128 .001

TAI vs II . .405 .002 4:1 1,112 n.s.

II vs Control '
. .561. .088. 29.24

.

1,146 .001

From Slivin, Lenvey, 6 Maddeno.in press.
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Table 3

.Means.and Standard Deviations-of Sotiometric, Behavior
Rating, Achievement, and Attitude Variables by

Treatiiient, Mainstreamed Subsemple, Experiment 1

Best Friends"

)
Tre.

Post.
N .

"Rejections" Pre
Post
N

Behavior Rating:
Classroom
Behavior Pre

Post
N

Behavior Rating:
Self-Confidence Pre

Post
N

Behavior Rating:
Friendships Pre

Post

Behavior Rating:
Negative
Peer Behavior

CTRS

Liking of
Math Class

Self-Concept
'in Math

Pre
Post
N

Pre
Post
N

Pre
Post
N

S.D.
MO Control

X S.D. X S.D.

5.86 3.21 4.14 3.68 4.54 2.84

6.04 3.02 4.61. 1.66 4,00 2.08

22 18 23

2.85 2.37 4.52 2.18 4.22 2.92

2.49 2.43 3.60 2.72 4.77 2.65

22 18 23

A
7.48 5.47 6.06 7.20 7.33 6.85

3.84 2.70 8.29 9.77 8.35 6.42

25 ,34 40

6.00 4.14 7.07 6.51 3.77 4.26

2.84 3.20 6.17 6.40 5,10 5.18

25 . 29 40

1212.88 3.89 5.71 7.90 2.70 3.67

1.80 3.91 3.26 4.66 4.20- 4.18 /

25 34 40"

2.88 3.46 3.00. 5.20 2.70 .3.65

1.17 2.60 1.62 '3.11 4.15 4.20

18. 34

27.e
27.2

22

14.2
14.4

27

Pre 16.1

Post 14.7.

N 27

40

12.1
12.3

22.8
25.3

10.3
11.6

24.9
25.4

11.5
13.0

36 40

5.25 14.4 5.17 16.3 4.34

5.69 14.9 6.05 18,1 5.52

17 39

4.57 15.8 5.44 16.6 3.54

4.78 16.5 5.29 A5.8 3.38

37 39

From Slavin, Madden, & Leavey, 1982.
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Table 4

Results cq Analyses of Covariande, Mainstreamed SubSample,
ExperiMent 1

"Best Friends"
Overall
TAI vs. Control
TAI vs. MO
MO vs. Control

"Rejections"

2.98
5.91

4.81

Overall 435
TAI vs. Control 0.36
TAI vs. MO . 1

MO vs. Control 5 32

Behavior Ratings:
Classroom Behavior
Overall 8 7

TAI vs. Control 28.

TAI vs. MO '
.fis FO.

MO vs. Control .4

Behavior Ratings:
Self-Confidence
Overall
TAI vs. Control
TAI vs. NO
HO vs. Control

8.56
31.87
5.65
3.09

Behavior Ratings:

Friendships
Overall 7.97

TAI vs. Control. 14.82

TAI vs. NO 41
NO vs. Control . 12.66

Behavior Natio*:
Negative Pear Behavior
Overall . 17.09
TAI vs. Control 22.15
TAI vs. mo 4(1

MO vs. Control 32.70

CTBS
Overall 1.44

TA! vs. Control Li
TAI vs. MO 2.24.

MD vs. Control 1.54

152 °

d.f.

2.33

1.41
1.36

1,37

,

Vin'ction

.06-

.02
nes.

TAI C

MO 1 C

2.58 02
1,41 02 TAI .> C

1.36 n.s.

1,37 .03
I

MO > C

2,94 .01

1,61 .001 TAI ) C

1.55 .002 TAI )b C

1,70 S.S.

2,89 .001

1,61 .001 TAI ) C

1,50 .03 TAI > MO

1,65 .09 NO C

2.94 .001

1,61 .001 TAI ) C
1.55 n.s.

1,70 .001 no ) C

2,87 .001

1,54 4.01 JAI > C
1, 48 1 n.s.

1,70 .001 MO > C

2,93. n.s.
1,58 n.s.

1,54 fl.S.

1,72 n.s

Liking of Meth Class
Overall ' 2.66 42,98 .08

TAI vs* Control' 3.69 1.62 .06 TAI > C

TAI vs. MO LI 1,60 n.s.

MO vs. Control 3.40 1,72 .07 no ) C

Self-Concept in Math
Overn11. 2.45 2.98 .10

TAI vs. Control 1,10 1462 S.S.

TAI Ns. HO 3.67 1.60 .06 7' SID

MO vs. COntrol 1.79 1,72 n.s.

From Slavin, Madden, Leavey, 1982.
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Table 5

Means and Standard Deviations of

AchieveMent, Attitude, and Behavioral Rafting

Variables by Treatment, Experiment 2

Self;Concept in
Math

TAI Control

X (P-Del .X (S.D.1

CTBS Pre 28.56 (9.39) 27.12 (9.87)

Achievement. Post 30.84 (9.16) 28.40 (9,36)

. N 189 114

Liking of Pr 22.34 (5.98) 23.97 (5.97)

Math Class iSst 23.07 (61.28) 23.96 (6.03)

4 N 192 113

Pre' 22.35 (4.61) -23.61 (4.75)

Post 24.36 (4.82) 23.95' (4.69)

N 192 , 113.

Behavior Rating*: Pre. 8.62 (9.09) 8.64 (6.03).

ClassrBom'Behavior Post 8.97 (9.55) 8:00 (7.52

N 107 74

*.-..

Behavior Rting*: Pre 3.88 (4.22) 4.67 (4.63)

Self-Confidence Post 3.66 (3.70) 3.25 (5.22),.

N 82 .

.
,

13.

Behavior Rating*: Pre,. 2.32 (3.96) 3:23 (4.56)'

Friendships Post :1.81 (3.44) 3.92 (5.47)

N 81 64

*

Behavior Rating*: Pre 3.83 '(5.71) 3.92.- (4.43)

Negative Peer Post ,3.64 (5.87). 4.60 (5.35) ,

N , 107 73 '

For the behivioral"ratings, high scores indicate more problems report*,

From Slavia,;Leavey, E.1Madden, in press.
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Table 6

Results of Mult iple Regressions, Experiment 2

F d.f.

Liking-of Math Class

Self-Coatept in Math

Behavioral Rating:
Classroom Behavior

Behairioral Rating:

.Self-Confidence

Behavioral Rating:
Friendships .

R2 R2
Total Inc.

ammmmidammilim,...110.M. etamml.110...M.0 44.11411.amihyo.m
ft

Behavioral Rating:
Negative Peer. Behavior

.602 .006 4.70 1,299

'p<

154

.03 .

.307 .000 I 1,301 n. s.

.376 .004 1.86 1,301 .n.s.

.633 .004. 1.72 1,177 u. s.

.567 .018 '6.27 1,151 _ .02
.

.545 .023 7.07 1,141

.608 .006:' 2.67 1,176

From Slavin, Leavey, & Madden, in press.
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T3ble 7
Mean CTBS Scores in Grade.EgutValents and Results

on Analytes of Covarianee, Experiment 3

Grade 3-Comp.

TAL Control

r

Pre (Gr. 3 CAT) .,115 3.69

Post '(CTBS II) 4.88 4.61, 5.81

N 246: 204

.111

Grade 3-C & A 4
Pre 4.48 I 4.35
Post 5.35 5.06 1.86
N 245 206.

'Grade 4-Comp
Pre (Cr. 3CAT) 3.71 3.39

Post (CTBS II) 5.71 5.37 4.1 NS

N 219 '162 t

Grade 4-C & A
Pre 4,16 .4'.00

Post 6.63 5.97 10.80 .001

N 217 164

Grade 5-Comp.
Pre(Gr..3 CAT) 6.15 6.26'

Post (CTBS H) 7.49 7.27 19.61 .001

N 239 247

Grade 5-C & A

A Pre 6.88 6.68

Post 8.02 7.65 2.86 .09
-.411 -

N 238 24/

10

Overall-Comp
Pre 4.59 4.65

Post - 6.02
,

9.88 13.12 .001

N 704 613 '

4

Overall-C &A
Pre 5.20.

Post 6.49 13.61. .001

N 700 617

Prom Slavin, Llavey, & Madden, 1983.
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FOREWORD

VOW can schools provide individualized educational programs that

adapt to the needs of each individual learner? This question, a

continuing concern of practicing.educators, has been a major focus. of

the work of the Learning Research and Development Centet for a number

of years. With die passage of the Education For All Handicapped

Children Act, PL. 94-142, and the resulting push to mainstream

exceptional children, this topic is now'receiving increased attention

in most of the datiaVs schools. As a result, many school systems are

attempting to develop classroom procedures for tailoring instruction'

to the needs of each student. The article presented here, "Adaptive

Instructions Building on Diversity" by Margaret Wanes is being made.

available through L&DC's Reports to Educators' series because of the

timeliness of the topic and, more specifically, as a result of the

interest Ap the procedures described hers that was evidenced in a

conference on this topic held at the Center in May of 1980. In this

rsport, Dr. Wang describes an approach to adaptive instruction which

has beim developed At the Center and which is currently being used in

a number of school systems throughout the nation.

C. Maurits Liedvall, Series Editor
Director, School Relations Project
Learning Research and Development Center
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Adaptive Instruction: Building on Diversity

Developing *says to adapt school learning experiences to

individual differences inHetudelitt has .long been a concern for

educational researchers and practitioners. Research literature on

both. the extent of variation among students and the need for adapting

school instruction to individual differences in students goes back

well over 100 years (e.g., Work cifed in Washburne, 1925). This

recognition has resulted in Sustained and growing interest in

developing educational programs and instructional technologies that

adapt school *learning to the different abilities, experiences,.

interests, and socioeconomic:backgrounds of children. The advances

that have been'made.during the past decade in building theories and

instructional practices have greatly increased our capabilities for

1 '

providing a range of alternative learning environments to accdmmodate

the wide range of student needs. Instructional programs such as PLAN

(Flanaian, 1970), ICE -(Klauameir, 1972), IPI (Lindvall & Bolvin,

1967), and PEP (ling & Resnick, 1978) have demonstrated the

feasibility of having children work at widely varying academic levels

within the same classroom.

The general concept of adaptive instruction, that is, the use of

alternative instructional strategies and resources to meet the

learning needs of-individual students, his nowbecome widely accepted.

at



This cceptance may be attributed. to (a) demonstrations of the-
.

II
.

feasib it of creating classroom. learning environments where adaptive

instruction can be effectively implemented, -and/or (b) current

movements by the general public and judicial and legislative -mandates

that place increasing, demands on schools to provide equal educational

opportunities for all Fhild et Whatever the reason, sang school

districts, regardless of the particular curricular materials used, now

attempt to assess individual capabilities and to match instrIction, as

directly ai possibl., to those assessments.' While skill at, and

technical assistance for such efforts .are only lnows being widely

developed, school. districts are receptive too the instructional 4

approaches that are tied to direct aieesisent of student capabilities

and to building the individual student's competence.

160

Providing adaptive inIruetion requires that alterdate means of

instruction are matched to siudests on the basis of knowledge about

each individual's background, talents, interests, and past

performance. An individual child's abilities and siFyles are assessed,

bbth upon entrance to and during the course of learning, and the

information obtained is used in selecting subsequent alternate-

learning opportunities. This educational process also attempts to
r

a
bring students' abilities into a range of competence that enhances'

theii capability to profit from the available inatruconal

alternatives. The concept of adaptive instruction is built upon the

assuiption that as.a consequence of such an educational apprqich, ,

17 i
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irwider ranges of *ities-can,be accommbdated and 'capabilities for

learning and motivation can-be developed and utilized (c.f., Glaser,

1977).

The positive effects of featuring adaptive instruction as an

alternate approach to achieving ,the goal of lual educational

opportunities for 4011 children, particularly in the context of

mainstreaming exceptional. children into regular classroom settings.,

have been suggested in Many `recent reports (e.g., Pizzo*" 1975;

Consilio, ' 1974; Reynolds is Birch, 1977; Wang, 1979). When the

instructional program is designed to accommodate the individual

differences of all students in the class, differences in the placement

and learning progress of individual students are expected apd even

assumed by the teacher, students, and Parents. In sun classes no

special.labeling is needed to differentiate one chi.14 from soother,

and momentary problems in learning are nox viewed as failUres, but as

occasions for further teaching. Consequently, all children should be.

'able to receive instruction Suited to their needs without the negative

effects of being .spectIly labeled or of being socfally and

educationally segregated.

Whi#e the potential value of providing adaptive instruction is

widely recoghlzed, Oadtical: problems in implementing adaptive

instruction in classroom.settingtdo exist. Adapting instruction to

%student differences places considerable strain on the teacher's time,

1

as well as the teacher's skills in diagnosing and making curricular

0.

4
.

decisions, reorganizing 841 'restructuring the classroom environment,

and managing the cladsroom processes. Therefore, effective



implementation of adaptive instruction will require some fundamental

a.Abatises ni only in the nature and the structure, of the curricular.

1
materials t'also in school organizational patterns, the teaching and

learning prl'Ocesses, and in teacher and student roles.. The purpose of

this paper is to discuss sOme of these changes by describing the

essential characteristics of adaptive instructional programs.
,

Because of space limitations, the nature and. the structure of the

curricular materials required for effective implementation of adaptive

instruction vill not be discussed. These topics have been diaft 0ih
t'

extensively elsevbere ,(e.g., Lindvall & Bolvin, 1967; Bolvig, 1968.

Glaser, 1977; Talmadge, 1975). The focus of this paper will be pin.

programming and classroom -management support requires ent! for the

implementation of adaptive instructinn.in classroom settings.

SOME SALIENT CHARACTERISTICS OF ADAFTIVE eisritucnoN

Several programming and classroom management supports have been

identified as essential, to the effective implementation of any truly

adaptive educational program. These include the diagnosis and

monitoring of student learning pr4ress, the teaching of

self-management skills, and organizational supports such as multi-age

grouping a team teaching.

162
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Diagnosis and Monitoring of Student Learning Progress

Diagnosing and monitoring student learning progress has become an

4
operating feature of p ass aimed at adapting instruction to student

differences. A key component of luch program; is the use of

criterion-refereieed assessment indiees as a means of . matching

instruction to t)e learning. needs of indiv idual . children.

Criterion-referenced assessients, that is, indices, designed to

determine the presence. or absence of certain specific competencies,

provide teachers with te neCeswy information to determine skills
.

and knowledge already possessed by students so thattheir appropriate

entrance into the learning sequence can be insured. Turthermoree.the

use of such clear-cut descriptions of the students' capabilities

insures that, they neither repeat tasks that they have-slegady mastered

or work on objectives for which, they lack c itical prerequisites.

Such process-oriented eseessments for 'dies:0sing and monitoring

student learning are likely

instruction Which4deptive ins

result in the kind qf
\

ruction is designed to

optimization of

achieve,

.resting, however, cannot serve its putpose without an efficient

record-keeping system to maintain accurate and up-to-date information

about studenelearning. A systematic record-keeping systen\ must be

designed in such a way that. it makes minimal demands on the teacher's

time and provides critical information about each student's -Tesrning.

Information uh as students' short- and long-term learning histories,

based on accdsulate4-ntudentsprogress information (e.g., whether there

are specific types of learning tasks that tend 'to require more

1 7 4
5



learning time for a perticular student), is critical for providing the

best match between instructional alternatives' and the individual.

student.

.Paper-and-pencii i21 well as computerized record-keeping systems,

have been adopted by teachers using some form of adaptive instruction.

While paper-and-pencil Ilya

maintaining a mini

short-tern instructional p1

more comprehensive inf

rapid advances being made

of micro- computer systeds

use, the utilization of a c

sae are useful in collecting and

of student learning information for

ng, a computerized system can provide a

tion recordingH;nd retrieval system. With

computer technology, and the availability

that are economically feasible for school

tensed information management system.

could be considered an opera ng feature of adaptive instruction. A

workable computerized system should include (a) a simple recording

scheme that can, be easily followed by students in the elementary

grades, (b) a built-inchecking scheme to insure the accuracy of the

data recorded, (c) a simple retrieval scheme that permits young

children and teachers to obtain up-to-date information on student

learning progress, and (d) a clear display of information on the

instructional options that are available to a given individual student

with certain learning characteristics (Wang & Fitzhugh, 1978). s'It is

important to point out however, that while'using the computer as a

tool for recording and analyzing student progress data can greatly

enhance the teacher's capability in providing, adaptive instruction,

adaptive instruction can be effectively implemented without the use of

a computer.
..,.....

(..,,

..._

6 1 7,1
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The Teaching of Self-Managemeht Skala

The relationship between academic performance and self-Management

behavior has received increasing attention by social psychologists and'

educational researchers in recent years (e.g., Andrews & Debug, . 1978;

Bandura, Adams & Beyer, 1977; Clifford &Vary, 1972; Davis &

.:1; Phares, 1967; DeChaims, 1972; Hiss, 1976; Phares, 1968; Pines &

Julian, 1972). Research results suggest that students who, are high in

self-management appear to make much more :use of previosislY learned
#

. coacepti and principles in problem solving than those who are loq in

this skill. Students who possess self-management skills tend to

-. display greater, persistence in actively seeking informagton relevant

to arriving at a solution to those problems. . Furthermore, research

results indicate that When children are taught self-management s ls,

their classroom behavior tends to become more independent and their

'task completion rates'iecrease significantly.

It is important to note that' children need to be taught the

self-management skills for planning and carrying out learning plans

with increasing independence, just as they need to be taught to read.

It should not be assumed that self-management skills develop with

maturity. Children need to be taught how to search for useful

, information and to. order and organize this information for learning

and retention. The development of these skills is .viewed to be as

"basic- as the three R's to children's effective functioning in

learning environments where the adaptive approach to instruction is.

implemented. An essential characteristic of 'adaptive instruction is

the student's active involvement in the instructional-learning

7- 176
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processes and the resulting acquisiti4n of increased 'epspetence in
S t

self-directed learning. Student self-respoiaibility for planning and

carrying out learning activities. is not only integral to the process

of adaptive instruction, it'is also an expected' outcome of adaptive

instrmtlon.

Itrizationsd Supports
I

.
Implementation of any innovative school program depends not only

upon the acceptance and cooperation of teachers, administrators,

parents, and children, but alto on the availability of organizational

supporta. A common feature of successful programs is the availability

of systematic procedures for dui utilization of supports for program

impleientation and operation. In fact, one of the reasons for

uns6ccessful implementatiowof innovative practices in. schools has.

been -the. lack. of well-defined operational sapports (e.g., Anderson,

1973; Conner, 1976; Decker i Decker, 1977).

The implementation of adaptive .instruction requires training,

teachers to effectively utilize available support 'systems, to meet the

wide range Of student needs. Teachers using 'the adaptive

instructional approach. are challenged to beCome teequrceful in

managing the more flexible and diverse learning alternatives that must,

be made available. 'Professional, help from other teachers and

,-

education personnek, for example, should be viewed as an integral and

neceasarY support system in order to meet the demands adaptive

instruction is likely to place on the teacher. Perhaps more

importantly} . successful classrods implementation of adaptive



instruction requires some organizational changes that '..qan facilitate

the more effective utilization of available resources. Multi -age

grouping and team teaching are Ancemples Of such organization/4'

i

supports.

\
Muiri-agegrouping. , Adapting school leilkieg experiences to

children of diverse learning.characteristiis requires somelloiltnid
.t

flexibiiities not only in the instructionalflearning process but also

in, classroom organization patterns. Timm include providing fOrf

.flexible use of spade, time, and learning resources by students and

teachers.. way to achieve this flexibility is,through.a multi-age

grouping or ungraded classroom aksign.- This :the of classroom

vganization Is likely -to be soreieffeciive in addomtiodating.studadts

f
who make unusually stow or- uou7sally fast progress. The ungraded

classroom organization allow for deceteration or acceleration of

schooling commensurate with individual requirements without

41
conspicuous failures.

Repeating or Jai a grade rarely solves iv child's learning

problems. Children who are held back after not being able to keep up

with students of the same age are likely to consider themselves
/

failures. A feelinmeof failure. only adds to their sense of inadequacy,
,71W

and their poor ealf-*concept. Such feelings of inadequacy are unlikely

to be generated if these children are
t
able and encouraged to succeed

/ .

/

at their own rates and levels in a multi-age setting. ,What "slower"

children need is an opportunity to learn at a pace that is adaptive to

their own' learning needs, with more individual help from the teacher

andioritheir peers. Since ungraded classes take into account the

9

d
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0
individual differWnces and different rates of progress among all

students, exceptional children do not have to measure up to their age-

peers or suffer the oonsequsnces-Of repeating' r skipping a given,

I

grade. In audition, multi-are grouping permits teschers.to spend more

time with extremely immature, vulnerable, or talented children:. Meese
-

children can therefore be given special ittentionbefore they devellop

serious learning and behavioral problems that would reqUire extensive

remedial Work.

Delta-:argrOuping. is also antiportant program design feature

from .thehpqrspective of the, effective, use of teacher ttRe. Fore

aecond graders, the

treading as lie or

axampli if a class includes both first and

.teschiii need not spend as such concentrated time on

she.woulclArith, a class of all first -40aderkes:4tetnce only half the

-cbildren will ,likely be nonreaders, the teacher say not need .to

,h ,

pr4vide as iucHaintensive instructional time for everyone. Although

children will need some instructional time, the students who have

passed beyond fhe beginning reading stais

inderndent reading activities while sie

nonreaders.

- .

benefit from some A,

te04her work, with the

A leas obvious benefit of multi-age sr4pier is the opportunity
1,

ipontaneola and planned /peer

df,
Peet modeling and peer tutoring are thought

'sixth. °development oif'both the tutor and tutee (Allen, 1976). to

.addition to the sOFialliation .functions- the have been attributed

- ,

inrand peer tutoriag.

help the academic and

.

.. SP";er groups
.

\ situations-,

a.

9.

,t0

in the li6tratuke (e.g., Lippie, 1976), cross--age tutoring

seed to coftsribute- to the. *shoot .achievement and

39

I-
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_achievement motivation of both tutors and tutees. In fact, with she-

multi-age grouping_ practice, 'students, with their individual

strengths, are expected to serve as impairtent social and academfc

resources' for each Other.

. t
Team teaching. Teas teaching is 'another viable strategy for

increasing the flexibility requi44 in order to meet tt wilier rangeof

student needs: The main advantage of team teaching is the f tibility

it provides in allocating teacher resources: to. more e4 ectively meet
o

.

the.needs of the individual student. tt also piovides the possibility

of using altern atiye grouping methods. Further, team teaching has the

potential of using the ,interests and talents of teacheis to the
4

fullest extent. Research in this area has founils-highgr level of job

satisfaction among teachers in tessr-teaching situations as compared to

teachers in self-contained situations (ChaNIN.s, 1972),

Team teaching has several -other positive effects on both teachers

and litudents., From the teacher's perspective, tea* teaching is

associated with a greater desire for collegial evalustiOn tn
.# ,

increased sense of influence and.autOnomy,in isking decisions-about

'school and classkoom matters. It' al so allows for a widek -range of

,i nstructional styles and prdvides tchedulir!g. Students

In team- teaching classrooms have been:found to tend 'o spend more of

, -

their school time receiving instruction than those In self-contained

classrooms (e.4., Cohen,i 1976; Schmuck,' Paddock, &" Packard, 1947),

Studies investigating 'the effects Of team teaching also suggest that

team .teaching makes possible_ thepro4ision . of .more learhing

alternatives "to' students and results -in significant differences in

769,



student achievement as well' as in students' self - concepts. and

attitudes toward school. .One of 'the more intangible effects of teas
41110

teaching on both teachers and students has to do with its role in

promoting closer teacherletudent relationships (e.g. Adams, 1962;

Cohen & Bred*, 1975; Cohen,-Deal, Meyer. & Scott, 1976; Dawson &

Linstrom, 1974).

Family Involvement'

Research literature indicates that a major source of a child's

patterns - and/or motives for achievement As the home enViromment. The
4.

behavior and attitudes of the hail', as well'es the . nature of the

physical setting, have a direct'lipact on a Child's behavior before-

and during the school years. As pointed out y Bronfenbrender (1974)
0 0

after. reviewing various early intervention' program', educational

interventions, without. family involsimment are not likely to be

successful. Education includes processes within the family as well as

those that occur in t6 schools. That, is, learning% involves the

Abination of the'ioupand.sdimelsaviroomenti.

Sao

A typica4 strategy for fawn, intervention is to teach family

it
.

. .

.

members how to teach the child or how to interact with the child

around some cognitive activities (e.g.4v0ordon, 1977). The spicific

famil]r. involvement Activities in a program may not be as important as

the goals of the program. famAlyinvolveme't can take s sty of

forms. -At" the minimum, it should involve awareness aqivities to

insure that the family is knowledgeable about the child's learning

plows, .ths.schooll custiculdis, and the child's progress,within the

12

1



curriculum. The goal is to increase communication between home and

school in order to help meet the 'earning needs of the child.

A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF AN
t41DAPTIVE 1N.STRUCTION PROGRAM THAT WORKS

The general principles presented In the foregoing discussion will

-probably take on _more meaning if an Allustration of

.goolied to an situation is provided.'

Learning, Environments

how they can'be

The Adaptive .

Program developed at the University of

Pittsburgh's Lstarning Research and Development tenter _described .

tiere to provide such an illugtration. The overall _goal of the

Adaptive Learning Environments Program is to provide effective school

environments that maximise the outcomes of learning for. individual..

children-7-environments where each child can effectively master basic

skills in academic dubjects, such as reading and matbematliso while

becoming confidentrin his or her ability to learn and to cope With the

social and physical. classroom surroundings. Basically, the program

design represents an aiteept to combine ,aspects of prescriptive

instruction that appear to be effective in assuring basic skills

mastery with aspedti at informal education that appear to be ujeful in

generating ,attit es _and 'processes of inquiry, self-dependence, and

social cooperat on. In this apprOech to instructional, management,

schools are viewed as social systems whidh respond effectively toA,

* IndividuaI,d1,ffeiences and shaped such personal and social student

aptcomes as: positive self-perceptions of one's academic and social

competencies, a sense of responsibility to the school and the broader

social community, and the competency needed for independence and

4
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autonomy in ltarnins.
0

*Specifically, the Adaptive Learning Environments Program includes

(a) 'a proscriptive learning Compdbegt made up of a series cif ,highly

. structured and hierarchically organized curricula for basic skills
development; b) a more open-ended exploratory learning component

that includes a variety of activities designed to adapt to student

interests and needs as well as the constraints of classroom physjical

space and other school resources; (c) systematic classroom management

procedures to facilitate affective implementation of both their

prescriptive the exploiatoty components, and a classroom

oiganizationi.plan that sexists*. the use of available classroom and

.school il.asources.(i.e..cirricular supports as well as etudents' and

. teachers' time); (d) a family involvement program that attempts to

reinforce the integration of school and hose-experiences; and (a) a

multi -age and team-teaching organization to increase flexibility in

4 the use of teacher, student, and time resources.

In classrooms implementing the Adaptive Learning, Environmedts

Program, children can be found working in Oirtuatly every area of the

doom at any given time; eith the teacher cliculating among them.

Basic skills.are taught directly, and children are expected to learn.

it one of thus, duel not, it id tot viewed as the child's failure, but

rather a signal or challenge to the'teacher to try other instructional .

4 alternatives. Because leernift tasks- are broken down into small

steps, there are freqUent opportunities for evaluation, so that many,

small successes can be recognized Ad acknowledged, and momentary

difficulties can be pinpointed before theybecoseleainidg'probless.

c
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Through an instructional-learning management system, called the

Se!f-Schedule System 'Olen, 1974), children are taught to plan their

/awl schedules so AS to ensure that both their assigned and their

self-selected tasks are correctly completed within the time limits

they and the teacher have specified (e.g:, half a\day,. .one day, one

week). During any -given school day, students are generally

'responsible for completing all the, tasks prescribed by the teacher for

the various prescriptive learning ictila and at. least two or ,more

learning activitiesof their own choice. captions may occur when,

the teacher designates a specifiLtime for Small group instruciion.

diagnostic testing, or group instruction classes in music, physical

education, art, and library. In.addition "laisroce activities, such

as special group and individual projects or tutoring sesiions with

teacherv, may 'Also be -scheduled for students who have difficulties

. ,

173
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with specific learning tasks or tot those who are particularly

interested and/or talented. in certain curricular areas.

For the past decade, the Components of the Adaptive Laarning

Environments Program haVig been in operation in hundreds of classrooms

across a wide'range of geographic regions. 'Results proddcad by the

prqgram in- terms of student academic achievement have beets positive

(e.g., Wang, Resnick, & Scheutz, 1974;r Resnick, Wang & Rosner, *1977;

Wang, 1979). Perhaps of even greater interest all meaning are the_

data on classroom professes observed when the program is Cs operation.

For example, students . were fodnd to spend., on the average, about 35

percent of their °time working %independently won individual taski
Ot

(either assigned by tqackers or.self-selected) and about 65 pertent of

184
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their time working in wean or large eirSup settings' (Wang, 1974) .

They spent about 74 percent of their time completing teacher-assigned

prescriptive learning activities and 15 percent of thiir time

completing exploratory learning tasks of their own choice. They were

observed to be "on task" 70 percent of the

observed

statistics

processes.

on-teak behavior

reported from mime

(e.g., Berliner

time. This rate of

is quite high in comparison to the
,

of the nationwide .studied of classroom

at

generally to be able'to complete

al., 1978). Students were found

all of the assigned tasks and more.

In fact,. results from one study designed to investigate the effaces o

iP

the prepKem on low- and high - achieving students show

task completion rate for stirdeMts in this Perticuber

percent. (This f;gure reflects th e fact that students in classrooms

t the average

classroom sus 105

where the program is implemented generally finish more tasks than they

are expected to complete.) No

the task completion rates

*4-4

significant' differences were ascertained

of high- and low-schleying stidents; nor

wore differences; found in-the 66 groups for such classroom process

variables as oti-task.,behaviot: patterns, interactions with-Peers, and

studeieself-perceptirns of their own competence in managing theft' own

liarning (Wang, 1979).
a

DISCUSSION

ft

TheAmplicationA-1,2! using an_adaptisit..instructiianal.. approach,

the Adaptiva Learning Environments' Progims, to meet the
r

such as

mindate 9f providing Outlay education for ,every child seem
ow*

16- 180
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4
far-reaching, particularly in :the. context of the popular public

sentiment to go "back.to basics.".he. Adaptive Learning Environments

Program is designed with the assumption that one does not need to

trade off the systematic teaching of basic skills in order to gain

programming flexibility or foster .student involvement in planning,'
A

meking curricular choices, and self-evaluating learning progress: One

can, achieve both types of outcomes, and both are "basic" in today's

education. The three R's are important but not sufficient to prepare

every child to gain access to equal life chances. However, it is also

-impOrtant to note that in the Adaptive Learning . Envitonients Program

discussed in this paper, the " basics" includes broa4-spectrum of

only m ratted, such 8s science, social studies, physical education,
0 1,

music, eft, drama, oral communication, and consumer education, as well

as an underptihding of the democratic 'way of life, and 'an

understanding of of hit cultured. The "basics" are also meant to

develop personal discipline,, a sense of self-efficacy, and theme

or"

to adapt in a-changing world*

."Basic" education today mustbe viewed as sore than re:adopting

the MbOuffey Leaders, memorizing the multiplicitibn tables, and

putting chairs in the-classroom back into. straight rows. ,Perhsips one
.

of the most ser ious dangers of going "beck ,to basics" is the

curtailing of v$riety in the Curriculum. Effective implementation

the type of adaptive instructional Optoach-described in tigs paper

enhances the acquisition. of a wide rangi of skills, inClUding basic

skills in the three 'Vs.-% Moreilkoriantly the adaptive Knitructional

appeoach assumes that students learn in different ways 'and need

17 186.
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a

16

various kinds of organizational structures and 'instructional

techniques at different stages of their developeent if they are to , t

achieve Mastery of essential: 4akills and knowledge and also develop

- those attitudes and perceptions that will enable the*. 0,be lifelong

learners.
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Listing of Performance Indica 'in Each Critical Program'
Dimension of the Adel: Kiwi Lestniog Environments Modal tALEMI

Critic* Dimentions

AffaiviingSpeee and Futillties (AMP)

. I
Performance Indicetors

Furniturening ter' an arraned in such .a wav deh student's and

teachers On move t owe. :1"
There are eons Mai clearly label the separate learning an at.

There it a system controlling the mimeo/ft of students acid the inovernent

among diffarrnt Tv meet.

There is a clock or some method students can use to keep track of the

'Sufficient call series are available in work areas for orescreatilie, as

wanes titerning activities.

Then; is a sePlitate ittee ton. the to to work wigs individual students

(C,. tittering:ring I.
An are far stdrage and disolaV of learning materials for each component
of the ouricteum is &sew Isbeied. demarcated. and able to Students.

The lecation df storege/dispiav any encouragaiketipropriste integratior;oi

materials with" ii,CutriCider area. :

To t i 4 ( Possible, student work space in seek stoner llndAisPilif area

. ill Deed iently. according to activity type.

Thee ii
t ,

:twee tierk specs for individual and group activities and aide-

ellnden . .
. f..

Each studerit has an individual place for his or her personal.beiongifia.

Students' cOWIPfated work, is an d1sf;h11

Prescriptivei teeming materlids are arranged in sequerrpal order and marked

with sit .00y deciphered iciantificetion code.. .. ...,

Miterists are caterstrised to !militate salettioniand repialaknent file stu- .- - !..... .11 .z..
r

4 . '.:(4 ot.',- - 4p
Itiettg 1 :ip I 17., .. ..

I

" * 4.3. I!, .., .. ar
Flectords, tapes, and *Mier. items ire- libeled with picture aneicW words': ;- 4

:i! sivic we intisto to students with limited reading ieseities. ....1, ,.:
. .

4

Cm*" and MaintiOning
I. etIoitimilletfinaterieli Me nes, durable; and.in. usable Wackier' and suf--104",- .

Instructional Mattriels.014 / - !latent espilly for =tying out activities. ;st, '. .

mere interesting and attractive to students..
Thar* is at. lead one leisming'teek for sech curricular objective,

flours is an oatta-dtett lee of Warning take for each curricular objective.

Murrain* pre rims learning minerals are available in the room. 4.

There il 8 sufficient variety of activities to accommodete student di

end show students a cities..,
in each lreplonitoro Werning otniir. there are at leeit,'W470 or three actiirtiee

A

that wtrY,In content and levet of difficulty,

Sore,aativities are designed to encourage soclial interaction.

Tucher-constructed *IA* taskseft related to sivicific curriculir ohlac-

does. . ..
Tescher-colistructied teeming tasks are by a list Of materiels ,

Establishing and Cartimuniceting
Rules and Procedisree lectito)

.

and a script of directions.

DArtioneistetementaquestions on scrip%or tescher-constructid horning
tasks relate to. and are aensiteeet.tviae, icular objectives, and they are

understendible to students.

The ilischer changes iossnbiatory materials It tam onto a month, when a
new unit of instrtictiOn N in Or when students no longer .need/use

Mitesiide

The telli-ieheduie form shows the teaches's expectations and the amotint of.

WO* ooMPlesad;fes a giwin des and for hie week. G

Shirts rollulillify select at least tisoc; explOciltdry activi

StudenticolivOlati Orestribed edivititili within the specs parit;010..-

"
.
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iECRP) continued

c

The number of students working in each activity area i3 in accordanci; with

the soanfied limits. . -

Students obtain adult help by using teacher call signals ranter than by
raising theirtianck. , .

Students finish one task- and Ask the teacher to check work before starting
another,exCeot when waitiogior_teacher _

Students know when they may do their Prescriptive work.

Students know when they may do their erOloratory work.

Students know What to.do.when they need help with their work.

Students know of any times during the day when activity areas are restrict-

A - 2

- .

4 .

ed.

Students know what things in the activity wee cannot be used Anthoul the

teachers help.

Students know the consequences of.not completing vault.

Students know what happens if they finish their work ahead of-scelletile-.

Students help out in the classroom by performing tasks such as cleaning
paintbrushes and watering plants.

Students state whether other stude4heissed out in the ciassnxwn.
-OK

AtaeYgliftAVMS TtitAl-- TA urns ie estabrisrietichariging information wth aides tiallY.

S

Record mg (MCI

1

Diagnostic Testing (TEST)

Prescribing IPRES)

Monitoring and Diagnosing (M&D)

a

The established, time for exchanging information with aides includes assign-
franc of the aides'. duties.

The reedier Modems the Perferrelno, of individuel students w- ith aides.

Ail classroom records are newt, up-to-date, end accallibo.

Student progress wall charts for that various curricula' activities are CO -
gets.
Thaifill-41rISRo-dato record of the prescriptive tesioretin101ood by
=dant in each curricular ann.

The teacher gives placement teats when students enter each curricular area
or when hew she fails a reevaluation is necessary.

The teacher gives pretests at the beginning of each Unit of instruction.

The teacher gives posttests at the end of each unit of instruction.

-The teacher given plearroant Assn to determine sParoPrinsi .

Wets for transfer studettts.%r

Students work in different wilts within so* of the ',racialist* curricula.

If a student is given additional work for a curricular objective, different

tasks or pages, rattier than the seine tasks. prestirsbectr

,..Prescrigrtions are related to diagnostic tnt_riesufts.

Prescriptions -include the nurreser of tasks and/or rairkbook pages to
completed.
Prescriptions follow the sequence recommended for each curricular area.

Tee leeCblit_midelL.ctrescrigtItne !task_ and amount of work) to meet the
needs of individual students.

When appropriate, the teacher re-structure, Specific learning tasks for .1

4

Mott students uses at leen one posttest in each curricular area each Month.

The teacher cheeks work MtafeCtS Wilfrituderrts-

shout the work.
The teacher determines the sources of difficulty for the completion of
tasks by individual students.

The teacher hales itudentIOOMPlete work on time.

The teacher' disonon Wiwi -Irudents their work pis and/or their program
toward completion of thel4work.

The teacher is aWaril of the reading and math levels in which each student
is worsting.

The peeler is aware of each student's Preference for particular curriCula.

Thill teacher changes prescriptions, or twites new PrOfattniOnS, when
traveling:

The teacher discusses students' perfonnence with than parent*.
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Interactive Teaching tiT)

e

6 instructingYffil41TC
or

ill
v.

ft 1:

folittiveting (MOM

VI

a

I;oping Student Students readily locate prescriptiorss.

.__Stlii-Reaporistbility (OMR) When waiting for teacher assistance, students are Oct:up* bvith. other
intaTraiiikinsiite other stodents.,

,
Students readily locate materials and equipment for all tasks.p.

A 3

discusses students' itorce with otherileveniliistruo-
tonal staff.

The teacher spends short periods of time with each student.

The teacher responds to those students who signal Properly. I

The trawling route, an established -pattern, includes all areas in which nu-
_dents are workin% g. .

The teacher leaks wound the raoaLlscansLattateack_auclerucontaos.__

The tartan °notices and acknowledges each student who iequestsIneeds
help. .

teacher encourages students to help each with their work (peer.
tutoring)..

The teadwriheips students structure learning tasks and coinntunicetes the
procedures required for performing the tasks..
The teacher cominunicetes to students the criteria for suacassfel perfor-
mance,

The teacher uses (maddening.

The teacher uses explaining.

The teacher uses Cueing or orornoting.,

, -iliwaseektertotreetemonetwirier
The teacher uses modeling..

teacher interacts With students sweetening the conten-Forspeciric

The teedier's questioning techivitPree encourage extended student roma.
Os.

he teacher uses. anallirouP iiistrullialle4e Part of Prescribed sctivitias.

The teacher forms small group, of students on the basis of diagnosed
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---The-leascher conducts math Maintenancedrills at least twice a

The teacher grOuPsystui.ents for supplementary instruction.

The weeny shows personal regard for each student.

The teacher gives praise When appropriate.

The teach er encourages, self-menagernent.

In contacts with students working an qxpiOratory. activities, the reacher
shoiiiian interest in student work.

The teacher's words and behavior communicate that students are expected
to succeed.

4

4

Students use learning materials end.ecwiprnentaPProPrietely.

' Students return materials and equipment to the correct places and clean up

# their work places when tasks- are completed.

After their completed work iskhetked, students put it in a disigriated

place.

Each student knowspow to use his or Der own prescription.

cfcli_student knows_how .to ueehrsor.her_self-sr.hedukt_form. _

Students know how many assignrrients they have to finish on any given
day.

Students know how many tasks they hew left to finish.

Students know the deadliteet for completion of tasks.

At teat-SO" of the students in the'claseroom have demonstrated some
asint'in off-management skills. ; .

At least 60% of the students in the classroom are working in the stiff-
scheduling Objective designated as appropriate for the particular time of
the ?cheat year.

This appericel is taken from Wang, M.t.,Cateleno, R., and SinetHN, MS.. Training Manual for the Implementation Assess-
ment figesen for Adoofyrir Inatruetioe Oftistpirgh, PA.: University of Pituburgh, Learning Research and Development
Center, 1063. c , r-- 1
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